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ABSTRACT 

Epistemologists are interested in what makes beliefs well justified. Even before con

sidering competing theories of epistemic justification, however, we should ask what 

sort of valuationtd structure we are trjing to explain. If, as far as epistemic justi

fication is concerned, bellefe are like bank accounts, then all beliefe are comparable: 

just as in any bank account there must be more, less, or as much money as in any 

other, one belief must be better, worse, or as good as any other. Contemporary epis-

temologi^s take for granted the assumption that belief are comparable in the same 

way that bank accounts are comparable: bank accounts have balances, sprinters have 

personal bests for the 100-meter dash, and beliefe have degrees of justifiedness. 

Alternatively, we could understand the justificatory status of a belief to be be more 

like the expensiveness of a restaurant. Consider a concept of restaurant expensiveness 

on which the expensiveness of a restaurant is determined by the range of prices for 

meals at that restaurant. If meals at Restaurant A are S25 to $50 and meals at B 

are SlO to S20, then A is more expensive than 5. Restaurant C, however ($30 to 

S40), is neither more nor less expensive than A. Nor is it equally expensive, for there 

are restaurants that are more expensive than C that are not more expensive than 

A (like D, S45 to $50). Some evaluative concepts, like this concept of restaurant 

expensiveness, do not reduce values to single niunfaers. If epistemic justification is 

like this, then there may be pairs of beliefe such that neither is better justified than 

the other, but nor are they equaEy weE justified. Such befiefe would be incomparable. 

While incomparability fe familiar in the ethics fiterature, it has not previously been 

explored in epistemology. I discuss the implications of allowing for incomparability in 

epistemology, both for theories of epistemic justification and theories of knowledge. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 
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1.1 Normative Theories 

The image in figure 1.1 is impressive enough on its own. WMe one might think that 

Jack Ruby's killing Lee Harvey Oswald was just shocking, and that it would tend 

to leave almost anyone at a loss for words, people are resilient. Our capacity for 

appraising and assessing fe particularly resilient, and, after the period of shock, any 

normal adult could litter the image with a variety of evaluations. The most obvious 

bit of the scene to evaluate is the murder, but we can supply other evaluations once 

we catch our breath. Was the act of leaning away from the line of fire wTong? Mo, 

that seems fine. Why was he there, anyway? Well, that was his job. He had a duty to 

escort Oswald during the transfer. If he had done something else, like pretending to 

be sick and taking the day off, that would have been wrong. How about Ruby's belief 

that Oswald shot Kennedy? Well justified. Anyone who had been watching television 

or reading the papers was justified in believing that Oswald shot Kennedy. In no time 

at all, the scene can acquire quite a few evaluations, as in figure 1.2. 

FIGURE 1.1. Ruby murdering Oswald 

We evaluate all sorts of things: actions, people, faces, buildings, beliefe. A land

scape littered with evaluations — of which one of these pictures would be only a 

small part — offers ample opportunities for theory construction. Where an amateur 

botanist might ask what makes those green plants green? what is the pattern in the 
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the belief that there is a 
man with a gun nearby: 
VERY WELL JUSTIFIED 

leaning away firm, the 
line of firet 

PERMISSIBLE 

escorting Oswald during 
transfer: 

MORALLY REQUIRED 
I 

the belief that Oswald is 
nearby: 

VERY WELL JUSTIFIED 

the belief that Oswald 
shot Kennedy: 

WELL JUSTIFIED 

shooting Oswdd: 
IMPERMISSIBLE 

FIGURE 1.2. Ruby murdering Oswald, with, moral and epistemic evaluations 

green things?, it is the philosopher who looks at the picture and asks what makes the 

good things good? what is the pattern in the good things? I shall focus on evaluations 

of beliefe, for this is mostly a dissertation about epistemic justification. 'Epistemic 

justification' is a term of art. but I shall set aside some disagreements at the outset 

and take the term to be a more or less generic term of appraisal. 'Justified' is good, for 

beliefe, and 'unjustified' is bad. Professional epistemologists do not say— at least not 

with their professional epistemologist hats on, 'you believe that'l But that belief is so 

stupidV Instead, they say, 'you believe that'i But that belief is terribly unjustifiedV 

Though some epfetemologfets claim that one can only explain epistemic evaluations 

in tandem with one's explanation of other sorts of evaluation, most epistemologi^s 

focus on. purely epistemic evaluations. In. figure 1.3, we find the sort of picturcr with 

evaluations, that most epistemologists would like to explain. 

To non-philosophers, the philosopher's inclination to organfee such evaluations can 

seem odd. Students in introductory classes often find the way that normative theories 

are tossed around by philosophers odd, to say the least. Many complaints begin with. 
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the belief that there is a 
man with a gun nearby. 
VERY WELL JUSTIFIED 

tiie belief Uiat Osw<dd 
shot Kennedy: 

POORLY JUSTIFIED 

the belief that Oswald is 
being murderedt 
WELL JUSTIFIED 

tiie belief that Oswald is 
nearbyz 

VERY WELL JUSTIFIED 

the belief that Oswald 
shot Kennedy: 

WELL JUSTIFIED 

the belief that manners 
will always require that 

men wear hats in public: 
POORLY JUSTIFIED 

FIGURE 1.3. Ruby murdering Oswald, with exclusively epistemic evaluations 

'who Ccin say whether ...' or 'it's just a matter of opinion whether ...The idea is 

that when we Utter the landscape, planting our evaluative flags, our doing so is deeply 

arbitrary. Labeling an action 'good' or a painting 'ugly' is different from labeling a 

leaf 'green'. The green is 'out there' in the world (setting aside philosophical worries 

about color, of coursel), whereas we supply the good, the beid, the ugly, and so on. On 

the other hand, students will sometimes let down their guard and grant that some 

actions are 'just wrong', that some beliefs are terribly unjustified. Even die-hard 

relativists, however, can discover that they are in a position to defend normative 

theories. For them, it is a matter of explaining the pattern of evaluations that a 

particular person supplies, or that people from a particular culture supply. There ate 

still patterns to be explored, explained, and regimented. 

I am not particularly interested in defending normative theorizing per se, for two 

reasons. First, it has alwajrs seemed obvious to me that normative theorizing fe 

worthwhile. We do some crude theormng whenever we recognize a bias in the way 

that we are using a particular evaluative concept. For example, when we notice that 
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one of the apparent themes in the way we plant omr evaluative flags is that the actions 

we label 'morally good' are ones that tend to produce pleasure in us, we (hopefiilly) 

sheepishly recognize that we are in need of a bit of moral reform. Children come to 

recognize that this is not what adults mean by hnorally good', and that to use the 

term the way that other people do, they will have to change thehr conceptual ways — 

whether or not they decide to change their behavior at the same time. .A.dults who 

make the same discovery may realize that a bit of selfishness has seeped into their 

moral evaluations; they realize that they are not succeeding in using terms of moral 

appraisal in the way that they had intended. 

The real reason that I am not interested in defending normative theorizing is not 

that the project of exploring, explaining, and regimenting our intuitive assessments 

is obviously usefiil. Rather, the real reason is that I shall be primarily interested in 

a separate but closely connected question. This question is: When we construct a 

normative theory — in particular, a theory of epfetemic justification — what are we 

aiming for? My project has to do with the ways that our answer to this question 

influences they way that we go about constructing, defending, and criticizing epfete-

mological theories. But perhaps this question already seems puzzling, for it has an 

obvious answer. We start with some raw intuitions, perhaps planted, nourished, or 

generally influenced by our family and friends, and we aim for a theory that shows us 

the patterns in our assessments. Sometimes in the coarse of constructing the theory, 

we abandon some of our previous assessments because they do not fit into a par

ticularly alluring pattern. In any case, we end up with regimented, explained, and 

explored, assessments. What I mean by 'what are we aiming for?' is what sorts of 

assessments are we aiming for? 

Let us borrow an example from moral theory. A simple utilitarian moral theory 

attaches to actions moral statuses that are given by the amount of happiness that 

the actions produce: "acts are right in proportion as they tend to promote happiness 

..." A quick survey of your moral assessments should show that this moral theory 
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gets along quite nicely with, a great many of them. Lots of instances of cruelty tiun 

out to be morally wrong oa this theory, and more egregious acts of cruelty turn out 

to be morally worse. Acts of kindness turn out to be morally good on this theory, 

and acts of immense kindness tium out to be even better. So far, so good. Indeed, 

Mill thought that utilitarianism had a solid foothold in the intuitive appraisals of 

most people. The going gets a bit tougher when one starts to confront cases tailored 

to embarrass the utilitarian. A. sheriff executing an innocent person to prevent a 

bloody riot? A. doctor cutting up a healthy patient in for a check-up to save the 

lives of several people who need organ transplants? Perhaps you ought not to start 

uprooting your intuitive apprafeals to bring them in line with utilitarianism just yet. 

Let us set aside the question of whether the uprooting is worth it. Let us instead 

ask what kinds of assessments the simple utilitarian moral theory churned out. Simple 

utilitarianism ('act utilitarianism') assigns to every action a moral status according to 

the effects of that action on the sum total of happiness. While simple utilitarianism 

is not committed to any particular scheme for measuring happiness, the output of 

this kind of theory will end up looking figure 1.4 once we pick a particular scheme. 

On top of these assignments, a utilitarian is free to construct other assigimients. For 

example, a strict utilitarian would take morality to require maximizing utility. The 

categories 'morEiIIy permissible" and 'morally impermissible', then, simply pick out 

for a peuticular agent those actions that do maximize utility and those that do not, 

respectively, as in figure 1.5. 

While a utilitarian can talk the talk of moral absolutes, utilitarianism can still 

be criticized on the grounds that its assignments of numbers to actions is simply 

mistaken. The objection is aimed not at any particular numbers, but rather at the 

association of moral statuses with any numbers at all. Look at utilitarianism from 

the point of view of someone who thinks that everyone wiE, at death, go to heaven or 

hell, that heaven is equaEy good for everyone who makes it, eind that hell is equally 

bad for everyone there. If you think this, the idea that the moral statuses of actions 
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calling in sick to avoid 
escorting Oswaldt 

-50 urrLES 

murdering Oswald to 
avoid escorting himt 

-10,000 UTILES 

escorting Oswald during 
bransfert 0 UTILES 

glaring at Oswald 
instead of shooting himt 

0 UTILES 

attacking Oswald with a 
baseball bat instead of a 

gum -100 UTILES 

shooting Oswaldt 
-7,000 UTILES 

FIGURE 1.4. Utilitariaxi evaluations 

calling in sick to avoid 
escorting Oswaldt 

IMPERMISSIBLE 

glaring at Oswald 
instead of shooting himt 

PERMISSIBLE 

murdering Oswald to 
avoid escorting himt 

IMPERMISSIBLE 

escorting Oswald during 
tmnsfert PERMISSIBLE 

attacking Oswald with a 
baseball bat instead of a 

gunt IMPERMISSIBLE 

shooting Oswaldt 
IMPERiVnSSIBLE 

FIGURE 1.5. Utilitarian categorical evaluations 
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caa be expressed with, numbers seems bfearre. How could a perfectly just god impose 

a 'cutoff' such, that people who do stuff that Just a bit worse thaa is allowed by the 

cutoff go to hell, but people who do stuff that is jxist a bit better go to heaven? 

Even on a more nuanced view of the afterlife, we could have worries about the 

utilitarian attempt to associate the moral statuses of actions with numbers, Tantalus, 

we might think, did not just do something bad to some degree or other. Tantalus did 

things for which there was an appropriate, distinctive punishment: to spend eternity 

very close to water but unable to drink, very close to finiit but unable to eat. This 

fate is different in kind from, say, spending an eternity repeatedly pushing a stone up 

a hiE only to have it coll back to the bottom. The poetic part of 'poetic justice' is not 

just Em afterthought, a bit of humor added to a punishment that has an independent 

degree of severity. Because the crimes have distinctive contours, the punishments can 

only fit them if they too have distinctive contours. To reduce the crimes to numbers 

would be to misunderstand their nature. 

With these sorts of cases in mind, this is the question that we should start with 

when constructing a normative theory: What exactly are we trying to explain? For 

example, do our assessments admit of numerical representation, or would it be a 

mistake to assign them numbers? What sorts of statuses do we really assign, or 

ought we really to assign? In particular, what ought we to aim for when we go about 

the business of constructing a theory of epistemic justification? 

1.2 Theories of Epistemic Justification 

Let us start small and consider some straightforward examples. Let us consider four 

beliefe of mine: 

• 6i, formed at tit my belief that there is a postcard on my desk (I am looking 

Hence the absmrdity of They Might Be Giants' [TTj claim: "We were once so close to heaven 
/ Peter came out and gave us medals / Declarihg us the m'cest of the damned" ("Road Movie to 
Berlin"). 
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at it at ti); 

• bo, formed at (15 minutes after ti): my belief that there is a postcard on my 

desk (I remember seeing it at ti); 

• 63, formed at ts (one week after ti): my belief that there was a postcard on my 

desk at ti (I remember believing that there was a postcard on my desk, though 

I no longer remember seeing it); 

• 64, formed at (one month after it): my belief that there was a check on my 

desk at ti (I have a vague memory of someone sending me something pleasant 

through the mail, and [ am assuming it must have been a check). 

What do we say about these beliefs? Of course, we cannot really evaluate the 

beliefs until we leam. a lot more about them. To keep things simple, let us suppose 

that there is nothing 'fimny' going on. Instead of nmning through an exhaustive list 

of bizarre scenarios that do not obtain — no postcard holograms or strange brain 

conditions in the neighborhood, no papier-mache desk impostors, or what have you 

— we shall suppose at a stroke that there really is nothing interesting to add to the 

picture aside from the descriptions already given. Four ordinary beliefe like these 

should elicit ordinary reactions: bi looks better (epistemically speaking) than 62, 62 

looks better than 63, and 63 looks better than 64. 

'Better' is, of course, a generic term of appraisal. We could use others. While 

61 is really good, epistemically speaking, its being really good may have something 

to do with the fact that it seems extremely safe, I have very good evidence for biz 

direct perceptual evidence in very good circumstances. The nect belief, 62, seems to 
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be pretty good, too. We are assuming that nothing fiinny is going on, and if nothing 

funny is going on, it is perfectly reasonable to depend on our memories of seeing 

ordinary objects a short while ago. The epistemically virtuous do so all the time-

Though 60 is not quite as safe as bi, 1 am not guilty of an epistemic indiscretion in 

believing it. On the other hand, the sort of reckless daydreaming that contributed to 

64 makes me blameworthy for believing it.^ 

Once we go beyond generic terms of appraisal like 'better', we shall have to make 

decisions about what features of the belief-forming subject, or the subject's envi

ronment, to emphasize. Talk about 'evidence' and 'culpabilitj'' suggests that what 

matters is the way the belief seenos to the subject. [ am blameworthy for believing 

that there is a check on my desk because from my own point of view my slide from 

thinking I received something pleassmt in the maE to thinking that I received a check 

was reckless. On the other hand, whether a belief is 'safe' depends on more than the 

point of view of the believing subject. Beliefs can be unsafe without seeming unsafe 

to us, just as bridges and bicycles can be unsafe without seeming unsafe. 

For now, let us keep to generics as much as possible. The generic term that 

epistemologists use to express the normative concept on which some beliefs are better 

than others is 'epistemic justification'. Following Alston [2{, I shall take for grEinted 

only a few basic claims about epistemic justification: that it applies to beliefs, that it 

is w evaluative concept, and that it applies a standard of evaluation that has to do 

^Epistemologists who favor various approaches have used many such terms of appraisal. Though, 
ic would be a mistalce to assodate any such term exclusively with one approach, some approaches 
emphasae or give priority to some specific terms of appraisal. Sosa [75[ discusses 'safety' as a 
characterizing feature of knowledge (contrasting safety conditions with the sensitivity condition 
developed, by Nbzick [62|). Feldman and Conee [29[ have championed an evidentialisc approach to 
eputemic justification. Lehier [52} tak  ̂reasonableness to be the primitive concept of epistemic 
evaluation out of which theories of knowledge and epistemic justification ought to be constructed. 
There are many epistemological theories that give prominence to eputemic virtues; for a selection, 
see Axtell [9[. Alston [3[ classifies (and supphes objections to) several versions of deontological 
approaches, on which the blameworthiness of the subject would be central. 
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with, the goals of having true beliefe and avoiding false ones (83-4).^' Naturally there 

is another claim about the concept that must be taken for granted: we must suppose 

that the concept answers to our intuitions about some beliefe being better than others. 

Though we might construct theories of epistemic justification that attempt some 

reform of our intuitions, we are not out to invent new concepts. I am willing to 

suppose that my intuitions about bi, b^, 63, and 64 are extremely solid. So 61 is better 

yustijied than b^., which is betteT justified than 63, which is better justified than 64. Our 

intuitions tell us so, and a theory of epistemic justification must explain why this is 

true of 61, b2, 63, and 64. 

1.2.1 The Two Roles of Normative Theories 

A normative theory plays two related roles. First, a theory assigns some or another 

normative status to its objects. On Kant's moral theory, for example, suicide is 

impermissible. If we 'feed' particular instances of suicide to the theory, it assigns the 

status 'impermissible' to each particular instance. A theory of epistemic justification 

must do the same thing: it must assign to beliefe various justificatory statuses, like 

'not very well justified', 'justified (simpliciter)', 'not as well justified as the perceptual 

beliefe I formed yesterday', for example. 

A theory must also explain its verdicts. A simple 'laundry list' of all possible 

objects and a normative statxis for each would not be much of a theory: a theory 

must supply principles and rules on which the objects have their statuses. Anyway, 

we try to construct theories when we already have a simple list of attributions. The-

depart &om Alstoa in rejecting as either false or terribly misleading the claim that eputemic 
justification comes in degrees (cf. p. 84). I introduce the approach on which epistemic justification 
does not come in degrees in section 1.3. 

Alston [3[ claims that on his linguî ic intuitions, '̂ 'justified' and its cognates are properly used 
only in a deontologfcal sense" (143). Ee goes on to say that the usage of ep^temologists does not 
pick out a deontologfcal concept, and that they therefore speak InfelTdtousIy.' I think it is difficult 
to draw a firm line between deontological and non-deontological normative concepts bat in any case, 
[ shall follow Alston in rejecting at the outset some sort of deontologfcal constraint on the concept 
of epistenuc justification. 
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ones add to lists of attributions principles — or even principled algorithms — for 

determining which objects receive which attributions. There is at least one good rea

son for demanding of theories that they supply comprehensible, principled algorithms 

that determine the statuses of their objects rather than merely reporting the statuses 

of particular objects. The reason is that a laundry list of all possible obj'ects and 

their statuses would be impossible to comprehend, whereas a collection of principles 

is readily comprehensible. No one — not subj'ects engaged in belief formation, not 

attributors criticizing the beliefe of others, not theorists discussing the merits of their 

views — would be able to use a laundry list of objects and normative stattises. Even 

what would appear to be a readUy comprehensible list, for ecample a list on which 

every belief is assigned the status 'justified', is beyond us. Instead of consulting the 

list, which is too large to remember even if it is verj- simple, we use the very simple 

theory 'for every belief, assign it the status justified'. 

Even before we attempt to carve out principles for determining the j'ustificatory 

statuses of beliefs, we must decide what sort of statuses we are trjdng to assign. A 

moral theory might supply actions with such statuses as 'permissible', 'impermissible', 

'supererogatory', and 'morally required'. These statuses are catcgorical: we say of 

an action, without respect to anything else, that it is permissible: it belongs to the 

category of permissible actions. On the other hand^ a normative theory can supply 

comparative statuses, like 'morally superior to'. Thus, my picking up litter yesterday 

at noon is morally superior to your theft yesterday at 2 PM. My belief of a week ago 

that there is a postcard on my desk (wheu I was looking at it) is better justified than 

my belief now that there was a postcard on my desk a week ago. 

It is possible to make connections between categorical and comparative assess

ments. k theory that provides comparative assessments of the form 'belief A is at 

least as justified as belief B' gives rfee to a theory that provides categorical assess

ments once we choose a 'benchmark' belief. I might take my belief about the postcard 

when I was looking at it to be a benchmark, perhaps because I think it is a paradigm 
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case of a 'typical perceptual belief, and I think that all typical perceptual beliefe are 

equally justified. If I had a theory that told me which beliefs were at least as justified 

as which other beliefe, I could apply that theory comparing various beliefe to my 

benchmark belief. Given enough time, I could reflect on all of my beliefs and decide 

which ones are at least as justified as the typical perceptual belief. .Alternatively, I 

could start with, a theory that tells me which beliefe are 'very well j'ustified', which 

beliefe are 'moderately well j'ustified', and which beliefe are 'poorly j'ustified'. Observ

ing that any ven] well jitstified belief is at least as well justified as any moderately well 

justified or poorly justified belief, I can use the categorical assessments of the original 

theory to supply me witk a range of comparative assessments. 

While I do not have any very good argument for doing so, I shall take the primary 

task for a theorist of epistemic justification to be to articulate a theory for compar

ative assessments of beliefe. Perhaps it is because E think that in general, intuitions 

about the comparative status of beliefe are much stronger than intuitions about the 

categories of justifiedness into which beliefe fall. I am very sme that my beliefe about 

the postcard get worse with respect to epistemic justification as their production in

volves more layers of inference and memory. On the other hand, it seems to be a 

much more difficult task to marshal my intuitions in support of particular contours 

for the category 'very well justified' or the category 'justified (simpliciter)'. In any 

case, let us start with, comparative assessments when, defining a 'minimal' theory of 

epistemic justification: a minimal theory of epistemic justification is a collection of 

principles that determine a single yes/no answer to every question of the form 'is 

belief A at least as justified as belief B?' 

1.2.2 Why Construct Theories of Epistemic Justification? 

Why should constructing a minimal theory of epistemic justification interest anyone? 

One Eunswer is that we use various evaluative concepts that are more or less closely 



connected witli epistemic justification, and that constructing a minimal theory of 

epistemic justification can help us to get a better grip on them. Even people who have 

never heard of epistemic justification get a lot of mileage out of terms like 'foolish^ 

'rash', 'unsubstantiated', 'biased', and the like. We might hope that a minimal theory 

of epistemic justification would help us to refine our use of other terms of epistemic 

evaluation, whose usefulness is obvious. 

There are two reasons that terms of epistemic evaluation are obviously useful. 

First, these terms are connected with our own efforts to improve our methods for 

forming beliefs. Whether it is because of our intrinsic interest in believing truths 

and avoiding beliefs in falsehoods, or because having true beliefs and avoiding false 

beliefe serves other aims, we all like to do well, epistemically speaking. The second 

reason that terms of epistemic evaluation are useful is that in addition to the benefits 

of admiring or criticizing our own befiefe, there are also benefits to be had firom 

heaping praise or scorn on the beliefe of others. Since much of the information we 

have comes firom others, the more detailed our appraisals of their beliefs, the better 

we are able to filter all the testimony that we receive. If Bill Gates is in a very good 

position to gather information about how to market computer software successfiilly, 

and diligently spends time gathering such information, we would do well to accept 

his beliefe about software marketing. On the other hand, if he also forms beliefe 

about what sorts of practices constitute violations of anti-trust law, but he lacks legal 

training and has a serious bias in such matters, we would do well not to accept his 

befiefe in the latter domain. In all such cases, we are in a much better position to 

do well in forming true beliefe and avoiding fzJse ones ourselves if we have detailed 

information about the strong and weak points, epistemically speaking, of others. 

These two reasons for the usefiilness of terms of epidemic evaluation suggest an 

analogy with moral theory: we try to act Tightly ourselves, and we assess our actions 

with an eye toward acting rightly, whereas we are also interested in whether actions 

— those of others as well as our own — have good consequences. 
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Some philosophers have taken moral norms and epistemic norms to be even more 

closely cormected than this loose analogy suggests- Clifford [191 supplies the strongest 

version of the view that moral norms and epistemic norms are comiected: % is wrong 

always, everywhere, and for anyone, to believe anything upon insufficient evidence". 

For Clifford, every case of failing to live up to epistemic aorms just is a case of failing 

to live up to moral norms. Descartes [25{ edso conflates believing badly and behaving 

badly, suggesting that both arise from the misapplication of the will: 

[Tjhe power of willing which I received from God is not, when consid

ered in itself, the cause of any mistakes; for it is both extremely ample and 

also perfect of its kind. Nor is my power of understanding to blame: for 

since my understanding comes from God, everything that I understand I 

undoubtedly understand correctly, and any error here fe impossible. So 

what then is the source of my mfetakes? It must be simply this: the scope 

of the will is wider than that of the intellect; but instead of restricting it 

within the same limits, I extend its use to matters which I do not under

stand. Since the will is indifferent in such cases, it easily turns aside from 

what is true and good, and this is the source of my error and sin. (40-41) 

We might worry about any such connection, however, because believing and acting 

are very different things: at least some of our beliefe are not a matter of choice. While 

the strongest version of 'doxastic voluntarism' — the view that the formation of be

liefe is under the volunteiry, direct control of each believing subject — has been driven 

to extinction, analogies between ethics and epistemology remain popular. HeE [42j 

points out that the formation of beliefe is often under one's indirect control (in the 

same way that catching a cold is often under one's indirect control): Feldman [27] 

suggests that we can have certam kinds of obligations (for example, academic obli

gations and Snancial obligations) even when it iis not possible for us to fiilfill those 

obligations. We can talk about obligation, rule-following, and rule-breaking even 
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when the phenomena iu questioa are not mider the control of the subject, as in that 

'67 Buick violates California's emissions standards'.® In any case, the language of 

obUgation seems to fit a variety of cases of epistemically unfortunate beliefs, as in 

'It was wrong of you to believe such-and-such, just to make yourself feel better' or 

'you ought not to have believed what so-and-so told you, since you know that she 

is biased'. Sometimes the language of obligation is obligatory, for example when a 

subject has violated explicit rules for reasoning in a particular domain: 'you ought to 

have carried the L when adding 219 £ind 143'. 

If we are interested in moral theory because we are interested in good behavior 

(both our own behavior and the behavior of others), then we should be interested 

in theories of epistemic justification for similar reasons. We want to believe well, 

epistemically speaking, and we want to hone our assessments of the beliefe of others. 

1.3 Introduction to My Approach 

The central thesis to be defended in this dfesertation is that some pairs of beliefe are 

incomparable with respect to epistemic justification. Before delving into the details 

of my defense of this thesfe — these appear in the chapters that follow — a bit of 

stage setting is necessary to spell out what the thesis means, and to explain how we 

might go about integrating it into an epistemological theory. 

1.3.1 Incomparability 

Let us begin with a deceptively simple question about comparability: Is everything 

comparable? This is not really the most useful question we could ask. The problem 

with simple questions is that they often require refinement before they admit of 

interesting answers. Of course any two things could be compeured. When we say that 

someone is 'comparing apples and oranges', we do not mean to imply that apples 

^Cf. Goldman. [37j, chap. 4. 
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and oranges cannot be compared. Any apple could be compared to any orange with 

respect to mass, displaced volume, amoimt of dietary fiber, or whatever. The point 

that one generally has in mind when, one says that someone is 'comparing apples 

and oranges' is that with respect to a particular evaluative concept — something 

like 'better piece of fruit than' — many apples are incomparable with many oranges. 

With respect to typical apples, typical oranges are not better, worse, or equally good. 

They are differently good; they are incomparable. The more usefiil question, then, is: 

For a particular evaluative cmcept, are all of the objects to which the concept might 

apply comparable? 

It is easier to visualize a single dimension o£ value than to visualize many, and it 

is therefore convenient — simply from the standpoint of ease of representation — to 

suppose that evaluative concepts map their objects onto a single scale of value. On 

the other hand, easier is not always better. Martin Gardner [32{ gives an example in 

which, our lazy intuitions lead us seriously astray: 

The three sets of four dice shown "unfolded" in Figiure 21 [part of 

which is reproduced here as figure 1.61 designed by Bradley Efron, a 

statistician at Stanford University, to dramatize some recent discoveries 

about a general class of probability paradoxes that violate transitivity. 

With, any of these sets of dice you can operate a betting game so contrary 

to intuition that experienced gamblers will find it almost impossible to 

comprehend even after they have completely analyzed it. 

The four dice ... are numbered in the simplest way that provides the 

winner with, the maximum advantage. Allow someone to pick any die from 

this set. You then select a die from the remaining three. Both dice are 

tossed and the person who gets the highest number wins. Surely, it seems, 

if your opponent is allowed the first choice of a die before each contest, the 

game must either be fair or favor your opponent. If at least two dice have 
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equal and maximum probabilities of winning, the game is fair because if 

he picks one such die, you can pick the other; if one die is better than the 

other three, your opponent can always choose that die and win more than 

half of the contests. This reasoning is completely wrong. The incredible 

truth is that regardless of which die he picks you can always pick a die 

that has a 2/3 probability of winning, or two-to-one odds in your favorl 

The paradox (insofar as it violates common sense) arises from the mis

taken assumption that the relation '^ore likely to win" must be transitive 

between pairs of dice. This is not the case witli any of the three sets of 

dice. [T|he relation '^ore likely to win" is indicated by an arrow that 

points to the losing die. Die A beats B, B beats C, C beats D — and 

D beats AI En the first set [the set shown in figure 1.6[ the probability of 

winning with the indicated die of each pair is 2/3. This is easily verified 

by listing the 36 possible throws of each pair, then checking the 24 cases 

in which one die bears the highest number. (40-41) 

0 3 2 5 
4 0 4 — ^ 3  3 3 — 2 2 2 ^ 1  1 1 

4 
4 

3 6 
6 

0 
5 

FIGURE L.6. One of Efron's sets of nontransitive dice 

Perhaps it would come as no siurprise to an experienced legislator that having first 

choice of dice might not be advantageous. There are wett-known 'voting paradoxes' 

associated with majority rule that give rise to intransitivities. Suppose that Voteri, 

Vbter2, and Voters must vote in an election, in which there are two candidates. The 

two candidates wiD. be drawn, from a pool of three: Alice, Barbara, and Candace. 

Voteri prefers Alice to Barbara and Barbara to Candace: Voter^ prefers Candace to 
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Alice and Alice to Barbara; Voters prefers Barbara to Candace and Candace to Alice. 

In an election between Alice and Barbara, Alice would win with, votes from. Voteri 

and Votero; in an election between Barbara and Candace, Barbara would win with 

votes from Voteri and Voters; in an election between Candace and Alice, Candace 

would win with votes from Voter2 and Voters (see figure 1.7) ® Just as in the case 

of the intransitive dice, if you would like to pick a winning candidate from the pool, 

you would do well to choose your candidate second rather than first. The intransitive 

dice also might not sxurprise someone who had been playing 'Rock, Scissors, Paper 

recently. Since rock beats scissors, scfesors beats paper, and paper beats rock, it is 

again advantageous to choose yoiur weapon second. 

The difficulties that our intuitions have with the dice may arise because we assume 

that each die has £in 'expected value', and that of any two dice, the one with the larger 

expected value is more likely to win. The temptation to reduce the 'goodness' of an 

object to a number, or to assume that the goodness of an object could in principle 

be represented by a nxunber, is strong. This is especially true in gambling contects, 

when it is so often extremely effective to model choices as having expected values. 

Even without the element of gambling, it is much simpler to thmk of candidates as 

stronger or dice as more promising without keeping track of of a particular candidate 

or die for comparfeon: it is much simpler to assume that the strength of a candidate 

and the desirabilitj'- of the die do not vary depending on what they are op against. 

^According to Arrow [7|, Nanjioa [60[ was first to describe such, cases. 

.Alice Barbara Candace 

(Voteri 
Votero 
Voter, 

FIGURE 1.7. Intransitive majority rule 
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The simplifying assumption — that the relevant evaluative concept maps its ob

jects onto a single scale of value — is, in these cases, obviously wrong. Our initial 

intuitions about the dice are misguided, for they attempt to impose the assumption on 

the concept 'more desirable die than'. (Of course, 'more desirable die than' is short

hand for 'more desirable die for the purposes of playing the game Gardner describes 

than'.) Despite our initial intuitions, transitivity fails for the concept 'more desirable 

die than', so this concept cannot capture facts about dice that are represeatable by 

single numbers. 

Once we recognize that not all relational concepts behave in ways that satisfy 

some of our crude intuitions, we are in a position to ask the question that will guide 

our attempts to construct a minimal theory of epistemic justification: ^^Vhat proper

ties ought the relation ^at least as justified asto be taken to have? Here are some 

candidates: reflexivity, transitivity, and connectedness. 

refiexivity A two-place relation R is reflexive if and only if 

VariZix 

transitivity .A. two-place relation R is transitive if and only if 

'ixyz{{Rxy A Ryz) —^ Rxz) 

connectedness A two-place relation R is connected if and only if 

'ixy{Rxy V Ryx) 
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Reflexivity is innocuous: every belief must be at least as well justified as itself. I am 

willing to take for grsmted that on any acceptable theory of epistemic justification, 

one and only one justificatory status is to be assigned to each belief, and that any 

pair of beliefs that enjoy exactly the same justificatory status must be equally weE 

justified. It follows firom these assumptions that every belief must be at least as weE 

justified as itself. That leaves transitivity £ind connectedness. 

Perhaps we should be wary about assuming that transitivity must hold, but this 

is not my target. My project is to explore the reasons we might have for rejecting 

connectedness^ and,^ as part of this task, to explore the consequences of rejecting 

connectedness. Now at least we are in a position to be a bit more specific about the 

question, is everything comparable? Of course, I am concerned with whether beliefs 

are comparable with respect to epistemic justification, Now we can see that this just 

means: Is the relation 'at least as justified as' connected? 

Put this way, I think my central thesis sounds rather less dangerous than it might 

otherwise. 'Some beliefe are incomparable with respect to epistemic justification' 

might invite the reader to imagine that some sort of relativism is being proposed, or 

that somehow the whole project of constructing a theory of epistemic justification is 

being abandoned. Each of these interpretations of my thesis is mistaken. the more 

technical formulation indicates, the question to be addressed is whether the relation 

'at least as justified as' has a particular property, the property of connectedness. This 

is a property that many people working on epistemic justification apparently do not 

think about very much, but I think this is a mistake. Taking the relation 'at least as 

justified as' not to have this property makes the project of constructing a theory of 

epistemic justification, much easier.' 

'̂ For reasons I mentioa below, I generally avoid the term 'connected' later on. Instead of saying 
thac the relation 'x is at least as justified asy'is not connected  ̂I shall oftea prefer to say that belief 
X and belief y are incomparable (with respect to epistemic justification). Thu> just means that the 
relatioa ''at least as Justified as' does not hold ia either direction for x aod s-uch a pair of 
faeUefe to exist is equivaleat to the relatioa's not being coimected. 
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1.3.2 Vectors and the Denial of Full Comparability 

To incorporate the rejection of fiiU comparability into an epistemological theory, it 

win often be helpful to have some way of representing the justificatory status of a 

belief. If some pairs of beliefe are incomparable, however, we carmot represent the 

justificatory status of a belief with a number, taking larger numbers to correspond to 

superior justificatory statuses. Instead, it will often be coavenient to represent the 

justificatory status of a belief as a vector. 

A vector is just an ordered collection of numbers. Alice's support from Vbteri, 

Vbtero, and Voters is natiurally expressed as a vector, as in figure 1.8. Similarly, the 

properties of a nontransitive die that determine how it would fare against another 

die could be expressed as a vector, as in figure 1.9. In fact, each of these collections 

FIGUEIE 1.9. The first nontransitive die 

of properties, of Alice emd of the first nontransitive die, was presented as a vector at 

the outset. In the case of the die, the components of the vector just happened to be 

arranged so as to show us how they correspond to the numbers on the faces of the 

FIGURE 1.8. Afice's support vector 

/ 0 \  
0 
4 
4 
4 

die. 
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What happens when we try to express the 'value' of one of the nontransitive dice 

as a single number? It is possible to encode the very same information contained in a 

vector in a single number, so the problem cannot be that we simply lose information 

going from vectors to numbers. We do lose information, however, though not simply 

in reducing vectors to single numbers. We lose information because when we apply 

single-number valuations to objects, we take objects with larger numbers to be better 

than, objects with smaller numbers. While the information-carrying capacity of single 

numbers is the same as that of vectors, the flexibility of valuational structures built 

with, vectors for values is greater. These sorts of valuational structures can capture 

the values of the non-transitive dice and the candidates in the election. 

Characterizing the value of an object as a vector frees us from the assumption 

that the objects in question fall on a linear scale of value. We can construct a theory 

of the value of a candidate on which candidate x is better than candidate y just in 

case for a majority of the components, the number in the vector for i is smeiller than 

the corresponding number in. the vector for y. Similarly, we can construct a theory 

of the value of a die on which die x is at least a valuable as die y just in case there 

are at least as many combinations of components from the vectors for x and y on 

which, the number for x is larger thaa the nimiber for y as combinations on which 

the number for y is larger than the number for x. Perhaps these are not the most 

obvious theories for the values of candidates and dice, but they do have one crucial 

advantage over their naive competitors: they get the right results. 

The right results, for the dice £uid the candidates, amount to a valuational struc

ture for which transitivity does not hold. If we exhibit such a valuational structure 

graphically, as in figures 1.6 and 1.7, we see that they aie not simple linear scales of 

value, for linear scales do not have loops. The loop in figure 1.6 is made a bit bigger 

in figure 1.10. Here, m addition, every pair of dice that bear the relation 'at least 

as good, a die is connected, with an arrow, where 'x is at least as good as y' is 

represented by an arrow pointing from x to y. When there is only one arrow between 
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two dice, thea the one die is strictly better thaa the other. la this sort of picture, it 

is not loops per se that violate transitivity; it is loops of single arrows. In diagrams 

like these, intransitivity is just an arrangement of arrows such that it is possible to 

get from point A to point B by traveling along sirrows (in the direction that they 

point, of course), but it is not the case that a single arrow points from A to B. A 

loop of arrows, where on none of the legs of the loop is there an arrow pointing in the 

opposite direction (as in the upper three dice in figure 1.10), is just a special case. 

FIGUEIE L.IO. Efron's dice revisited 

What would happen if we thought that the value of a die must be reducible to a 

single number — to the sum of the numbers on the faces of the die, say? We would 

end up with a picture like that in figure 1.11. Notable in this picture is the fact that 

in reducing the values of the dice to single numbers we would get wrong the relations 

between the top die and the left die, and between the top die and the right die. Also 

notable is the fact that this naive theory of the values of the dice is correct two-thirds 

of the time.® This is not a stellar performance, but it is significantly better than 

chance. We should be wary, then, of theories that reduce values to single numbers 

and that seem to give us the right answers most of the time. 

®For four dice, there are twelve questions of the fbna is there an arrow ftom die x to die yV — 
equivalently, is it the case that die r k at least as good as die yT The naive theory gets eight of 
Chem right. 
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FIGUEIE l.Ll. A naive theory of the values of Efiroa's dice 

This danger is particularly pressing in epistemology, since much of the recent lit

erature on epistemic justification has been driven by 'hard cases' for various theories. 

If we are sufficiently enthralled by the naive theory of the values of Efron's dice, we 

might go to some lengths to explain away the difficulties the theory has with the top 

die. Confronted with evidence that the top die seems to have an edge against the 

right die, and that it seems to have a disadvantage relative to the left die, we might 

be inclined to cast about for special provisos to add to the naive theory to handle 

dice all of whose faces have the same number. We would be missing the point, but 

with enough provisos we might end up with a theory that seemed to handle the vast 

majority of cases that came its way. We could bolster our support by multiplying the 

cases — the peiirs of dice — that the naive theory handles well. 

We could even appesil to principles that seem to suggest that the naive theory 

is correct. For example, given a particular die, constructing a new die that differs 

from the original only in that the numbers on some of the faces have been replaced, 

with larger numbers will jrield a die that is better than the original. This procedure 

obviously also yields a die the sum of whose faces is larger. We can combine the many 

cases for wfiich the theory works well with the principle that seems to show how a 

larger sum total yields a superior die. We can add to these considerations the intuition 
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that differences in the distribution of the contributors to this sum must, somehow, 

balance out. Together, these considerations make a powerful (though misguided) 

case. 

Reflecting on these diagrams is a useful exercise: depicting the relationship 'at 

least as good as*^ as an arrow is really just a compact way of planting an evaluative 

flag. Just like the flags that were littered over the picture of Ruby murdering Oswald. 

Again, what is at issue is the properties we take these flags to have. If we take our 

evaluations of beliefe to be reducible to numbers — or to other values that are, like 

numbers, fiilly ordered — then we are committing ourselves to the claim that the 

relations between the beliefe must be arranged so as to be reflexive, transitive, and 

connected. The diagrams make it clear what sort of rigidity these perhaps initiaEy 

innocuous commitments entail. 

While the diagrams have some benefits, they do create a terminological problem, 

r am particularly interested in whether the relation 'at least as justified as' is con

nected, but here lies the terminological difficidty. 'Connectedness', in the context of 

graphs, has to do with whether the nodes (or 'vertices') of the graph are connected 

to each other by edges. A connected graph is one that has the property that it is 

possible to get firom any vertex to any other by following some sequence of edges. 

In other words, a connected graph is one that is not broken up into islands of de

tached vertices. Because of this terminological difficulty, I shall generally talk about 

incomparability instead of connectedness. Two beliefe are comparable with respect 

to epistemic justification just in case at least one of them is at least as justified as 

the other. On this definition of comparability, the question is the relation 'at least 

as justified as' connected? is equivalent to the question are dl beliefs comparable? 

Nothing is lost, then, in the shift firom speaking of the connectedness of the relation 

to the possibility of incomparability for some pair of objects of the relation. 
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1.3.3 Why Deny Full Comparability? 

la the aext four chapters, I develop several arguments for incomparability — that is, 

arguments for the claim that there are beliefe that are incomparable with respect to 

epistemic justification. In chapter 2 especially, I claim that our reactions to various 

cases show that the relation '^at least as justified as' is more complex — more nuanced 

— than would be compatible with, the assiraiption of full comparability. .\t center 

stage in this chapter are the ways in which supposing that all beliefs are comparable 

oversimplifies our intuitive assessments of beliefs, forcing these assessments into an 

ill-fitting structure. I also begin to take up the project of showing that the assiunption 

of full comparability cripples theories of epistemic j'ustification. Obviously, getting 

our intuitions wrong in a very general, pervasive way is crippling enough on its own. 

I also argue, however, that the way that particular theories go wrong as they cling to 

the assumption of full comparability tells against the assumption. 

I build on the latter strategy En chapters 3 and 4, where I argue that reliability 

theories and coherence theories, respectively, ought to be constructed so as to avoid 

reducing the justifiedness of beliefe to single numbers. Vector reliability theories 

and vector coherence theories, on which the j'ustifiedness of a belief corresponds to 

a vector rather than a single number, are preferable. While the claim that vector 

theories are preferable to single niunber theories does not entail the denial of full 

comparability, vector theories are well suited to making this move. Many criteria 

of compaxative justifiedness for beliefe that are associated with vectors rather than 

single ntimbers violate the condition of fiill comparability, and some of these criteria 

are quite promising. While it is possible to separate some of the arguments in favor 

of vector theories &om the rej'ection of fiill comparability, chapters 3 and 4 do le£ui 

— on some occasions they even sprawl — away fi:om fidi comparability. 

Di chapter 5,1 develop an account of knowledge that, to be at all plausible, would 

require that some beliefe not be comparable with respect to epistemic justification. 
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The point of this exercise is twofold. First, it shows that rejecting full comparability 

does not prevent us from constructing a theory of knowledge. Since working on how 

epistemic justification and knowledge fit together has been a prominent activity of 

epistemologists recently, my challenge to full comparability would fall a bit flat, at 

least in some quarters, if it required the abandorunent of the theory of knowledge. 

The second purpose of developing a theory of knowledge in tandem with the rejec

tion of full comparability for epistemic justificatioa is that doing so is another way of 

showing how an approach to epistemological theorizing can work without full com

parability. Rejecting full comparability is, I argue, quite congenial to our intuitions 

about knowledge as well as our intuitions about epistenuc justification. 
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Chapter 2 

INCOMPARABILITY AND EPISTEMIC JUSTIFICATION 
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Locke [55] famously suggests that we give our assent to propositions '^ropor-

tionably to the preponderance of the greater grounds of probability on one side or 

the other'' (book IV, chapter 15, section 5). This seems to be good advice — good 

enough that some contemporary epistemologists still take it seriously as a first step 

in the direction of giving a theory of epistemic justification. Feldman and Conee [29), 

for example, tell us that on their evidentialist approach to epistemic justification, 

"the epistemic justification of a belief is determined, by the quality of the believer's 

evidence for the belieP (15). This view, they point out, Is compatible with, the 

existence of varying strengths of belief and disbelief. If there is such variation, then 

the greater the preponderance of evidence, the stronger the doxastic attitude that fits 

the evidence" (fii. 1, p. 32). While intuitively pleasing, this apparently good advice 

has led to a widespread and debilitating assumption about epistemic justification, the 

assimiption that with respect to epistemic justification, ail beliefs are comparable. 

2.1 The Assumption of Full Comparability 

Before turning to this assumption, a few remarks about the way that contemporary 

epistemologfets think about epistemic justification are in order. As Feldman and 

Conee's formulation indicates, Locke's advice does not address all of the questions 

that are of interest to contemporary epistemologi^s. A contemporary epistemologist 

might follow Locke in wondering whether the King of Siam's belief that water does 

not 'harden with cold' had the appropriate strength — whether the strength of his 

belief was in proportion with the evidence he had. On the other hand, a contemporarj'-

epistemologist might be interested in another question: given that the BCing of Siam 

believed, that water does not 'harden with cold', what was the justificatory status of 

that belief? N"ever mind how strong it was; was it a well-justified belief? Was it better 

justified than some other belief that he held? Many contemporary epi^emologists are 

interested in. the justificatory status of beliefe simplidter rather than (or in addition 
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to) the justificatory status of a particular strength of belief. Foley [30] makes this 

distinction clear: 

Consider two questions. What propositions are egocentricaEy rational 

for you to believe? With what confidence is it egocentrically rational 

for you to believe a proposition? Each concerns a question of egocentric 

epistemology. .\nswering the Erst requires an epistemology for beliefe, 

answering the second an epistemology for degrees of belief. (140) 

As he goes on to indicate, however, it is not unreasonable to suppose that the projects 

spawned by these two distinct questions might be closely related, that in answering 

Locke's question about the appropriate strength of belief we might get an answer to 

the other question 'for free': 

[.A.{ natural Erst impression is that the two kinds of accounts complement 

each other. ... [Ijt is rational for you to believe a proposition Just in case 

it is rational for you to have sufficiently high degree of confidence in it, 

sufficiently high to make your attitude toward it one of belief, (ibid.) 

i^er all, if the justificatory status of a particular strength of belief depends on the 

weight of the evidence favoring the beUef, on what else could the j'ustificatory status 

of a belief simpUdter depend aside fi-om the very sjime weight of evidence? A unified 

approach to the two questions seems to require only commitment to something like 

the following, apparently unobj'ectionable. Strength of Support Thesis: 

SST The j'ustificatory status of a belief or strength of belief depends on the strength 

of the support for the belief. 

The Strength of Support Thesis is unobj'ectionable because it says so little. It does, 

however, link the justificatory status of beliefe and strengths of belief by claiming that 

they both depend on the same thing: the strength of the 'support"^ for the belief or 
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strength of belief. Contemporary epistemologists with radically different theories of 

epistemic justification could endorse the Strength, of Support Thesis by claiming that 

'strength of support' has to do with the evidence held by the subject, the reliability 

of the subject's belief-forming processes, the coherence of the belief with the rest of 

the subj'ect's belief corpus, or whatever. 

Though Locke's advice is not as transparent as one might like, he does say more 

thaa that the appropriate strength of belief is determined by the strength of support 

for the belief. He comes close to saying that the appropriate strength of belief is 

equEil to the probability that the belief is true, given the subj'ect's evidence. For 

epistemologists interested in the j'ustificatory status of beliefe stmpliciter. Locke's 

characterization of the support for a belief in terms of the 'grounds of probability' 

naturally suggests the Probability of Truth Thesis: 

PTT The degree of j'ustification enjoyed by a belief smplidter (or the appropriate 

strength of a belief) is equal to the probability that the belief is true given its 

support (or grounds). 

Thus, we can imagine a pair of epistemologists having the following dispute: 

.4: "S's belief that p has a probability of .93 given her evidence; her belief 

is therefore j'ustified to degree .93." 

B: "The relevant probability is the probability associated with S's belief-

forming mechanisms. That probability is .88; her belief is therefore 

j'ustified to degree .88." 

Of course, one would hardly expect to find epistemologists stooping to this level of 

specificity in. a serious dispute. Rather, one would expect that an argument between 

A and B would focus on cases in. which, for example, the probability associated with 

a belief by an. evidentialiist is high but the probability associated with the belief by a 

reliabilist is lorn. The serious dispute would involve garnering support firom intuitions 
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about such, cases for one kind of theory or the other. The dispute I have briefly set out 

could (in principle) take place, however, because some contemporary epistemologists 

have followed Locke in associating probabilities with beliefs, and in investing those 

probabilities with Jtistificatory significance. Locke's connection between, beliefe and 

probabilities has become part of the contemporary landscape, such that 'well-justified 

beliefs are probable' is a banality among at least some epistemologists with very 

different theories of epistemic justification. 

The obj'ect of this chapter is to call into question what I take to be a natural 

development of Locke's association of the Justificatory status of a belief with prob

ability. That natural development is the .Assumption of Full Comparability for the 

justificatory statxises of beliefe: 

AFC The j'ustificatory statuses of any two beliefe are comparable: either one of the 

beliefe is better j'ustified or the beliefe are equally justified. 

The Assumption of Pull Comparability seems innocuous in the context of the Prob

ability of Truth Thesis, and perhaps even in the context of the Strength of Support 

Thesis. If the justificatory status of the King of Siam's belief could be expressed as 

a real number — 0.98, say — and if the justificatory status of any other belief could 

be expressed as a real number, then the justificatory statuses of the beliefe will be 

comparable. Real numbers are comparable, one reasons, so justificatory statuses are 

comparable. I shall suggest, however, that it is high time to question the .Assumption 

of Full Comparability. 

A few preliminary remarks are in order, the first regarding the multiplicity of 

concepts having to do with epistemic justification. Locke's advice, as Foley observes, 

points toward an epistemology of degrees of belief. We can also look into the justifica

tory status of beliefe simplidter. Furthermore, we can ask whether a particular belief 

is 'justified' (full stop), or we can ask how justified it is. E shall follow Chisholm [18| 

in taking the relational concept that applies to pairs of categorical beliefe as primi
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tive. As Chisholm tells us, "Most epistemic concepts presuppose a single relational 

concept that may be expressed by saying, 'So-and-so is at least as justified for S as is 

such-and-such/ The expressions 'so-and-so' and 'such-and-such' may be replaced by 

terms denoting 'believings' and 'withholdings'" (8). It is to this particular concept 

that the Assumption of Full Comparability applies. 

WMe I take Locke's approach to epistemology to be importantly connected to 

the Assumption of Full Comparability, it is this assumption rather than Locke's view-

that is my target. I eim taking Locke's association of the justificatory status of a 

belief with probability to be relevant to the way that contemporary epistemologists 

think about Chisholm's fundamental relational concept. But what exactly is the 

probability that Locke associated with epistemic justification? '^Probabilit/ has more 

than one meaning, and on one of its uses it is simply a term of epistemic appraisal. 

On this meaning, one can use that belief is probable' and 'that belief is justified' 

interchangeably. To associate this sense of probability with the justificatory status 

of a belief is not to do much at all. Locke did more than this, and contemporary 

philosophers often talk about beliefe being probable without using "probable' merely 

as a generic term of epistemic appraisal. If one follows Locke's advice, one's degree 

of belief and the 'grounds of probability' orast be proportional. On the most natural 

reading of this claim, the probability Locke associated with the justificatory status 

of a belief did admit of a numerical index, and this is the crucial element of his view 

firom the point of view of the Assumption of Full Comparability. 

Contemporary epistemologists tise such phrase as "degree of justification', 'strength 

of support', and 'weight of evidence' without discussing whether they intend to en

dorse the Assumption of E\ill Compsurabilily. Sometimes, even when authors express 

concern about whether degrees of justification could be given a numerical index, they 

do not take seriously the possibility that no numerical index could be given because 

of incomparabilities in the justificatory statuses of befiefs. Pollock [65|, for example, 

^Cf. Camap [15{ and Pollock [65j. 
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suggests that it is not obvious that the justificatory status of a belief could be assigned 

a aumber, but he nonetheless proceeds to give a 'lottery argument' that crucially de

pends on the Assumption of Full Compeirability.^ Furthermore, when constructing 

his own epistemological theory, he takes the justificatory status of a belief to be as

sociated with a real number.^ Pollock's tacit endorsement of the Asstmiption of Full 

Comparability is hardly unique. The association between epistemic j'ustification and 

probability is such that it is natural to take the justificatory status of a belief to be 

(at least in principle) represented by a real number. Indeed, though one might use 

the term 'degree' in such a way as to allow for incomparable degrees,"* contemporary 

epistemologists do not seem to do so. Anyway, the possibility of doing so becomes 

more remote as talk of degrees of j"^ustification fe supplemented by talk about how 

high a degree of j'ustification a belief enjoys. Even if degrees could be incomparable, 

degrees that have heights could not be. 

Like Pollock, many contemporary epfetemologists associate the justificatory status 

of a belief with a numerical index. Reliabifists connect epistemic justification directly 

with reliability numbers. Though sometimes the focus of refiability theories is the 

categorical concept of epistemic justification, the natural account of the comparative 

concept is not hard to find. Goldman [38] tells us: 

The justificational status of a belief is a fimction of the reliability of 

the process or processes that cause it, where (as a first approximation) 

reliability consists in the tendency of a process to produce beliefe that are 

true rather than false. 

To test this thesis further, notice that justifiedness is not a purely 

categorical concept, although E treat it here as categorical ia the interest 

-While there u not space to duscuss the iotteiy parad(£C here, [ shall ttiscuss a related î ue 
having to do with belief about lotteries for which the Assumptioa of Full Comparabilî  plays a 
similarly important role. 

^See Pollock [6?! and citations thereih-
•«Cf. Engel [261-
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of simplicity. We can and do regard certain beliefe as more justified than 

others. Furthermore, our intuitions of comparative justifiedness go along 

with our beliefe about the compEirative reliability of the belief-causing 

processes. (113) 

Some coherentists suggest that coherence makes a belief likely, and, in proportion to 

its likelihood, justified. BonJoiur [12), for example, saj's: 

[Ajt times the degree of epistemic justification may fall short of that re

quired for knowledge and thus fail to make it likely to any very high degree 

that the belief in question is true. But any degree of epidemic justifica

tion, however small, must increase to a commensurate degree the chances 

that the belief in question is true (assuming that these are aot akeady 

maximal), for otherwise it cannot qualify as epistemic justification at all. 

(8) 

Endorsement of something like the Probability of Truth Thesis is aot necessary for 

endorsement of the Assumption of Pull Comparability. Some epistemologists commit 

themselves to the Assimiption of Full Comparability implicitly when they catalogue 

their differences with, theorists who explicitly associate epistemic justification with 

weights of evidence or mmiericeilly indexed probability.® Often epistemologists either 

make a point of saying that epistemic justification comes in degrees, or they say so in 

passing.® Even Foley, who leaves room for vagueness in our attributions of epistemic 

^See, for example, Komblith [451 Montmarquet [oSj. See also Plantinga's [64] critidsm. of 
Goldman's relTabtlum, which commits him to the thesui that epistemic justification comes in degrees 
(29). Plantinga also explicitly commits himself to this thesis; see [63[, p. 2 and fii. 4. 

^See, for example, Eaack [40[ and Code [201. ^Vliile Haack claims that epistemic justification 
comes in degrees, it seems that one of the conditions she takes to be relevant to the justificatoiy 
status of a belief does not, on its own, yield a complete ordering on the justificatory statuses of 
belle&i. Saack takes this to be a "compllcacion  ̂for an account which, seeks to explain how various 
factors determine the degree to which, a belief is j'ostified (see p. 125). This sort of complicatioa 
makes the task of giving a ftill-blown theory of Justification that yields the degrees to which a belief is 
justified a difficult one; *^6 explication to be ofiered aspires to represent the gradational character 
of justification; not, however, to give anything like a numerical scale of degrees of justification, or 
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Justification, ends up with, a view that "follows Locke in allowing us to say that the 

degree of confidence it is rational for you to have in a proposition is proportionate 

to the strength of your evidence for it" (197). CWshohn comes closest to explicitly 

endorsing the Assumption of Full Comparability; "'More justified/" he tells us, "... 

may be explicated by reference to 'at least as Justified.' For to say that A is more 

Justified for S than 5 is to say that it fe false that 5 is at least as Justified, for 

S as is A" (ibid.). This explication rules out (apparently by fiat) the possibifity 

that a pair of beliefs bears none of the relations Tnore Justified than,' 'less Justified 

than,' 'as Justified as.' In short, a variety of epistemologists — who more or less 

vigorously disagree with each other about the analysis of the concept of epistemic 

Justification — nonetheless assume that all befiefe are comparable with respect to 

epistemic Justification. 

Though it seems that many epfetemologists endorse it unrefiectively, the Assump

tion of FuU Comparability is not without its charms. Chishohn's definition — with its 

attendant commitment to the Assumption of Full Comparability—is quite innocuous 

if one takes epistemic Justification to fall oa a numerical scale from 0 to 1. Further

more, taking epistemic Justification to admit of a numerical scale is a natural way to 

flesh out our intuitions that some beliefe are better Justified than others, and that 

some beliefe are much better Justified, than others. A numerical index, even if never 

used in the manner of my fictitious dispute, seems to accommodate our intuitions 

and allows for the construction of such intriguing theoretical devices as 'epistemic 

utifity." So why should we worry about taking epistemic Justification to fall along 

a numerical scale? I shall offer two preliminary suggestions, one regarding the use-

evea anything as ambitious as criteria for a linesur ordering, but rather to say what factors raise, and 
what lower, the degree to which, someone is justified in a faelieP (119-20). Giving a ftill-blown theory 
of epistemic justificatioa which lives up to the expectation that beliefs enjoy degrees of justification 
will obviously require a great deal of ingenuity; Haack does not consider the possibility that we 
ought to reconsider the assumption that epistemic justification comes ia degrees. 

'̂ See Lefirer [50{, p. 75? Lehrer tempers hfe association of epfetemic justification, with, probabilily 
(see pp. 127-9), but his move from probabifily to 'expected epistemic utifity' leaves him endorsing 
the claim that epistemic justificatioa comes in degrees. 
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fulness of concepts that allow for incomparability and one regarding the notion of 

probability in. particular. After these preliminary suggestions, I shaE discuss what I 

take to be the advantages of allowing for incomparable beliefe. 

2.1.1 The Zagat's Problem 

Restaurant guides assess, among other thinp, how expensive restaurants are. While 

it is not always obvious how these assessments are done, it is clear that the resulting 

'scores' — ranging, for example, ftom a single dollar-sign for Srery cheap' to five 

dollar-signs for 'very expensive' — are quite useful. Intuitively, some restaurants are 

more expensive than others, and a good restaurant gm'de supplies assessments that 

correspond to our intuitions. But what, exactly, do the guides measiure? Suppose 

that restaureints Ri, R-i, R3, and serve meals in the following price ranges: 

RI: $10 —$25 
RR- $15 —$20 
R3: $18 —$35 
R,: $30 —$50 

How should we rank the restaurants &om cheapest to most expensive? Should 

we rank them according to their respective cheapest options? Their respective most 

expensive options? Perhaps we should appeal to more information than is contained 

in. the price ranges. Perhaps, for example, we should rank them according to the 

arithmetic mean of the prices of the meals on the respective menus, or the median 

price. Each of these proposals seems to have something to recommend it, but each also 

expresses restaurant expensiveness for certain purposes — &om a distinctive point 

of view. We can use any measure we like, and for various purposes, each of these 

measiures woxild serve well; but what is the measmre that reflects the expensiveness 

of a restaurant full stop, the measure that underwrites our primitive concept for 

restaurant expensiveness? 

To decide on the appropriate measure of expensiveness, we ought to take care in. 
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atteuding to our intuitions. My intuiter tells me that Ri is more expensive than Ri, 

but it has a harder time with the cases in which the price ranges overlap. For many 

purposes, it meikes sense to take R3 to be more expensive than for example. Does 

that mean that properly regimented, my concept 'more expensive restaurant than'^ 

would apply to the ordered pair {R3, I am not so sure. I am quite sure, however, 

that my primitive concept having to do with restaurant expensiveness simply does 

not rank Ri against fia-

After some reflection, it appears that my primitive relational concept 'at least 

as ffiq)ensive as' is such that '.4. is at least as expensive as B' is true Just in case 

every meal available at A is at least as expensive as each meal available at B. Of the 

six pairs of restaurants, only Ri and Ri are comparable according to this primitive 

relational concept. This is not to say that there are not other concepts having to 

do with restaurant expensiveness according to which all restaurants are comparable. 

For example, 'at least as expensive for someone who will choose the cheapest option 

on the menu' is a perfectly respectable concept, and it corresponds to a measure 

of expensiveness that ranks restaurants by associating them with the price of the 

cheapest meal on their respective menus. As it happens, the 'Zagat's solution' to the 

Zagat's Problem is to provide in each restaurant review an average 'cost', in dollars, 

determined, by the prices of the particular meals consiuned by participants in their 

survey. It seems clear, however, that no such measure can do justice to the primitive 

concept 'at least as expensive as'. 

I have a concept — a 'primitive relational concept', to use Chishohn's phrase — 'at 

least as expensive a restaurant as' such that 'more expensive' cannot be explicated by 

reference to 'at least as expensive as' a la Chisholm. Recall Chishohn's explication: 

"to say that A is more justified for S than S is to say that it is false that B is 

at least as justified for 5 as is A." The corresponding explication for restaurant 

expensiveness would be: to say that A is more expensive than B is to say that it is 

false that B is at least as expensive as is A. But this explication is maccurate, for my 
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primitive relational concept for restaurant expensiveness allows for restam-ants that 

are incomparable. We can explicate inore expensive than' by reference to 'at least 

as expensive as', but our explication will be a bit more complicated than Chisholm's: 

to say that A is more expensive than B is to say that A at least as expensive as B 

and that it is false that B is at least as expensive as A, 

That my primitive relational concept 'at least as expensive as' is interesting and 

useful is, I think, obvious. Some restaurant guides apparently agree — some guides 

refrain from attaching a numerical index to the expensiveness of restaurants, instead 

merely reporting the price ranges of the available meals. Since we clearly have rela

tional concepts for which there are pairs of objects that are incomparable with each 

other, epistemologists ought to examine the Assumption of Full Comparability with 

a critical eye. 

2.1.2 Interval Probability 

Isaac Levi [54l develops an account of indeterminate probabilities, building on ap

proaches "allowing credal states and confirmational commitments to be represented 

by interval-valued probability fimctions" (407). What would happen if an epistemol-

ogi^ followed Locke in associating beliefs with probabilities and in investing those 

probabilities with justificatory significance, but took the probabilities at issue to be 

intervals rather than numbers? We could imagine another dispute: 

A: "S's belief that p has a probability of [.85,.93l (the probability of the 

belief is the interval from .85 to .93) given her evidence: her belief is 

therefore pretty well justified." 

B: "The relevant probability is the probability associated with S's belief-

forming mechanisms. That probability is [.62,.79l; her belief fe there

fore less justified than you thought it was." 
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This sort of probability — interval probability — can. also accommodate our intuitions 

about some beliefs being better Justified than others, and some beliefe being much 

better jxistified than others. The interval [.94,.95} is 'higher* than the interval [.90,.91I 

in the sense that each of the values on the interval [.94,.95l is larger than each of 

the values on the interval [.90,.911; interval [.94,.95) is 'much higher than the 

interval [.50,.oS} in the sense that each of the values on the interval [.94,.95] is much 

larger than each of the values on the interval [.50,.53}. There is also plenty of room 

to develop theoretical constructs like epistemic utility, though taking probabilities 

to be intervals wiU comphcate such constructs. The crucial difference between the 

interval view and the numerical view of probability is that the interval view allows 

for incomparability: we can take a belief whose probability is the interval [.67,.80l, 

for example, to be neither more justified than, less justified than, nor as justified as 

a belief whose probability is the interval [J0,.75l ® 

While this is not the place to argue that epistemologists ought to take the prob

ability associated with beliefe to be interval-valued rather than numericaEy indexed. 

— indeed, I do not think that tsiking the interval-value view of probability is the best 

way to allow for incomparability when constructing a theory of epistemic justification 

— the point is that one could follow Locke in making the intuitively pleasing connec

tion between beliefe and probabilities without committing oneself to the claim that 

all beliefe £ire comparable with respect to epistemic justification. There is an obvious 

analogy between interval probability and price ranges for meals. It would be a mis

take, however, to assimie that incomparability in the justificatory statuses of beliefe 

must arise in this way. Interval probability is, for my purposes, just a convenient 

example that illustrates how one might reject the .Assumption of Full Comparability. 

Its similarity to 'interval expensiveness* is a bonus: interval expensiveness shows that 

^Nbte that the locutioa ''higher interval than' does not commit as to the .Assumption o£ Full 
Comparability; instead of saying that intervals have heights (which would suggest that all intervals 
are comparable in virtue of their heijghts), we can say that some intervals have relative heights. 
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we ought to take the possibility of incomparability seriously in general, and inter

val probability suggests one way that incomparability could arise in the jtistificatory 

statuses of beliefe in particular. 

2.2 The Advantages of Incomparabilily 

Once we recognize that rejecting the Assumption of Full Comparability is an option 

— clearly some relational concepts do not give us full comparability — what reasons 

might we give for or against rejecting it? Because I take it that AFC is well entrenched 

(though understated) dogma, I shall focus on reasons for rejecting AFC and leave its 

defense to others. I should point out, however, that I do not endorse the rejection of all 

comparability. We can reject the Assumption of Fttii Comparability and nonetheless 

claim that most beliefe are comparable. The rejection of the assiunption leaves quite 

a lot of flexibility with respect to how much incomparability one will allow, and it is 

merely the rejection of the assiunption of full comparability for which I argue. 

Why, then, ought we to reject AFC? I take up this question in two parts. First, 

r consider 'generic' arguments for incomparability that epistemologists might bor

row from the ethics literature. These argimients draw attention to facts about our 

intuitions about evaluative relationEil concepts that could be explained best if full 

comparability failed for those concepts. Second, I discuss several arguments in the 

epistemology literature that must be reassessed if the Assiunption of Full Compara

bility is rejected, and whose reassessment leads to intuitively appealing results. 

2.2.1 Generic Arguments for Incomparability 

There are at least three kinds of intuitive reactions to particular cases that cast 

doubt on the claim that all beliefe are comparable. Attributors can exhibit conflicting 

intuitions, an absence of intuitions, or positive intuitions, any of which, undercut the 

Assumption of Full Comparability. The cases I discuss have the same general form: 
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aa attributor or a group of attributors is confronted with a pair of beliefe the relative 

justificatory status of which they are to assess. In many cases there is widespread 

agreement on which assessments are intuitive. There is widespread agreement, for 

example, that a tjrpical subject's belief that he is breathing is better justified than 

his belief that his brother still owns the same automobile. Were all comparative 

assessments as straightforward as this one, there would be no pressiure to consider 

the possibility that the Assumption of Full Comparability is false (there would be no 

pressiure from our intuitions, anyway). Not all cases are straightforward, however. 

First let us consider conflicting intuitions. 

Conflicting Intuitions Conflicting intuitions can occur in a single attributor or in a 

group of attributors. Cases of the former sort are cases of intrapersonal conflict. 

Alston [5j claims that he experiences this sort of conflict in response to the "demon 

worlds' case: 

[In] certain controverted examples ... one feels strong pulls in opposite 

directions. Consider the demon worlds case. Given a possible world in. 

which the inhabitants have aE the seime bases for common sense beliefe 

about the physical and social environment that we have, but where those 

beliefe are mostly false, should we say that those people are justified in 

their beliefe or not? On the one hand, it is verj- plausible to say that they 

are. After all, they have jtist the same grounds for their beliefe that we 

have for ours, which are, by hypothesis, justified. So far as they can tell, 

they are believing what is true. On the other hand, I find it plausible to 

say that they ate not jtistified. Truth is the goal of the believing game, 

and if they are failing miserably to atteiin that goal, how can their beliefe 

be justified? (537-8) 

Di the recent ethics literature, there is an appealing diagnosfe for symptoms like 

Alston's: internal conflict can result from, incomparability. As Wolf [81[ puts it. 
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"Whea a plurality of values pulls one in different directions ... one is less likely to be 

simply indifferent about which, of two options is taken, for the costs and benefits of 

the different options are incommensurable rather than equal. [Tjhis ... helps explain 

the fact that in situations of thfe kind, even one who accepts the claim that it is 

indeterminate which option is the right one may feel conflicted and uncomfortable 

about taking one option, thereby denying the values that favor the other" (778). 

Of course, Alston's symptoms do not provide the most compelling support for this 

diagnosis, because Alston is discussing the categorical concept of epistemic justifica

tion, and because there is no intuitive force to the claim that the demon's victims' 

beliefe are better justified than those of their unvictimized counterparts. These are 

minor difficulties, however, and the case can be modified in such a way as to make 

the point that interests me. The conflict in our intuitions can be sharpened by sup

posing that the victim of the demon is doing better by his own lights than we are by 

ours. This victim, let us suppose, is the more careful reasoner emd the more attentive 

observer. When we consider his performance as it appears to him, his belief seems 

to be better justified than ours. On the other hand, when we take into account his 

particularly harsh environment he seems to be an epistemic failure. 

Let us suppose that I have a victimized counterpart in a demon world. My vic

timized counterpart has many of the same experience that t do, but reasons more 

carefully and attends to his experiences more carefiilly than I do. Is my belief that 

my brother owns the same automobile better justified than his belief that his brother 

owns the same automobile? My belief is the result of some more or less c£u:efiil infer

ences about my brother's likely behavior, his preferences, his financial situation, and 

so on. The victim of the demon has his belief about his brother's automobile because 

of extremely careful inference and attention to a much wider range of evidence. On 

the other hand, the victim of the demon does not have a brother, and all of the 

victim's evidence derives firom experiences fabricated by the demon. Attributors who 

experience Alston's sjrmptoms when confironted with Alston's case will experience the 
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same sjnnptoms in. response to the modified version. 

One explanation for an attributor's difficulty with this sort o£ case is that there are 

multiple, 'incommensurable'^ values at play. If the concept of epistemic justification 

gathers together a motley crew of epfetemic values, we ought not to expect that all 

beliefe will turn out to be comparable. Even if each of the values individu£illy yields 

fuE comparability, their amalgam may not.® Thus one might feel conflicted about 

using a draft pick to acquire player A instead of player B, because while neither is 

unqualifiedly better than the other, it is not the case that they are equally good. 

Some players are unqualifiedly better than others: they have better across the board 

statistics than the others. In the case of player .4. and player B. however, each fe 

superior to the other in certain respects. 

We can find similar cases in epistemology. The demon worlds case is one example, 

and Alston's original conflict of intuitions really reflects the same problem as the 

conflict of intuitions in my modified version. The Assumption of Full Comparability 

demands that edl beliefe fall on a single scale of justifiedness. When we follow Alston 

in imagining a typical belief and a demonized counterpart to that belief, some of our 

intuitions suggest that being demonized involves a precipitous drop in j'ustificatory 

status. On the other hand, the demonized counterpart to my belief surely is not 

worse than the beliefe held by the epistemologically mediocre subjects in my world. 

The problem is that on a single scale of justifiedness, a precipitous drop must pass 

through the middle. Assuming full comparability, there is no way to accommodate 

the intuition that being the victim of a demon is, epistemologically speaking, a Very 

Bad Thing with the intuition that being the victim of a demon does not make one's 

beliefe worse than undemonaed but otherwise mediocre beliefe. The Assumption of 

Full Comparability requires that all epistemic excellences — including the excellence 

of not being victimized by a demon — combine to form a single scale of justifiedn^. 

^Analogous possibilities have received attentioa from value theorists of various stripes. See, for 
example, the locus neociassfcus oa the subject; Nagel [591; ̂  Chang [16[. 
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If we assume full comparability, we must take intuitions about demon worlds like 

Alston's to be ia conflict. 

Evea without considering demon worlds, we can construct scenarios iu which one 

belief reflects some epistemic excellences but in which another belief exhibits other 

epistemic excellences. Of two scientists who believe the same proposition, who is 

better Justified: the one whose observations are meticulous but whose reasoning is 

slightly sloppy or the one whose observations are slightly sloppy but whose reasoning 

is beyond reproach? A plausible explanation of otur discomfort when confronted with 

such cases is that the beliefs of the two scienti^s are 'differently Justified' — they are 

incomparable. It is not the case that one beh'ef is better Justified than the other, but 

it is not the case that the beliefs are equally Justified, either. 

There can be conflicts between the intuitions of different attributors, as weQ. Such 

cases — cases of interpersonal conflict — can also signal that the concept at issue 

does not yield full comparability. '^Dueling intuitions' of the sort that characterize 

disputes between internalists and externalists might be explained in this way. One 

class of examples includes the demon worlds case: some epistemologists experience 

internal conflict, but others have no qualms about choosing sides. As in the case of 

intrapersoneil conflict, interpersonal conflicts of intuitions are not limited to intuitions 

about epistemic Justification. During the 2000 NBA playoffs, some New York BCm'cks 

fans found it difficult to say whether Patrick Ewing was an asset or a fiability. One 

bundle of intuitions suggested that hfe many excellence (his leadership, experience, 

£ind inside game) made him an invaluable player. On the other hand, another bundle 

of intuitions suggested that some salient flaws (he was slower and weaker than many 

centers, and he was plagued with injuries) made him a liability. While some fans found 

it difficult to assess Swing's value to the team, there was no shortage of fans who felt 

no remorse when supplying an unambiguous assessment. Those epistemologists who 

choose sides in controverted cases, like Ewing's supporters and detractors, collectively 

exhibit interpersonal conflict. 
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It is not difficult to find other battlefields in. wars of intuitions. Another battlefield 

focuses on the 'isolation objection' for coherence theories of epistemic justification.^" 

In one version of the objection, it is claimed that my beliefe can remain, coherent even 

thougk they fail to respond to what I see. Surely someone who manages to believe 

that she sees only two aardvarks in a pen, and that there are only two aardvarks in 

the pen, is less justified, ia her beliefe when she sees a third aardvark enter the pen 

(and retains all of her beliefs despite her new perceptual states). On the coherentist's 

account, the justificatory status of a belief depends on its coherence with the rest of 

the subject's beliefe, but in. isolation examples like the one described, the background 

system is held fixed. The coherentist is left in the (supposedly) embarrassing position 

of claiming that the justificatory status of the belief that there are two aardvarks in 

the pen remains the same, as long as the rest of the subject's beliefe remain the same, 

even if the subject sees a third aardvark enter the pen. The critic who deploys the 

isolation example claims that this restilt tells against coherentism. The coherentist, 

however, might have different intuitions: it B not embarrassing but rather perfectly 

intuitive that coherentism says that the beliefe of subjects who are 'isolated' in this 

sense retain their justificatory status." If my beliefe go one way and my perceptual 

states go the other, thfe coherentist maintains, epistemic justification follows my 

beliefe. In a strengthened version of such examples, the committed coherentist would 

maintain that a belief supported by an isolated but more coherent system is better 

justified than a belief supported by a non-isolated, but less coherent system.^ 

'"See Steup [76j, pp. 132-6. 
"See, for example, Lehrer [50[, pp. 143-4. 

in. the case of the demoa-worids examples, we do not really need a strengthened versioa 
to show- how the conflict of intxiitions is connected to the .̂ iimption of Full Comparability. The 
committed coherentist in the orij^al versioa has the intuitioa that 'isolating'' the belief system of a 
subject does not yield a precipitous drop ia the justiScatory status of her belief, whereas the critic 
has the intuitioa that it does. These intuitions are ia coafiict only if we assume that all beliefs are 
comparable with respect to eputenuc JustiScatioa and that there is, therefore, no such thing as a 
precipitous drop with respect to some belief but not with respect to others. 
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One eq)lanatioa o£ interpersonal conflicts of intuition is that one party to the 

dispute is seriously mistaken. We might suppose that either the coherentist or her 

critic suffers from a serious sort of bias. Someone's intuitions must have gone astray, 

for it cannot be the case that both the coherent^ and her critic are correct. If we 

grant the .Assumption of Full Comparability, then whenever epistemologists disagree 

over a particular case — one epistemologist says that subject -4's belief is better 

jtistified than subject B's belief and the other epistemologist says that B's is better 

justified than A's — at least one of them must be completely wrong. There is another 

possible response to persistent clashes of intuitions, however. If we are willing to 

entertain the possibility of incomparability with respect to epistemic justification, we 

can take each of the disputants to be making a more innocent mistake. Let us suppose 

that A's belief and 5's belief are incomparable. Each party, we now can charitably 

say, has erroneously taken the relation 'at least as justified as' to hold of .4.'s belief 

and B's belief in one direction but not the other, thus making one of the beliefe better 

justified than the other. In fact, the relation 'at least as justified as" holds in neither 

direction. This claim is charitable in that we impute to each disputant the less serious 

bias which leads to seeing more structure them^ there is in the justificatory statuses of 

beliefe. We escape firom having to accuse one party of having intuitions that invert 

the correct relative justificatory status of a pair of beliefe. Instead, we take each of 

the disputants to be overemphasizing the respects in wfiich the one (favored) belief 

is better justified than the other. 

Absent Intuitions Just as conflicting intuitions undercut the Assumption of Full Com

parability, conspicuously absent intuitions do so, as well. Some attributors may lack 

intuitions about the cases akeady described, and this lack could be explained by the 

incomparability of the objects under evaluation. In addition, I suspect that many 

attributors would have at least some difficulty marshaling their intuitions when com

paring beliefe produced by different sense modaJities, or when comparing percepttial 
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beliefe with beliefe formed via reasoning. Is my belief that 1,037 is one-third of 3,111 

better justified than my belief that there is a dictionary OQ my desk? We can cer

tainly adjust the distance between me and the dictionary and the lighting in my office 

such that our intuitions cry out against the claim that either belief is better j'ustified 

than the other. After such adjustments, do they seem to be equally weE j'ustified? 

My intuitions run dry here, in the same way that my intuitions run dry when I ask 

myself which is the better life, the life of a successfiil lawyer or the life of a successfiil 

clarinetist." One satisfactory explanation of intuitions nmning dry is that none of 

the judgments 'A is better than B\ 'B is better than .4.', or 'A and 8 are equally 

good' would be at all satisfying, so none of them register as intuitions. Similarly, our 

intuitive appraisals of epistemic j'ustification do not seem to yield fiiU comparabil

ity. If this is indeed the case, wouldn't our intuitions, and our lacking intuitions, be 

best eq)lained and regimented by a theory of epistemic j'ustification on which not aJl 

beliefs are comparable? 

Arguments for 'incommensurability' or 'incomparability' firom conflicting or absent 

intuitions are familiar in the ethics literature. These argimients may be strengthened 

— and have been strengthened — by supplementing them with 'argiunents 6:0m small 

improvements'. Raz [691 this kind of argimient: 

Consider the comparative value of an attachment to a sibling, built on 

the traditions and memories nurtured since childhood, with a committed 

and intimate relationship based on common leisure pursuits and many 

weekends and annuetl holidajrs spent together. Each relationship has its 

own colour, its own feel. They are valuable but not in any comparable 

way. 

It is easy to see that all these cases are cases where the relationships 

or pursuits are not of exactly equal value. One need only conceive of 

^^This example is ftom Raz [69j, p. 332. 
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a way of improving one option, which, will leave it non-comparable with 

the alternative. Imagine that the relationship with a sibling we have 

just considered is improved if the two live in the same neighbourhood. 

Is it then better or more valuable than the other kind of friendship we 

envisaged? ... The alternatives are simply incommensurate. (342) 

Similar arguments are available to the epistemologist. Does the relative justificatory 

status of my belief that there is a dictionary on my desk and my belief that 1,037 

is one-third of 3,111 change if I take a slightly closer look at my dictionary? In 

particular, are our intuitions satisfied by the claim that the initial pair of beliefe could 

be equally justified, but that by taking a slightly closer look I make my belief about 

my dictionary better justified than my belief that 1,037 is one-third of 3.111? ^Kne 

are not. Suppose that Kepler never met Brahe, and that both of them came to believe 

that planets move in elliptical orbits. Suppose fiuther that Kepler was terribly sloppy 

with his observations but meticulous in his reasoning, and that Brahe was meticulous 

with his observations by sloppy in his reasoning. Again, let us construct the case 

in such a way that our intuitions look upon each claim that one is better justified, 

than the other with maximal disfavor. Now we ask ourselves: what happens to the 

relative justificatory status of the two beliefs if we suppose that Brahe is even more 

meticulous with his observations? NW we are in a bind. Surely the N'ew Brahe is 

better justified than Old Brahe. If the Assumption of Full Comparability is true, we 

should expect that New Brahe is better justified than Kepler. On the other hand. 

New Brahe's improvement over Old Brahe does not seem to be relevant — or at least 

not as relevant — to the justificatory status of his belief relative to Kepler's. New 

Brahe^s belief, like Old Brahe's, is better described as 'differently justified' relative to 

Kepler's. 

Positive Intuitions Like different kinds of conflicting or absent intuitions, certain pos

itive intuitions undercut the Assumption of Full Comparability. Some such positive 
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intuitions are just absent or conflicting intuitions made militant. After ceureM con

sideration, we may come to feel some positive intuitive force behind the claim that 

none of the three standard relations ('more justified than', 'less justified than', 'as 

justified, as') obtains for a given pair of beliefe. Our intuitions may report that each, 

of the three claims is false. Furthermore, we may have positive intuitions to the ef

fect that epistemic justification carmot be measured on a single scale. Consider two 

classes of beliefs: perceptual beliefe and 'lottery beliefe'. My lottery beliefs are beliefs 

that various tickets will lose various lotteries, where for each lottery, I know only 

how many tickets there are, how many tickets I have, and that the lottery is fair. I 

believe, for example, that the one ticket I own wiE not be the winner in next week's 

million-ticket lottery. It is tempting to think that this belief enjoys a probability of 

being true of .999999, and that it is therefore very weE justified. We might also think 

that my belief that neither of my two tickets for next month's thousand-ticket lotterj-

will win is well justified to the time of .998, its probability of being true. 

Despite their initial appeal, claims like these about the justificatory statuses of 

lottery beliefs seem less attractive en masse. It seems absurd to claim that for every 

perceptual belief, there are pairs of lottery beliefe such that my belief that I will lose 

lottery A (with n tickets, m of which I own) is less justified than my perceptual belief, 

which is in turn less justified than my belief that I will lose lottery B (with n -f-1 

tickets, m of which I own). On this way of thinking beliefe about lotteries span a single 

scale of epistemic justification- They are prolific squatters, and every other belief 

— perceptual, logical, clairvoyant, or whatever — must find its justificatory status 

somewhere among them. Thinking that all beliefe fall on a single scale of justifiedness 

(which is saturated with lottery beliefe) is like thinkmg that the goodness of any act 

corresponds to causing some amount of pleasure to some collection of rabbits. As 

Lamprecht [47} put it, 

A sunset plus a child's smile gives no sum; a Chartres minus a human 
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life leaves no ascertainable remainder. Whether as human beings faced 

with such choices, or as theorists formulating rules of action eind moral 

maxims, we must recognize an ultimate pluralism of goods which no pious 

wishes can synthesize into a simple monism. (565) 

I no more think that the justificatory status of my lottery beliefs falls into such a 

neat arrangement with the justificatory status of my perceptual beliefe than I think 

that a baseball player who can hit but not field must be exactly as good (full stop) 

as some player who can field but not hit. I might have thought such things if I 

had a prior commitment to a correspondence between epistemic justification and 

probability numbers, or between excellence as a basebaJl player £md, say, salary. Prior 

commitments are not, however, arguments, and a theory of epistemic justification 

ought not to require full comparability if doing so does not do the best job of making 

sense of our intuitions. As I shall argue in the next section, the particular uses to 

which the Assumption of Full Comparability is put in the epistemological literatiure 

suggest that as a cornerstone of epistemological theormng, it is unwieldy as weE as 

unsupported. 

2.2.2 Axguments from the Epistemological Literature 

Theories of epistemic justification are sometimes made to bend over backwards to 

handle difficult cases. Rejecting the Assumption of Full Comparability, I argue, re

lieves some of the pressure to engage in theoretical contortions. I consider several 

cases which appear to force an uncomfortable concession or modification by a theo

rist. In each of these cases, the appearance of cogency depends on the assumption 

that all befiefe are comparable with respect to epistemic justification. The cases to be 

discussed are Cohen's Lottery, Feldman's Logic Student, Brandom's Bam, BonJour's 

Clairvoyant, and my own Schizophrenfc Coherentist. The first two cases have been 

used in attempts to force general concessions firom epistemologists — in particular. 
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the concessioa that knowledge attributions are context dependent and the concession 

that epistemologists cannot construct £in objective-subjective distinction for epistemic 

justification on analogy with, that distinction in ethics. The last three cases demand 

modifications to particular theories. In each case, the appearance of cogency is dis

pelled if we reject the Assiunption of Full Comparability. 

To sharpen our intuitions about how such cases would be handled if we reject the 

Assumption of Full Comparability, it will be helpful to refer to an analogous valua-

tional concept for which full comparability fails. While ^restaurant expensiveness' is a 

fine example of a concept for which, fiill comparability fciils, it will be more convenient 

at times to use as an example a valuationai concept for which there are multiple fa-

mih'ar, diverse contributory values. Let us borrow an ecample which Wolf [81j (790) 

borrows from Gert [331. If a list of incommensiurable statistics determines a base

ball player^s quality as a hitter (e.g., RBIs, battmg average, home runs), this list 

will allow for incomparability among baseball players. The vast majority of players 

are inferior to the best players, because they are inferior in every respect. On the 

other hand, many players cannot be compared because, though their statistics are 

not equal, neither player is inferior in every respect. It is important to remember 

that in the discussion that follows, I am stipulating that the valuationai concepts 'at 

least as good a hitter as', 'better hitter than', and so on, do not }rield full compara

bility. There may be other concepts that do yield full comparability. The point of 

using these valuationai concepts for baseball players as a backdrop is to have at hand 

aneilogies showing how one could avoid various difficulties by taking a concept not to 

yield full comparability. 

Cohen's Lottery Stewart Cohen [21} uses cases of lottery beliefe to support his con-

textualist approach to the theory of knowledge." 

Suppose S holds a ticket in a fat lottery with, n tickets, where the 

"See also Cohen [22,231-
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probability of S losing is very high. Does S know that hfe ticket will 

lose? Although (if n is suitably large) 5 has good reasons to believe he 

will lose, it does not seem right to say that S knows he will lose. This 

remains true for arbitrarily large n. 

Now, suppose S learns from Jones, the person nmning the lottery, that 

Jones intends to fix the lottery so S will lose. Does S, then, know that he 

will lose? Better still, suppose S reads in the paper that another ticket 

has won. Fn both of these cases we are inclined to say that S does know 

that he loses, (emphasis in original, p. 92) 

Cohen observes that the latter sorts of reasons for believing are fallible, and claims 

that "by increasing the niunber of tickets in the lottery in the first case, we can 

make it more probable that he loses in the first case than in the latter two'' (93). 

This is puzzling, Cohen claims, because apparently we can produce a pair of beliefe 

such that we have better reasons for the first than for the second, such that they 

are both true, but such that we apparently correctly call only the second knowledge. 

(For clarity, [ shall reserve the term 'lotterj'- belief for the former sort of belief. The 

latter two beliefe, though they are beliefe about lotteries, are not based solely on 

information about the fairness of the lottery and the number of tickets one owns: 

they are testimonial beliefs.) 

Cohen suggests that such cases caa be best explained by a contextualist theory 

of knowledge. The difference m the two kinds of cas^ lies (only) in how we think 

about them. For cases ia which we only know that we have one ticket ia a fair 

lottery, the possibility that the belief is false is salient; not so in. the case of the belief 

based on testimony. He goes on to claim that one could, in certain circumstances, 

correctly claim to know that one has lost a lottery: 'TI one reflects on the fact that the 

probability that S loses could be greater based simply on the number of tickets [than] 

the probability that he loses conditional on. the testimony, one could be led from the 
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tendency to attribute knowledge in the testimony case to attribute knowledge on the 

basis of the statistical information. One might feel that the chance that S's ticket will 

be drawn is too remote to count as a relevant alternative" (108). On Cohen's view, 

then, the following beliefs have the following statuses: Bi, a lottery belief in context 

-4, is not knowledge; Bo, a testimonial belief in context A, is knowledge; B3, a lottery 

belief in context B, is knowledge. 

Cohen thinks that different contributions from the contexts of attribution account 

for the differences in the statuses of the beliefe. Since the difference between Bi and 

B2 with respect to the reasons the subject has for believing (the subject has better 

reasons for Bi than for B2}, context A (which is just the typical context of attributions 

of knowledge for such beliefe) must contribute something different to the respective 

attributions. Context A makes salient the possibility that Bi fe false, but not the 

possibility that Ba is false. Similarly, Context B makes a different contribution to the 

attribution of knowledge for lottery beliefe than Context A. In this peculiar context, 

the possibility that the belief is false is "too remote to count as a relevant alternative." 

In Context B, then, a lottery belief can count as knowledge. 

We can make two moves in response to Cohen% Lottery that undermine the appeal 

of his contextualism. First, we can reject the Assumption of Full Comparability. If we 

reject full comparability, we need not follow Cohen in thinking that Bi is supported 

by better reasons than B2 if only we make the number of tickets large enough. If 

lottery beliefe are incomparable with testimonial beliefe, Cohen's claim that Bi is 

supported by better reasons than B^ fe false. Recognition of this incomparability 

dispels at least some of the puzzlement produced by Cohen's lottery: a difference in 

justificatory status that does not snnply favor Bi is compatible with the claim that 

B2 is knowledge and Bt is not. The next move is to make a more precise claim about 

the relationship between epistemic justification and knowledge, the Reference Class 

Thesis: 
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RCT To count as knowledge, a belief must be at least as justified as (and therefore 

compEirable to) some member of a reference class of beliefs. 

There is no room to defend the Reference Class Thesis in detEiil here; instead I shall 

give a sketch of a defense by analogy.^® Perhaps little defense is necessary: if we take 

the Assumption of Full Comparability for granted, the Reference Class Thesis does 

little more than to recognize, in a roundabout way, that some minimal standard of 

justifiedness must be met if a belief is to constitute knowledge. While such a claim 

might be disputed in some quarters, it is a commoa feature of many accounts of the 

relationship between epistemic justification and knowledge, and I am going to help 

myself to it. What is interesting about the Reference Class Thesis is the significance 

it takes oa if fiiU comparability is not assumed. Given a relational valuational concept 

like 'at least as good a hitter as' we can construct a categorical concept like 'great 

hitter' such that a necessary condition for being a great hitter is that the given 

player be at least as good a hitter as some member of a reference class of players. 

The reference class sets a threshold of sorts, though the threshold Ls not a point on 

a single scale. One player could be a great hitter because of an excellent batting 

average and RBIs despite a meager collection of home runs. On the other hand, 

another player could be a great hitter because of home runs and despite a middling 

batting average and middling RBfe. Note, however, that a hitter could fail to be 

a great hitter not in virtue of falling belom the threshold set by the reference class 

but rather by failing to be compamble to any of the members of the reference class. 

Imagine a bizarre player who somehow manages to accumulate a fantastically high 

number of RBIs while maintaining a dismal batting average and getting no home 

runs. The bizarre player is an outstanding hitter but fails to be a 'great' hitter: to be 

a great hitter, one must be comparable to at least one hitter in the reference class. 

'^Chapter 5 is devoted to developing aa account of knowledge supposing that the Assumption of 
FtiQ Comparability is false. The account I develop there is an elaboration of the Ele&rence Class 
ThesM. 
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If we construct a categorical concept in this way, we leave room, for 'outliers' to 

which the concept does not apply because the outliers are incomparable with what 

we might call the 'paradigmatic' cases. Tha is em. attractive way of handling Cohen's 

Lottery. If the Assumption of Full ComparabiUty is false and the Reference Class 

Thesis is true, then we can say that lottery beliefs fail to constitute knowledge because 

they are epistemic outliers: they are not comparable with typical beliefs (perceptual 

beliefs, say). Sure, my belief that I will lose the million-ticket lottery has something 

to recommend it — it has more to recommend it than my belief that I will lose the 

thousand-ticket lottery — but the respects in which it has something to recommend 

it do not line up nicely with the respects in which typical perceptual beliefs have 

something to recommend them. 

I find these results intuitively pleasing. For one thing, we can find some common 

ground with epistemologists who take a dim view of the justificatory status of lottery 

beliefe,'® for lottery beliefs are a bit shady if they eire incomparable with typical 

beliefs. On the other hand, we can understand why someone might think that it 

is possible to find lottery beliefe that are very, very well justified. It is possible to 

find lottery beliefe that are very, very well justified — in comparison to other lottery 

beliefe. The pervasiveness of the Assimiption of Full Comparability has obscured the 

fact that this does not guarantee that it is possible to find a lottery belief that is better 

justified than any given belief. Second, we can stick with the intuition that lottery 

beliefe about lotteries for which one owns a single ticket do not constitute knowledge. 

Many epistemologists (this author included) find this intuition compelling, Cohen's 

view notwithstanding. Indeed, Cohen's suggestion that in some contexts attributors 

might judge lottery beliefe to be knowledge seems to me to call for an explanation 

of why attributors in such cases would come to have false beliefe about their lottery 

beliefe, or why attributions of knowledge in such cases seem to be 'correct' as a 

^®See, for exampfe Pollock [65|. 
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matter of pragmatics even if they are false.'" Contextualism is, for many, a bitter pill 

to swallow, and dropping the Assumption of Full Comparability helps us to avoid it, 

Feldman's Logic Student Feldman [28} claims that it is impossible to carve out a 

subjective-objective distinction in epistemology in the way that is natural in the 

ethics literature. I think that Feldman is mistaken, and his central argimient fails if 

we reject the Assimiption of Full Comparability. Feldman's 'logic student' example 

is supposed to illustrate both, an attempt at carving out the subjective-objective 

distinction in epistemology and the alleged defect in the attempt. 

[Sjuppose a student is taught by her otherwise competent logic teacher 

that the Gambler's Fallacy is a good rule of inference. Since the student 

knows the teacher to be generally reliable, the student has a good reason 

to believe a rule, (G), which implies that if a certain face of a fair die has 

not come up after a long series of tosses, then it is very likely to come 

up on the next toss. Let us assume that she knows that an instance of 

the antecedent of this conditional fe satisfied. On the basis of this, she 

believes the corresponding instance of the consequent. It appears that 

she thinks, with good reason, that she has good reason to believe this 

conclusion, but her reasons are not really good ones. So her belief seems 

to be subjectively but not objectively justified. (416) 

Feldman tells us that this assessment — that her belief is subjectively but not ob

jectively justified — is mistaken. Feldman claims that the very features of the belief 

that confer upon it subjective justification are also sufficient to confer upon it objec

tive justification. The rule the student uses — (G), the Gamblers Fallacy — is not 

a good reason for befieving that a particular face of the die will come up. On the 

other hand, the rule (G) and the student's beliefe about the rule's endorsement by 

this connection, see Rysiew [70[. 
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the logic teacher together do constitute a. good reason, for believing that the face will 

come up on the next toss. Furthermore, Feldman tells us that this sort of reasoning 

generalizes, that any subjectively Justified belief must also be objectively j'ustified: 

"^Tienever one is subjectively justified in. believing p, thea one is objectively justified 

in believing that one^s reasons for believing p are good ones. But then the evidence 

for this belief together with the reasons for thinking that those are good reasons 

constitute an objectively good reason for believing p" (416). 

This line of reasoning takes advantage of the assiunption of fiill comparability in 

the foEowing way. Suppose that, in addition to batting average, RBIs, and home 

runs, a player's 'confidence' contributes to hfe being a good hitter. Suppose further 

that confidence makes a player a better hitter without influencing the other three 

characteristics. Rather, confidence makes a player hit well in clutch situations. A 

confident player bats disproportionately well when, it matters — and this is arguably 

a contributor to the player's quality as a hitter.'® N'ow suppose that in order to get 

him to play better, a coach tells a player that he has an excellent batting average. This 

player now believes that he has an excellent batting average, and because of this belief 

enjojrs stellar heights of confidence. If we thought the concept 'good hitter made all 

hitters comparable, we would infer that a boost in a player's confidence amounts 

to a boost in that player's quality as a hitter 'all things considered'. If. however, 

the concept 'good hitter' keeps th^e various good-hitter-making features (batting 

average, RBfe, home runs, confidence) separate, we can associate an objective sense of 

the concept 'good hitter' with edl of the excellences and associate the subjective sense 

of the concept with only some of them — perhaps only the excellence of confidence. 

The move firom baseball back to epistemology is straightforward. If we thought 

that subjective epistemic justification (for Feldman, having what seems to be a very 

am. told that Derek Jeter is an example of a player who is well known for dutch hitting, t 
am Just supposing, for the sake of the argument, that the clutch hitting of such, players is directly 
related, to their confidence-
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good reasoa for holding a particular belief) jrields objective justification (having what 

is in fact a very good reason for holding the belief), and that all justificatory states 

fall on a single scale, we might think that subjective epistemic justification entails 

objective epistemic justification. On my view, having what seems to be a very good 

reason for holding a particular belief can yield what in some respects a very good 

reason for holding the belief. Compare the belief held by Feldman's logic student 

to the belief of, say, a nearby physics student. The physics student has learned a 

method for determining which face will come up on a die based on the way that it 

is tossed, its shape, density, £ind so on. As the die is tossed, the physics student has 

good reasons for believing that sue (say) will come up. Furthermore, these reasons 

are good in respects that the logic student's are not. The physics student, let us 

suppose, has learned a very good method for determining which face will come up. 

While Feldman's logic student's expert instruction and the subjective justification it 

confers on her belief may give her belief £in objective boost relative to other users 

of the Gambler's Fallacy who have not had expert instruction, it does not give her 

befief an objective boost relative to the physics student's belief. Her belief is still less 

justified than the physics student's. 

While subjective epistemic justification may supply a belief with objective epis

temic justification in some respects, it will not supply a belief with objective epistemic 

justification in all respects. If what we me£in by 'objectively justified' is that the belief 

in question meets certain criteria in each respect, we should not expect that subjective 

epistemic justification will guarantee objective epistemic justification. If what I mean 

by 'great hitter' is that the player in question has a very high, batting average, many 

RBIs, many home runs, and lots of confidence, a player's believing that he meets 

these criteria wiH only help him meet the last criterion. Feldman makes a legitimate 

point — that subjective justification wiE carry along with it objective justification of 

a sort — but there are other components of objective justification that even stellar 

subjective justification does not entail. 
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Brandom's Bam Brandom. [14j, ia "Insights and Blindspots of Reliabilism," claims 

that reliabilism suffers from, a 'blindspot' that is exposed by a class of counterexam

ples. Brandom supplies Goldman's bam case (in which an observer correctly believes 

he sees a bam, but happens to be in a region littered with fake bams) but modifies 

it to make life difficult for reliabilists. In Brandom's versioa of the case, fake bams 

are prevalent in the county, rare in the state, prevalent in the country, and r£ire in 

the world. (383-7) The bam-spotter can be described in different ways, and different 

descriptions lead to different assessments of reliability. This case is supposed seriously 

to undermine reliability theories: "[Sjituations with the structure of the bam facade 

example can arise, and they are counterexamples to the claim that reliabilism under

writes a naturalized epistemology" (387). The difficulty for reliabilism arises because 

it is impossible, given the resources of traditional reliability theories, to characterize 

the bam-spotter as reliable or unreliable in believing he sees a bam. Reliabilists are 

reduced to self-contradiction, giving 'zdtemating verdicts of reliability and unrelia

bility.' Brandom's suggestion is that reliabilism is defective because its proponents 

cannot supply a (final) verdict. 

It should come as no surprise, at this point, that I take the inability of an attributor 

to supply a verdict, and pulls on the attributor's intuitions from various directions, 

to weigh against the Assumption of Full Comparability. If the justificatory status 

of a belief can be better or worse in various respects, then Brandom's 'alternating 

verdicts of reliability and unreliability'^ could amount to variation in the justificatory 

status of the belief in these various respects. A reliability theory, if it rejects the 

Assvunption of Fiill Comparability, can say that the formation of the belief is reliable 

in some respects but not in others; similarly, a baseball scout who is willing to say 

that some hitters are incomparable caa say that hitter A is better thaa hitter 3 with 

respect to RBIs and battmg average, but worse with respect to home-run hitting. 

A more refined analogy would involve a scout's assessment of a player with a fine 

batting average and number of home-runs, but with RBI statistics that vary wildly 
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according to the region in which the player is at bat: very low RBIs in games played 

in the players home county, very high. RBIs En games played in the player's home 

state, very low RBIs in games played in. the country, and very high RBIs averaged 

over games played anywhere in the world. This sort of case can arise, but it is hardly a 

counterexample to the claim that a player's quality as a hitter is underwritten by the 

players RBIs, batting average, and home runs. Were the scout inclined to try to put 

this strange player somewhere on a single scale that measmres goodness with respect 

!:o hitting, she would have difficulty. The various statistics cannot be meaningfully 

combined (so we stipulated at the outset); the complicated nature of thfe players 

ElBIs is no more difficult to handle. The scout should simply refrain from trying to 

come up with a single number or location on a single scale for this player or for any 

other player. 

BonJour's Clairvoyant Clairvoyance cases ate targeted at reliability theories of epis

temic justification. They are supposed to show that reliability is not sufficient for 

epistemic justification. A. belief formed via clairvoyance, the critic claims, can fail to 

be justified despite the reliability of the faculty of clairvoyance. BonJour's [11{ N^or-

man forms a clairvoyant belief that the President is in New York, but unlike N'orman's 

other cognitive faculties, Norman's fjiciilty of clairvoyance is completely mysterious 

to him. He does not think of himself as having such a faculty: the belief just pops 

into his head. He does have a faculty of clairvoyance, however, and it is a reliable 

faculty. We £ire supposed to conclude that epistemic justification involves more than 

refiability. since Norman's clairvoyant facility caa be as reliable as we like without 

making Norman's belief well justified. 

r claim that these cases take advantage of the Assumption of Full Comparabil

ity. When the assumption is dropped, they lose their bite. If epistemic justification 

yields fiiE comparability, befiefe formed by clairvoyance must fall above, below, or on 

the same level as any given belief — for traditional reliabilists, a belief formed by 
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clairvoyance must have a reliability number. When constructing a thought experi

ment involving a clairvoyzint subject, whoever is running the thought experiment can 

choose the reliability number to be associated with the clairvoyant belief. BonJour 

chooses several versions of the thought experiment in. which the subject's faculty is 

'completely reliable' (59-62). Because I am interested in the possibility that epistemic 

justification does not yield full comparability, I shall avoid such talk. Once we start 

talking about beliefe' being justified in various respects, talk of a 'completely reliable' 

faculty seems nonsensical, for every faculty wiE be somewhat reliable in the various 

respects. My belief that there is a dictionary on my desk, for example, is very reliable 

with respect to being a visually formed belief, in good h'ght, formed by someone who 

is not drunk, and so on. With respect to being a visual belief, however, it is just as 

reliable as any other visual belief — and of course visual beliefe qua visual are not 

perfectly reliable. I am willing to allow that BonJour can make whatever assumptions 

he likes about the faculty of clairvoyance, however. With respect to being produced 

by the faculty of clairvoyance, we can tsike clairvoyant beliefs to be as reliable as 

BonJour likes. 

I shall focus on three variants of BonJour's cases. In each of these cases, iN'orman 

possesses the faculty of clairvoyance, and the reliability of the faculty of clairvoyance is 

similar to the reh'ability of the best perceptual faculties. Let us begin with Unreflective 

Norman. Unreflective Norman does not reflect on any of his beliefe, or check them 

against one another for consistencj'. Unreflective Norman possesses 'no evidence or 

reasons of any kind for or against the general possibility of any sort of cognitive 

faculty. I do not see why we would not take one of Unreflective Norman's clairvoyant 

beliefe to be as justified as one of his visual beliefe. BonJours example is supposed 

to turn on the presence or absence of reasons or evidence, but we are stipulating that 

Unreflective Norman lacks reasons and evidence for both, his clairvoyant beliefe and his 

other perceptual beliefe. This example may seem farfetched — indeed, Goldman. [371 

claims that BonJours original Norman case fe farfetched: 
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[I|t is hard to envisage this description [in which Norman has no evidence 

for or against the general possibility of dairvoyancel holding. N'orman 

ought to reason along the following lines: 'If I had a clairvoyant power, 

I would surely find some evidence for this. I would find myself believing 

things in otherwise inexplicable wajrs, and when these things were checked 

by other reliable processes, they would usually check out positively. Since 

I lack any such sign, I apparently do not possess reliable clairvoyant pro

cesses.' Since N'orman ought to reason this way, he is ear ante justified 

in believing that he does not possess reh'able clairvoyant processes. This 

undermines his belief (112) 

Is my version farfetched? Goldman's complaint is forceful because BonJours N'or

man does (presimiably) reflect on and come to have evidence favoring his ordinary 

perceptual faculties. What is odd about BonJours Norman is that though his faculty 

of clairvoyance is unique among his faculties for lacking some sort of evidential sup

port. he does not notice this fact. For Unreflective Norman, however, there is nothing 

specieil to notice. 

Compare trnreflective Norman to Reflective Norman. Reflective Nonnan reflects 

on all of his faculties and clairvoyance fits in nicely. Let us suppose that Reflec

tive Norman lives in Normanville, where everyone is clairvoyant and where everyone 

treats clairvoyance like any other sense. Reflective Norman's claurvoyant beliefs, like 

Unreflective Norman's, are about as justified as his other perceptual beliefe. So far, 

neither Reflective Norman nor Unreflective Norman sheds any light on the role that is 

being played by the Assumption of Full Comparabilitj-. In each case, the justificatory 

status which attaches to the clairvoyant beliefe depends on (Un)Reflective Norman's 

evidence. If the clairvoyant beliefe enjoy the same evidential support relations as the 

subject's other beliefe, then (apparently) they enjoy the same justificatory status, 

however reliable the faculty (clairvoyance or anything else) happens to be. 
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Tliis line of reasoning, while initially plausible, is mistaken. Consider Deranged 

Norman. Deranged. Norman goes overboard in considering the evidential relationships 

between his beliefe. Deranged Norman notices that sometimes towers which appear 

round at a distsince appear square on closer inspection. Deranged Norman reasons 

that, because both the Ground tower* and 'square tower* hypotheses are disconfinned, 

these towers must be neither round nor square. When Deranged Norman looks at a 

basketball and sees that its texture looks rough, then touches it and finds that it feels 

rough, he reasons that it must be smooth. Let us suppose that the mechanisms by 

which. Deranged Norman, checks his beliefs against each other are terribly faulty. He 

sees well, hears well, and clairvojrs well, but his belief corpus is littered with falsehoods 

because he combines these faculties with unreliable reasoning. Does a reliabilist have 

the resources to say that Deranged Norman's beliefe are worse for his poor reasoning? 

Of course: many of our beliefe are checked against our background beliefs, and these 

checks are part of the process by which we form (and sustain) the beliefe. Deranged 

Normem.'s beliefe may be just as justified as Reflective Norman's with respect to facts 

about the perceptual faculties on which they depend. The unreliability of Deranged 

Norman's poor reasoning, however, is a respect in which his beliefe are not as justified 

as those of Reflective Norman. 

What Deranged Norman shows, in short, is that reliability theories can take into 

account a subject's backgrotmd system of beliefe. Goldman suggests exactly this when 

he invokes his 'no underminers' constraint in response to BonJour s Norman case- An 

appeal to 'no underminers' constraints is unnecessary, however, and the rejection of 

the view that epistemic justification yields fiill comparability makes this cleeir. We 

might have thought that when constructing thought experiments it is possible to 

hold a subject's evidence fixed, and then to give a belief whatever reliability number 

one likes by tinkering with, the process by which it was formed. The Assumption 

of Full Comparability invites this way of thinking: we certainly can hold a subject's 

evidence fixed, and we can improve on the reliability of the beliefs production as much. 
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as we like. A reliabilitj' theory that rejects the Assumption of Full Comparability, 

oa the other hand, allows the 'reliability' associated with a belief to be boosted in 

comparison to some beliefe but not in compar^n to others.'® Reliability theories 

ahready had the resources to handle inferentially-formed beliefe. On the view I am 

advocating, all beliefe might as well be considered to be inferentially-formed, at least 

in the following senses. First, the reliability information associated with the subject's 

inferences caimot be 'washed-out' by tinkering with the rest of the belief's causal 

genesis. Second, every belief — including beliefe the production of which does not 

involve a subject's reasoning faculties — might be compared with a belief which does 

depend on a subject's reasoning faculties. Consider again, for example, Unreflective 

and Reflective Norman. Other things being equal, a belief of Reflective N'orman's 

is better j'ustified than one of Unreflective Norman's, because they enjoy the szime 

reliability in many respects, but in some respects Reflective N'orman's processes of 

belief-formation are more reliable than those of Unreflective Norman. 

By working along similar lines, it is possible to construct cases in which Unreflec

tive Norman's beliefe are better justified than Deranged Norman's. Most of us, at 

least some of the time, check our beliefe against the rest of our belief corpus. What 

makes Bon Jour's Norman case so strange ("hard to envisage") is the fact that Nor-

mzin either does not run the sorts of checks normal subj'ects run on their beliefe (% 

this belief supported by my background beliefe?' 'Does it come from a faculty the 

output of which is generally supported by the output of other faculties?') or ignores 

the discrepancy between the results of these checks and the results of such checks on, 

say, his visual beliefe. Our intuition that Norman is not Justified is explained by the 

''If reliability is aa interval rather than a number, we would expect that some shifts, expansions, 
or contractions of the reliability interval for a belief would change the status of that belief relative 
to some belfeSi, but not relative to others. Another possibility, one that [ develop in chapter 3, is 
that a reh'abilist could construct a theory such that, like the baseball scout's statistics for a given 
player, multiple reliability numbers contribute to the justificatory status of a belief. On either of 
these sorts of reliability theories, it is not safe to assume that a belleTs reliability and the evidence 
which supports the belief can puQ apart in the way BonJour suggests. 
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fact that his belief is less justified than an otherwise similar perceptual (or clairvoy

ant) belief on which checks are tun. BonJour can boost the reliability of the faculty 

of clairvoyance all he likes, but on a theory which rejects the Assumption of FuE 

Comparability, this boost may not improve the justificatory status of the clairvoyant 

belief vis-a-vis standard perceptual beliefe. Rejecting full comparability gives reliabil

ity theories (and any other theory of epistemic justification) the flexibility necessary 

to say that the justifiedness of a belief in some respects is incommensurable with its 

justifiedness in other respects. In my discussion of the next case, the case of the 

'Schizophrenic Coherentist', I shall attempt to show that such flexibility is desirable 

in coherence theories as well as reliability theories of epistemic jxistification. 

My Own Schizophrenic Coherentist A coherence theory of epistemic justification tells 

us that the justificatory status of a subject's belief depends on its coherence with the 

subject's background system of beliefe or acceptances. The precise specification of 

what it is for a belief to cohere with a background system varies from theory to theorj*. 

For present purposes, I shall avoid any precise formulation, though I think it would not 

be too much of a stretch, to say that for memy coherence theories, as for BonJours, 

coherence does entail 'probabilificatioa': the more probable a backgroimd system 

makes a belief, the better the befief coheres with the background system. Even this 

imprecise formulation of a coherence theory is viilnerable to a class of counterexamples 

if we assume full comparability (as it is natural to do, since it is natural to think of 

probabilities as numerically indexed). The difficulty is that typical subjects are more 

or less schizophrenic— their befief sjrstems contain pockets of befiefe which do not 

get along well with other pockets m the system. Suppose that I befieve someone I care 

about a great deal — my brother, say — may have been m a car accident. I have just 

seen what looks like his car on television, and I know that he has neither purchased a 

new car nor properly maintained his old car (I know this because I know my brother 

is a cheapskate). I have also heard in. the news report the rough description of the 
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people iavolved in the accident (all of whom, let us suppose, suffered only minor 

injiunes). This description fits my brother and his fiance (whom I know to be foolish 

enough to drive in my brother's poorly maintained car>) 

Against tliis background, the belief that my brother was involved in a car accident 

seems to be very well justified. A coherence theory, we would expect, would tell 

us that the belief is j'ustified because it coheres with the background system. The 

background system, by some combination of explanatory coherence with the given 

belief, consistency with the given belief, and whatever else, makes this belief likely. 

But what if I also believe that people I care about are never involved in car accidents? 

What if I harbor a large collection of beliefe, all of which suggest that risk to life and 

limb never visits my loved ones? Though my belief that my brother has been in a 

car accident coheres with some of my background beliefe, it does not cohere with the 

whole system. My whole system makes the given belief extremely unlikely. 

A coherentist might be tempted to say: fine, the belief in question is not j'ustified. 

But it does seem to be better justified than my reckless, speculative belief that the 

number of stars in the universe is prime. Indeed, in some respects it seems to be very 

wett j'ustified. But how can a coherentist say which pockets in the background system 

are more or l^ important, and which ones are irrelevant to the j'ustificatorj- status 

of my beliefs? This is a mare's nest. The background systems of Qi-pical subjects are 

more or less schizophrenic in the way that I have described — with one subsystem, 

a given belief coheres very well, but with, another subsystem it coheres very poorly. 

In addition, there may be cases in which the schism divides the background system 

more or less in half. The prospects for finding principled reasons why some parts of 

the background system are relevant to the j'ustificatory status of a given befief, and 

others ate not, are not promising. 

Schizophrenia for background systems of beliefe plays the same role for coheren-

tism that variations in the prevalence of fake bams plays for reliabilfem. It might be 

tempting to construct a theory that tJikes the most 'global' fact to be most impor
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tant: coherence with the whole system is what determines the justificatory status of 

a belief for a coherence theory and reliability in the whole world of bams and bam-

facades is what determines the justificatory status of a belief for a reliability theory. 

These temptations should be temporary. Even if we could attach a single number to 

the reliability of the process by which a belief is formed, or to the coherence of the 

belief with the subject's background system, a single number is simply inadequate to 

express the various respects in which a belief can be reliably produced, or in which 

it could cohere with a background system. The coherentist should drop the assump

tion that my belief about my brother's being in a car accident must cohere to some 

extent with the whole background system, and that the degree to which it coheres is 

the degree to which it is justified. Instead, the coherentist should say that my belief 

coheres to some extent with each of the various subsystems of my background system^ 

Though this coherentist may no longer be able to assign beliefs degrees of epistemic 

justification, or place beliefe on a single scale of justifiedness, she could still say that 

some beliefe are better justified than others. My belief that my brother was in a car 

accident is better justified than my belief that he was in a boating accident, because 

the former belief is at least as good in all respects, and it is much better in some 

respects. 

2.3 The Upshot 

The arguments borrowed from the ethics literature are intended to show that some 

intuitions weigh agjiinst the Assiunption of Full Comparability. Using a device like an 

argument from small improvements, such intuitions may be sharpened. Even those 

who do not share the strongest intuitions L attempt to marshal can agree, I hope, that 

dropping the Assumption of Full Comparability can get supporters of various epis-

temological theories out of difficult spots. Epistemologists have a common interest 

in recognizing that analyses of Chishohn's fimdamentaL relational concept have been 
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distorted by the Assumption of Pull Comparability. This assumption leaves coheren-

tist and reliabili^ theories, for example, open to objections that take advantage of 

incomparabilities. If some beliefe really are incomparable with respect to epistemic 

justification, it should come as no surprise that no theory that assume full compara

bility can get the relative justificatory status of all beliefe exactly right. Furthermore, 

it should come as no surprise that theorists who erroneously assume full comparabE-

ity will run into difficulties when explicating apparently useful distinctions like the 

subj'ective-obj'ective distinction, or when trying to avoid undesirable concessions to 

contextualists. It is much more difficult to construct a theory of epistemic justifica

tion if one's theory aims at the wrong valuational structure: a single scale rather than 

a richer, more complicated structure with incomparabilities. 
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Chapter 3 

VECTOR RELIABILITY 
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William Alston [6} recently wrote: "Theories of epistemic justification and of 

knowledge in terms of reliability have been prominent lately" (1). Earl Conee and 

Richard Feldman [24j have remarked more recently that "[rjeliabilism is the most 

widely discussed contemporary epistemological theory. The most widely dia:ussed 

version of reliabilism is process reliabilism^ which, makes the processes that cause 

and sustain beliefe epfetemically crucial" (L). Robert Brandom [14l tells us that 

"[ojne of the most important developments in the theory of knowledge during the 

past two decades has been a shift in emphasis to concern with issues of the reliability 

of various processes of belief formation" (371). Such praise hardly suggests that 

process reliabilism is not beset with difficulties, however. Also widely discussed is the 

generality problem, and this difficulty for process reliabilism is often taken to be fatal. 

Indeed, while Alston seeks to rescue process reliabilism firom the generality problem, 

and while Brandom claims that reliability theories have something to offer despite 

having a crippling flaw, Conee and Feldman are ready to call the undertaker. 

3.1 The Generality Problem. 

Just as a substantive moral theory is supposed to associate with, any 'target act' some 

sort of moral status, a substeintive theory of epistemic justification is supposed to as

sociate with any 'target belief' some sort of justificational status. Epistemologists 

who think that many evaluations of the form 'Smith.*s belief that the leaf is a maple 

leEif is mote justified than Jones's belief that the leaf is a maple leaT are true try to 

explain what makes such, evaluations true. Process reliabilism attempts to do this by 

constructing a theoretical apparatus which, associates with. each, target belief a unique 

process which, either produced the belief or sustains it. As Alvin Goldman [38| put 

it: "The justificational status of a belief is a fimction of the reliability of the process 

or processes that cause it, where (as a first approximation) reliability consi^s in the 

tendency of a process to produce beliefe that are true rather than false" (113). This 
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is just a sketch, of course. Process reliabilists hope that when the details are filled 

in, the following theoretical apparatus can take in beliefe and issue (correct) judg

ments. Target beliefe are uniquely associated with processes, processes are uniquely 

associated with reliability numbers (ratios of true beliefe to total beliefe produced), 

and reliability numbers are uniquely associated with degrees of justification. 

Examples congem'al to reliabilism abound. Consider the following example of 

Goldman's: 

Suppose Jones believes he has just seen a mountain goat. Our assessment 

of the belief's justifiedness is determined by whether he caught a brief 

glimpse of the creature at a great distance, or whether he had a good 

look at the thing only thirty yards away. His belief in the latter sort 

of case is (ceteris paribus) more justified than in the former sort of case 

... The difference between the two cases seems to be this. Visual beliefe 

formed from brief and hasty scanning, or where the perceptual object is a 

long distance off, tend to be wrong more often than visual beliefe formed 

from detailed and leisurely scanning, or where the object is in reasonable 

proximity. In short, the visual processes in the former category are less 

rehable than those in the latter category. (113-4) 

It is at the second stage of the construction — 'processes are uniquely associ

ated with reliability numbers' — that the generality problem arises: how exactly are 

processes to be associated with reliability numbers? In other words, what principles 

determine the category to which a process belongs? Process reliabilists generally as

sume that each target belief is associated with a unique process token (the unique 

causal chain leading up to the target belief) — but process tokens do not have re

liability numbers other than zero (if the output belief is false) or one (if the output 

belief is true), which is not much help to a theory of epistemic justification. Process 

reliabilists also assume that every process type or category is associated with a unique 
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reliability aumber.'^ These reliability numbers are much more interesting, since they 

include numbers between zero and one and therefore might line up with degrees of 

justification. How, then, do we get from the process token to the correct process type? 

Why not put the goat-spotting processes into more refined categories, which include 

information about the amount of light available, the presence or absence of distracting 

background activity in the visual field of the observer (swajring palm trees, thunder

ing wildebeest, etc.), and whether the alleged goat-spotter falling-down dnmk? Of 

course, the example is presented with the categories given — but process reliabili^s 

do not want a theory which will supply an evaluation for every partial description 

of a given belief. Their goal is a theory which explains the objective justificatory 

status of beliefe. They therefore must address the generality problem: the problem of 

specifying the imique level of generality at which process tokens are to be described 

for the purposes of evaluating the beliefe they cause or sustain. 

Conee and Feldman consider severed attempts at solving the generality problem. 

Each of these attempts aims at providing the crucial element missing from the theoret

ical apparatus: the principled method of associating every belief-forming (or sustain

ing) process token with a process type. Each of these attempts, Conee and Feldman 

maintain, has failed. "Our thesis is that the prospects for a solution to the generality 

problem are worse than bleak ... The basic process teliabilist idea just does not 

pan out" (5). I would like to suggest a new kind of reliability theorj' — one that 

does not depend on a solution to the genenility problem but which instead avoids 

the problem entirely. It is only on a very narrow construction of the 'basic process 

reliabilist idea' that the generality problem could be an insinmountable obstacle, or 

indeed any obstacle at all. 

Traditional process reliability theories, working under the asumption that the 

^Throughout this chapter I shall leave unaddressed aumerous problematic assumptions. The first 
Bi that every process type caa be uniquely associated with a reliabilily number. The simplest way 
of doing this is to associate every process lype with the meaa truth ratio of the actual instances of 
the type, but there are also more sophaticated. approaches. 
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theoretical apparatiis described above can be made to work somehow, claim that 

each belief enjoys its justificational status in. virtue of its association with a single 

reliability number. I shall call theories of this kind single reliability number theories. 

There is an alternative class of theories, however, for which I shall argue: vector relia

bility theories. Vector reliability theories have many advantages over single reh'ability 

number theories — not the least of which is that they avoid the generality problem. 

The generality problem is not miique to process reliabilism: it will crop up in one 

form or another for any 'rule-based' normative theory, whether in epistemology or 

ethics or elsewhere. The generality problem takes advantage of the tension between 

two desiderata for normative theories: first, that they treat like cases alike; second, 

that they are sensitive to the nuances of particular cases. Asiy rule-based normative 

theory must ignore some of the details of the cases it evaluates, and is therefore vul

nerable to the criticism that it is not sufficiently sensitive to the nuances of particular 

cases. Barbara Herman [44[ has discussed this issue as it arises for Kant's moral 

theory: 

Moral rules are seen as a central feature of Kantian ethics either in the 

form of the categorical imperative or as rules of duty. In either case they 

are thought to distort moral judgment. In employing moral rules, the critic 

argues, we ate forced to discard those particular featiures of textiure and 

detail which give actions their moral significance to agents. Rules, by their 

nature, must be coarse-grained. Their purpose is to achieve regularity by 

enabling similar cases to be judged in similar ways. To accomplish this, 

they must dnrect us to pick out only some features of an action or set of 

circumstances as the features relevant firom the rule's point of view. The 

uniqueness of our actions, each, one being a product of ""A. great number 

and variet}"- of independently variable features of particular situations," 

must be ignored. 
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In short, the dfficulty with a conception of morality that ties moral 

judgment to rules is that it ignores details (peirticuiar facts about individ

uals and cases) that are morally relevant- (74) 

The same worry for process reliabilism is brought up by John Pollock [66]: 

In evaluating reliability relative to circumstances (or in gerrymandering 

processes) it cannot be reasonable to appeal to less specific descriptions of 

the circumstances in preference to more specific descriptions. That would 

amount to gratuitously throwing away information. (119-20) 

And David Lyons [56] considers the same dilemma for rule utilitarianism: 

[A] form of utilitarian generalization is applied to a given act in respect 

of some description, some characterization of that act which marks off a 

class of similar acts. But any particular act can be described or specified in 

innumerable ways: an unlimited number of true things can be said about 

it. Yet it would be impossible to consider — indeed to list — all true or 

correct descriptions of a given act. Moreover, even if such a listing were 

possible, it would seem to defeat the purpose of utilitarian generalization 

to consider the entire list, for such a description would mark off a class 

composed solely of that act. And the point is to specify certain featiures 

of the given act which can be common to a number of acts. (32) 

While moral theories face a thorny issue, reliability theories face a morass. Once 

we commit ourselves to associating the Justificatory status of each belief with a reli

ability number, and once we realize that a complete description of the belief-forming 

process for a given belief would lead to a reliability number that is either zero or 

one, it looks like we are stuck. Sure, the subjective justification enjoyed by the belief 

ought correspond to the reliability an attributor with limited information assigns to 

the belief — but the whole point of constructmg a normatiTO theory on whick the 
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objects of the theory enjoy some sort of objective status is defeated if we have to 

make an arbitrary decision about how much information to feed the theory before the 

status of the object being evaluated pops out. The peculiar problem for reliability 

theories of epistemic Justification is to identify a reliability number that represents 

the objective Justificatory status of a belief. We might begin to agree with Pollock, 

concluding that the only objectively determined reliability numbers that could be 

associated with beliefs are zeros and ones: 

What is really happening here is that in trjing to use reliability (which is 

an indefinite probability) to evaluate individual beliefe we are encountering 

the problem of direct inference all over again, and Just as before, there is 

no way to obtain an objective assessment of the individual belief short of 

its truth value. Reliability is an indefinite probability and there is no way 

to get an objective definite probability out of it, but only an objective 

definite probability would be of any ultimate use to process reliabilism. It 

follows that process reliabilism is essentially bankrupt, (ibid., emphasis 

added) 

Plantinga [64] is similarly pessimistic: "we can see that no matter which level of 

generality we select, the analjfsis wiE give us the wrong results'" (29). Vector reliability 

theories attempt to do what Pollock claims cannot be done: use reliability to obtain 

an objective assessment of individujil beliefe which does not merely report their truth 

value. They do this in a way that avoids Plantinga's condemnation of the reliability 

approach, by refiraining firom picking any particular level of generality. 

3.2 Vector Reliability Theories 

Before discussing vector rehability theories, it will be helpfiil to consider a similar, 

simpler type of theory. The tiieory diseased below makes no attempt to pick out a 
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unique reliability number for every process token, but nonetheless attempts to assign 

some sort of justificatory status to beliefe^ 

3.2.1 The Simple Reliability Theory 

Tiaditional reliability theories attempt to extract a single reliability number from 

the 'primordial soup' of all reliability numbers associated with a process token. This 

approach allows traditional reliability theories to make use of a straightforward crite

rion: 'belief .4 is at least as justified as belief B if and only if the reliability number 

for A is at least as large as the reliability number for B.' The Simple Reliability 

Theory (SRT), on the other hand, makes no effort to organize the information in the 

primordial soup. Instead, it supplies a more complex criterion. 

SBT Belief A is at least as justified as belief B if and only if every reliability number 

of the process which produced A (that is, every reliability number associated 

with a tjpe the process token instantiates) is at least as large as each reliability 

number of the process which produced B? 

Of course, SRX has problems. One of the most obvious is that every process 

token which results in a true belief instantiates many types with perfect reliability. 

For example, each process token instantiates the type which consists of that proc^ 

token only. For process tokens which result ia true beliefe, this 'single-token-tjrpe" has 

reliability I. Furthermore, every process token instantiates some types with reliability 

numbers less than one (every process token falls under one of "process which occtus 

in daylight' or 'process which does not occur in daylight,' and neither of these types 

has reliability 1.) Thus the theory, as stated, is incapable of saying that one true 

belief is at least as justified as another true belief. Indeed, similar reasoning suggests 

^Starting with, the two-place relatiou 'at least as justified as', the two-place relations 'mote jus
tified' and 'equally justified' can be defined iii the usual way. For present purposes, I shall focus on 
"purely comparative' criteria of justification as opposed to criteria which provide 'absolute' evalua
tions of individual belie£>. 
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that SRT fails to judge any belief to be at least as justified as any other. Surely, for 

every pair of process tokens, each process token has some reliability number which is 

larger than some reliability number of the other. 

The difficulty with SRT is that it is hard to imagine a pair of belief-producing 

processes which would satisfy its criterion. Even the most admirable belief-forming 

processes can be characterized in such a way that they seem only average, or even 

downright bad; similarly, terrible processes fall under process types whose reliability 

numbers are average, or even good. Of comrse, if (per impossible) there were two 

processes such that every reliability number of the former was at least as great as each 

reliability number of the latter, I suspect that few (externalists) would argue with 

the claim that the target belief associated with the former was at least as justified 

as the target belief associated, with the latter.^ Such counterfactual reasoning is not 

intended to provide motivation for the theory. The point is that SRT does not fail 

because it issues various incorrect evaluations: SRT fails because it fs too stringent. 

The Simple Reliability Theory is merely a primitive ancestor of vector reliability 

theories. Before moving on, however, an observation in order. SRT suggests that it 

is possible to construct some sort of normative scheme out of reliability information 

without choosing a single 'relevant type.' Processes by which bebefe are formed, are 

associated with, many reliability nombers. We would like to be able say that one 

process token is more reliable than another. One way of doing this is to attach a 

single reliability number to each process, ignoring the other reliability numbers. But 

if there is no principled way of doing that, we can still associate each process with 

all the reliability numbers, and we can content ourselves with the more stringent test 

that requires that each of the reh'ability numbers for one process be at least as large 

as all the reliability numbers for the other. Collections of values can be compared, in 

^To sunpiify matters, I am not considering some of the standard refinements to reliability theories 
— like 'no underminers'̂  provisos. As I suggested in section 2.2.2, however, I think that maa>' such 
refinements are unnecessary in a view constructed to allow for incomparabilities. 
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toto evea if there is no way of combining the members of the collections (picking out 

a single value may be viewed as one way of 'combining' the values in a collection)."^ 

The Simple Reliability Theory may lack plausibility, but it does not lack prece

dent, Nor has the inadequacy of such crude theories gone urmoticed. As I mentioned 

before, any 'rule-based' theory will face something like the generality problem. Onora 

O'Neill [61] presents 'the problem of relevant act descriptions' for a Kantian moral 

theory: "Of £iny act and of any agent aa indefinitely large number of descriptions is 

true. So «iny act is covered by all those principles incorporating at least one true act 

description and at least one true agent description" (12). The Kantian theoretical 

apparatus — associate each act token with a principle,® associate each principle with 

some moral status — stumbles over the choice of the 'correct' principle (or act type) 

for every target act, just as the process-reliabilist theoretic^ apparatus sputters when 

it comes to choosing a unique process tjfpe for every process token. O'Neill goes on to 

mention that this difficulty arises only if simplistic in toto judgments are not forth

coming: "Only if all the principles which cover an act meet the condition specified 

by a universality test, or if dl of them fail to meet it, can that test of principles be 

action-guiding. ... So if conditions on principles are to be action-guiding, except in 

thK one case, we must specify some way of deciding which of the principles covering 

an act it is relevant to assess in a given context" (12). 

There is also precedent for appealing to the 'primordial soup' of reliability in

formation about a given process token in the recent epistemology literature. Mark 

Heller [43j has offered a 'simple solution' to the generality problem according to which 

•'Phyllis finds herself applying exactly this sort of comparison in lolanthet after she throws over 
Strephon, she volunteers to marry the 'richest and rankiest' of the House of Lords — but she does 
not have any way to compare the values 'wealth.' and hrank'. She therefore ends up engaged to two 
noblemen at once (but notably she does not end up engaged to the whole House of Lords); the Earl 
Tolloller (who leads the House of Lords) and the Earl of Mountararat (who presumably richest) 
beat out all but each other both in wealth and rank. (It is also possible, though not as congenial to 
the point E want to make, that she thought that Mountararat's advantage in wealth exactly ofEset 
ToUoUer's advantage in rank, or that it was just too close for her to calL) 

®E am assuming it is safe to equate principles, categories, and act types. 
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the missing link between process tokens and process types is to be filled in with help 

from contextual considerations. Heller points out that even in. a strongly contectualist 

theory there remain some objective facts. "There is an objective fact as to what [a 

particular subject's} epistemic condition is. This fact can be captured (in principle, 

though not in reality) by giving a complete listing of all the t3rpes of which this process 

token is an instance along with the degree of reliability of each of those process types. 

This overall reliability rating is not context relative" (513). This 'overall reliability 

rating' is just what I called the 'primordial soup' of reliability information. I would 

hesitate to call it a rating, however, since (at least in my framework) this information 

does no evaluative work without an accompanying criterion. In any case, I imagine 

that even a contextualist who favors Heller's simple solution would admit that if a 

t£u:get belief enjoys some justificatory status ia every context, then it is safe to say it 

enjoys that justificatory status 'objectively.' The availability of such a mute theory 

is cold comfort to reliabilists, but there may be extensions and refinements to the 

Simple Reliability Theory which could allow for a wide range of intmtively plausible 

epistemological evaluations — without the leap to a single representative type. 

3.2.2 Type Correspondence 

Ihiditional reliability theories are ambitious in their approach to extracting reliabil

ity information from the collection of aE reliability numbers associated with a given 

process token. These theories depend on a mechanism which will extract a single 

reliability number. Contextualist versions of traditional reliabifity theories are some

what less ambitious: they need a similar mechanism, but they are willing to allow the 

mechanism to appeal to context. Either way, there is little work to do in specifying 

a criterion of justification once a belief has been associated with a single reliability 

number-

Vector Reliability Theories shift the bulk of the theoretical labor from feolating 
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the relevant reliability informatioa to constructing a plausible criterion of epistemic 

Justification. Species within the genus Vector Reliability Theories adhere to the 'slo

gan': each belief is the result of a process, and each process has a reliability vector: 

the justificatory status enjoyed by a belief is a function of the reliability vector of 

the process that produced the belief A. particular vector reliability theory consists in 

(1) a characterization of the components of reliability vectors and (2) a criterion of 

justification which depends on that characterization. 

There are many wajrs to construct reliability vectors. The first step is to order 

the reliability numbers associated with a given process token instead of considering 

them in an undifferentiated mass. SRT requires that 'every reliability number of 

the process which produced A be at least as large as each reliability number of the 

process which produced B' in order for belief A to be at least as justified as belief B 

— a very stringent requirement indeed. Consider an analogous theory according to 

which social policy A is better than social policy B only if everyone would be better 

off under A than each person would be under B. Significantly less stringent criteria 

become available if there is some way of 'lining up' the dimensions of value — if we 

can say, for ecample, that Smith's welfare under policy A need only be compared 

with Smith's welfare under B. 

Like the obvious method of 'lining up' welfares when comparing socieil policies, 

there is a natural method of lining up reliability numbers when constructing reliability 

vectors. Every reliability number is associated, with a process type, and the process 

types associated with different target process tokens can be brought into a corre

spondence. Every process t3rpe can be viewed as a collection of features® which are 

^[a order that the correspondence between process types and sets of features be one-to-one, we 
shall have to limit ourselves to some pool of primitive features that excludes the possibility of an 
equivalence between the conjunction of one set of features and the conjunction of a distinct set of 
features. Difficulties that may arise in the choice of this set will be considered (briefly) later. For 
present purposes, it is intended that th& set will have sufficient expressive power to construct the 
sorts of process types found in previous discussions of reliabiliQr theories (e.g., 'auditory process*', 
'process of identifying leaf by shape', 'process which occurs near the surface of a planet', etc.). It iis 
also intended that this set of features will not have the ocpressive power necessary to pick out any 
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individually necesseuy and jointly sufiScient for a token to instantiate the type J Belief 

A produced by process a instantiates type ta which, can be viewed as set oE (individ

ually necessary and jointly sufficient) features {fuf2rf3}- Goldman's goat-spotting 

example, for example, invokes the category Srisual process involving brief scanning of 

a distant obj'ect'. Assuming a congenial primitive feature set, this category (or type) 

would be characterized by the set of features Cvisually formed', "involving brief scan

ning', 'involving scanning of a distant obj'ect'}. These features give rise to an eight

fold partition of process tokens. Tjrpe ta is j'ust one of the eight "cells' — the cell asso

ciated with ta contains exactly those proc^ tokens which have all of {/i, /a, fz}. The 

other cells are those types characterized by {-•fi, fo, f3}r {fu-^f2,f3}r {firhr~'f3}r 

{-'/u-'/a./a}, hfu 12,-^/3}, {/i.-'A.-'/aK {"•/u-'/a.-'/a}- In other words, if we 

suppose at the outset that we have at our disposal a primitive set of features out 

of which we can construct any process type, then every process type will fall under 

a unique process partition. Every finite set of features generates a partition with a 

finite number of cells (a set of n features generates a partition with 2" ceDs), and each 

of the cells is a process tjrpe. For purposes of comparisons with belief B produced 

by process li, type ta corresponds to that unique type ta (I) of which process is a. 

token and (2) which is a cell in the same partition as JQ.® 

This simple tyfpe correspondence is implicitly recognized in many intuitive ex

amples. Consider Goldman's example ageiin. The type Visually formed with brief 

scanning of a distant perceptual object' is compared with the type "visually formed 

with detailed (that is, non-brief) scanning of a nearby perceptual object'. The ex

ample would be robbed of intuitive appeal were it to compare types from different 

process partitions. Compare to Goldman's example the following modified version: 

individual process tokea — ac least not with. aiQr finite subset of features. 
^Each. feature in the set which corresponds to aî r given lype will either be one of the ptimitive 

features or the negation of one of the primitive featraes. 
^Other methods of a^ssociatihg the reliability numbers of various processes are also possible, of 

course. An. exploration of other methods s beyond, the scope of this project. 
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Smitk fonned her belief msually with brief scanning of a distant perceptual object 

whereas Jones fonned his belief visually. The Vhereas' Es very much out of place: 

when we compare beliefe by associating them with, types^ we use the same 'sorts' of 

types — types from the same partition.® 

3.2.3 The Simple Vector Theory 

If we start with a set of features that we shall use to construct our process tj-pes, we 

can use this simple type correspondence to 'order' the nimibers in. reliability vectors 

in the same way that keeping track of people's names 'orders' the population when 

comparing the effects of different policies. The reliability number for a given process 

type can be 'named' by the partition which contains that type. In this way every 

component of the reliability vector for a given target belief has a corresponding com

ponent in every other reliability vector for every other target belief. With the help of 

the simple type correspondence, criteria of justification can appeal to rehability vec

tors instead of undifferentiated masses of reliability mmibers. The Simple Reliability 

Vector of a process token consists in all the (simple-type-correspondence ordered) re

liability numbers that are associated with all the process types that the process token 

instantiates. The Simple Vector Theory uses a criterion that takes advantage of this 

additional structure: 

SVT Belief A is at least as justified as belief B if and only if every component of 

the simple reliability vector of the process which produced A is at least as large 

as the corresponding component of the simple reliability vector of the process 

which produced B. 

'Sometimes we appear to compare belled without respecting this conventioa. Consider the very 
simple case: Smith formed her belief via very hasty scanning whereas Jones formed his via very 
leisurely scanning. 'Very hasty' is not the negation of "Tfery leisurely  ̂— two different partitions, 
Ht and Uz, are being used. The simple type correspondence can still be defended, howeven such 
comparisons, when legitimate, are legitimate because they agree with the comparison that would 
arue were the processes compared within the more refined partition IIt,2 which includes all those 
futures used in. the construction of Qx and IIz. 
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Like the Simple Reliability Theory, the Simple Vector Theory is aot without prece

dent. Utilitarians face a puzzle if they try to evaluate infinite utility streams, and 

discussions in this area naturally lead to criteria similar to the criterion advanced 

by the Simple Vector Theory. Whatever the values at issue, infinite bundles cannot 

(in general) be compared by adding up each bundle and comparing the totals. Even 

with an infinite horizon to muddy the waters, however, certain dominance principles 

are hard to resist. As Segerberg and Akademi [Tl] point out, when planning for an 

immortal firm', "one need not be an ideal board member to see that" the policy 

which results in a profit of 1,000,000 Finnish Marks per year is better than the one 

which results in 1 Finnish Mark per year (224). Segerberg mentions several dom-

mance principles, including one that parallels the criterion supplied by the Simple 

Vector Theory: if one policy is at least as good as another 'everywhere,' then it is at 

least as good fiiU stop. Whether the 'locations' of the values are people, momentary-

person-slices, or years of income for an immortal firm, infinite collections of values 

can be compared using principles of the kind "habitually associated with the name 

of Pareto" (231).'° 

The Simple Reliability Vector is really just plain old Primordial Soup with Simple 

Type Correspondence on the side. This may be a more tempting candidate for a 

criterion of justification than plain Primordial Soup, but I suspect that most episte-

mologists would prefer to sink their teeth into something mote substantial. Though 

less stringent than the Simple Reliability Theory (every judgment affirmed by SRT — 

if there were any — would be affirmed by SVT, but not vice-versa), SVT still supplies 

a very stringent criterion. And like the Simple Reliabifity Theory, the Simple Vector 

Theory is not up to the task of accounting for a broad range of intuitively plausible 

claims about epistemic justification. 

Though it is a step in the right direction, the pareto criterion imposed by the 

Simple Vector Theory is stiE too stringent. Again, examples of embarrassing silence 

"'For a more recenc discusstoa of such, î es, :>ee Valleatyne [SO]. 
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are not hard to find. Though there are many cases in. which a belief formed via vision 

without daylight is better justified than a belief formed via vision in daylight, the 

Simple Vector Theory is prevented from saying so by the fact that vision in daylight 

is more reliable thau vision without daylight. A givea reliability vector can still be held 

hostage, on the Simple Vector Theory, by a mediocre component. .A.t this point it is 

useful to turn to the social choice literature for guidance. Tiraditional (single reliability 

number) process reliabilists are consequentialists (and veritists in particular). Thus 

far they resemble utilitarians, who are consequentialists and welfarists. Furthermore, 

like a utilitarian theory, their theory seeks to associate a single number with every 

object of evaluation. Though their method differs firom that of the utilitarian in detail 

— they hope to pick a single ^representative' firom the set of all reliability numbers, 

whereas utilitarians hope to add up all the individual utilities to get a total utility (or 

an average utility) — the general approach fe the same: from a collection of values, 

extract a single 'overall' value. 

One need not be a utiHtarian to be a welfarist. It is perfectly consistent to maintain 

that only individual welfare matters, but refrain from any attempts at aggregating 

welfare. The difficulty with such a fastidious view is that it is not capable of support

ing a wide range of intuitive judgments. Indeed, it is possible that both the Simple 

Reliability Theory and the Simple Vector Theory fail to rank any target belief above 

any other, and fail to rank £iny beliefe as equaEy justified. Traditional (single reli

ability number) reliability theories do not suffer this defect: since each target belief 

is (somehow) to be associated with a single munber, the resulting theory would put 

every belief on a scale of justifiedness ranging from 0 to 1. Like utiEtarian theories, 

single reliability number reliability theories burden themselves with the task of finding 

a way to 'coUapse" a number of dimensions of value into a single dimension. Though 

they may fail for other reasons, shouldering this burden, at least saves such theories 

from being f^idiously mute. 
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Evea [f ueither the Simple Reliability Theory nor the Simple Vector Theory could 

work, there is no need for reliabilists to take on this burden. There is plenty of middle 

ground between non-comparability and full comparability, as Amartya Sen [731 

pointed out with respect to individual welfare. 

Two polar cases of interpersonal comparability seem to have received aE 

the attention in the literatxure so far. Either it is assumed that individual 

welfare measures are fully comparable... or that they ate not comparable 

at all ... It is clear, however, that we frequently make Judgments that 

are not consistent with non-comparability but which do not require fiill 

comparability. (203) 

Full comparability is required for full-blooded utilitarian views like Mill's — individual 

utilities had better be arrayed on the same scale if one is to meaningfixlly add them 

up — whereas aon-comparability leaves a welfarist with a theory which is either mute 

or very, very quiet. Partial comparability in welfare-based theories has a number of 

correlates in reliability theories of epistemic justification that I shall explore. 

Full aggregation is accomplished by utilitjirians (at least in principle) by adding 

up all the relevant utility numbers or by averaging them. Partial aggregation, on 

the other hand, could be accomplished in a number of wajrs. One might think that 

inequalities between certain groups (ethnic, gender-based, economic, etc.) ought not 

to be papered-over in the course of aggregation, but that inequalitiffi within these 

groups may be. One would then be willing to 'coHapse' the individual utilities asso

ciated with each member of a group into the group total. Such a move could allow 

a welfarist to discard the (nearly useless) goal of seeking pareto improvements over 

the domain of all individuals ('there is nothing we could do which would not hurt 

anyone') in favor of the more attainable goal of seeking pareto improvements over 

the domain of all groups (Sve could improve the lot of poor men without hurting any 

other group'). 
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la constructing a theory of epistemic justification, we could (attempt to) collapse 

ail the reliability information at our disposal into a single nimiber. It is not necessary 

to go to this extreme, however. Nor is it necessary to refrain from any aggregation 

whatsoever. The ideal course is to find some sort of principled partial aggregation. 

Principled partial aggregation would, ideally, explain exactly what the principles are. 

In the social welfare example, one might think that people could be parceled off into 

groups £md that within these groups, welfares could be legitimately combined. One 

then would have to explain why the particular parceling is the right one, and why in

equalities within groups (so defined) do not matter. Elawls [68j, for example, suggests 

that justice requires particular attention to the welfare of the least advantaged group. 

When we focus on the least advantaged group, Rawls suggests that some aggregation 

is appropriate, but of course his 'difference principle' does not simply aggregate over 

the entire population: "One possibility is to choose a particular social position, say 

that of the unskilled worker, and then to count as the least advantaged all those with 

the average income and wealth of this group, or less. The expectation of the lowest 

representative man is defined as the average taken over this whole class'"' (98). The 

principle, in this case, is that those in the original position would (Rawls claims) be 

partictilarly concerned with the expectation of the lowest representative man. 

The kinds of partial aggregation I shall consider for vector refiability theories of 

epistemic justification are bound to be rather less familiar, and an examination of 

what sorts of principles could be defended for euiy parricular method of partial aggre

gation is beyond the scope of this chapter. I shall discuss severeil candidate criteria 

of epistemic justification constructed 'in the spirit' of principled partial aggregation, 

and I shall advance a 'selection prmciple' to guide further exploration. Bewnd this, 

I shall make some general remarks in defense of vector reliability theories agamst 

traditional (single reliability number) theories. 
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3.2.4 Prom Reliability Numbers to Reliability Sequences 

Reliability vectors, in the first approximation, combine all the reliability information 

about a process token. This reliability information is just the collection of reliability 

numbers that are uniquely associated with each, process type that a process token 

instantiates. Principled partial aggregation depends on some technique for organizing 

this information. A welfarist who believes in Eull comparability within groups, for 

example, organizes the 'welfare vector' by dividing it into her preferred set of groups. 

This more refined vector conteiins not only the original information about individual 

welfares; it adds information about group membership for each individual. WMe 

there are many ways of adding more structiure to create more complex reliability 

vectors, I shall focus on only one sort of complex reliability vector: the partition 

sequence reliability vecton Unfortiinately, this reliability vector is available only after 

a novel mutation in the reliability vector family tree. Instead of constructing reliability 

vectors out of reliability numbers, I shall construct them out of sequences of reliability 

numbers. 

In order to construct the primordial soup reliability vector, I assumed that each 

process type is uniquely associated with a reliability number. In order to construct 

the Simple Reliability Vector, I assumed that there is a set of primitive featiures 

({/I! /2T /ST -" }) such, that every process type — at least every type that the theory 

will need to be able to handle — can be viewed as a finite set of these features and 

negations of these featiures (where the members of the finite set are taken to be indi

vidually necessary and Jointly sufficient for a process token to instantiate the type). 

(Say, for example, {fs, -'hi, -•/ass}-) Every process tj-pe is a cell in a unique process 

partition which, can be identified witli that set of primitive features used to construct 

the type. (In the example Just mentioned, the partition would be {/sr/air.^})-

Process partitions impose a one-to-one correspondence between components of relia

bility vectors: for every process type, for every process token, there is a unique type 
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which, contains the giveu token £ind which is a cell in the same partition as the given 

type. Types, then, can just as well fade from the description of the reliability vector. 

The Simple Reliability Vector for a given process token could be constructed out of 

the set of all process partitions, the given process token, and the reliability numbers 

associated with each (token, partition) pafr. 

The Partition Sequence Reliability Vector, instead of starting by associating a pro

cess token with those types it instantiates and the reliability numbers of those types 

(or, equivalently, with the reliability numbers associated with the (token, partition) 

pairs), starts with sequences of peutitions, which are constructed in the following way. 

Call any ordering of the primitive set of features — that is, any sequence of primitive 

features which contains all of them — a primitive feature sequence}^ A primitive fea

ture sequence tells us how to refine our categories of process tokens. First determine 

whether the process token is visual, second determine whether it is brief, third deter

mine whether the perceptual object is distant, and so on. Since every initial segment 

of a primitive feature sequence is just a finite sequence of features, everv* primitive 

feature sequence gives rise to a sequence of increasingly refined process partitions. 

The member of the sequence of partitions is jtist that partition picked out by the 

set of the first n features in the primitive feature sequence. For the primitive feature 

sequence (visual, brief, distant-object, ...), the sequence of partitions is ({visual}, 

{visual, brief}, {visual, brief, distEmt-object},... ). The partition sequence reliabil

ity vector keeps the Simple Type Correspondence technique of lining up reliability 

numbers, but it is made of (token, partition sequence) pairs and associated sequences 

of reliability numbers rather than (token, partition) pairs and associated individual 

numbers. 

Any process token under consideration has an associated 'sea' of reliability infbr-

•^^The Umitatfoa of primitive feature sequences to ocderihgs rather than arbitrary sequences could 
be relaxed, but I shall not explore this possibility here. The current proposal only considers 'full' 
primitive feature sequences (sequences including every feature in the primitive feature set) as opposed 
to infinite partial primitive feature sequences or finite segments of priimtive feature sequences. 
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mation: au infimte set of sequences of reliability numbers, (The set-of-sequences sea 

is Just a logical construction built from the 'primordial soup' of process types and 

their reliability numbers,) This sea can be organized in any number of ways; I shall 

isolate three dimensions along which process tokens can be said to differ. The first 

dimension is the number of sequences ofTeliabiHty nvmbers which meet some (as yet 

unspecified) standard. One might, for ecample, require that all but finitely many 

of the sequences in the vector meet this 'sequence standard'. The second dimension 

is the strictness of the standard for each sequence. One might require that each se

quence, to meet the sequence standard, be such that all members of the sequence 

after the 54'*^ member meet the (as yet unspecified) 'member standard'. The third 

dimension is the strictness of the standard for each sequence member. One might 

demand that members must exceed .70 if they are to meet the member standard. 

With the Partition Sequence Reliability Vector in hand (the PSRV of a process token 

consists in aE the (STC ordered) sequences of reHability numbers, each of which, is 

associated with a partition sequence), these three standeirds together generate the 

o4-.70 Finite Cutoff theory of justification: 

54-.70FC A belief is justified if and only if for all but a finite number of sequences in 

the Partition Sequence Reliability Vector of the process from which it resulted, 

the reliability numbers after the 54'*' member of the sequence exceed .70. 

54-.70FC is, of course arbitrary — no one will be moved to shed blood, or ink, by 

the slogan 'fifty-four point-seven-oh. or fight!'. This Es as it should be; with respect 

to arbitrariness, o4r.70FC has good company within traditional refiability theories. 

An analogous standard agEunst which to measure beliefe is 'a belief is j'ustified if 

and only if the reliability of the process from which it resulted exceeds .70'. Tradi

tional reliability theories (attempt to) extract from the primordial soup of reliabifily 

information a much more compact vector — a single number — but it would be 

equally arbitrary to pick a particular threshold (.70 for example) for the criterion of 
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Justificatioa in. a traditional reliability theory. There is nothing arbitrary about the 

requirement schema that members of reliability sequences exceed some threshold — 

whereas it would be unacceptably ad hoc to require that members have, say, an. evea 

numbered second digit. Similarly, there is nothing arbitrziry about the requirement 

that sequences exceed some threshold (based on the point after which its members 

meet the 'sequence-member stemdard'), and it is not arbitrary to require that the set 

of sequences meeting the sequence-member-standaTd exceed some threshold. Each of 

these threshold requirements isolates a dimension along which, one process token can 

be said to be 'more reliable' than another. Of course, the three dimensions measure 

reliability crudely — but crudeness is exactly what we are looking for. reliabilist 

criterion of justification must abstract away from some information if it is to support 

our intuitive judgments — the alternative is the mute criterion supplied by the Simple 

Vector Theory. 

The standard 'for all but a finite number of sequences in the Partitioa Sequence 

Reliability Vector ... the reliability mmibers after the 54''' member of the sequence 

exceed .70' is a threshold much like '.70' in traditional reliability theories. Such 

thresholds allow for comparative assessments of reh'ability in. traditional (single relia

bility number) reliability theories, and they serve the same function in the proposed 

theory. Suppose that process A meets the threshold mentioned above, whereas pro

cess B meets only the lower standard 'for all but a finite ntunber of sequences in 

the Partition Sequence Reliability Vector ... the reliability numbers after the 56''' 

member of the sequence exceed .60'. Without endorsing any particular threshold at 

whick a belief becomes justified, we can say that the belief that results from process 

A is better justified than the one which, results from process B because process A has 

the superior Partition. Sequence Reliability Vector. 

The central aim of the proposed framework is to extract from aH the reliability 

information about a process not a smgle reliability number but rather a more complex 

reliability vector. It is my hope that complex reliability vectors can do the most 
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important work that was intended for single reliability numbers: establishing a partial 

ordering on the justificatory statuses of beliefe via the processes by which the beliefe 

were produced. This partial ordering is intended to capture our intuitive assessments 

of the justificatory status of various beliefe relative to other beliefe. As a conservative 

first step, I suggest that the Partition Sequence Reliability Vector of a belief-producing 

process cau be evaluated on three dimensions. If one process is better than another 

oa each of the dimensions, it is better full stop. 

When we construct a vector reliability theory, we have an option regarding whether 

to seek a full ordering or only a partial ordering of j'ustificatory statuses. Tiraditional, 

single reliability number theories seek to establish a full ordering (and more). In 

chapter 2 I defend theories that impose partial orderings as preferable to those that 

impose full orderings, for to allow for incomparable beliefe is just to allow for gaps in 

the ordering of the jxistificatory statuses of beliefe. As a4-.70FC illustrates, however, 

it fe possible to formulate a vector reliability theory that imposes a fiill ordering. In 

this case, the ordering is very simple: all beliefe are either justified or not justified. 

Orderings akin to those imposed by traditional single reliability nimibers also can be 

constructed. Beliefe that are justified according to o4-.70FC could be ranked above 

those that fail thfe test but that meet the less stringent 54-.69FC, and so on. In short, 

behefe could be assigned values based on the largest x for which the behef satisfies 

the a4rxFC criterion. Because I prefer theories that allow for incomparabilities, I do 

not pursue such possibilities here. 

3.2.5 A. Large Family of Vector Theories 

The 54r.70 Finite Cutoff theory is a trial-balloon rather than a serious contender. The 

thTee-dimensional schema, while similar in some respects to the o4-.70 Finite Cutoff 

theory, gives rise to a family of more mteresting theories. Each member of the family 

supplies a criterion which refers to the Partition Sequence Reliability Vector, and each 
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member is constructed by substituting 'all', 'all but finitely many', 'infinitely man/, 

'finitely many', or 'no' for 'many' in the following: 

TDS Belief A is at least as justified as befief B if and only if for many partition 

sequences, many members of the refiabifity sequence for A corresponding to 

that partition sequence are greater than or equal to the corresponding member 

of the corresponding reliability sequence for B}-

TDS, like a4-.70FC, measures reliability along three dimensions: how many se

quences, how many members, how high a standard for each member. The Simple 

Vector theory falls under TDS: substitute 'all' for the two instances of 'many'. 54-

.70FC B nearly an instance of TDS, but TDS is a schema for purely comparative 

criteria of justification. 54-.70FC issues evaluations ('j'ustified' or 'not j'ustified') for 

single beliefs, whereas instances of TDS only issue relative evaluations for ordered 

pairs of beliefs: 'at least as j'tistified as', and, with a little work, 'equally j'ustified as', 

and 'more j'ustified than'. While TDS could be modified so as to issue evaluations 

for single beliefe (and in other ways besides), the current formulation will suffice for 

present purposes. TDS gives rise to an interesting collection of theories including, for 

example, Three-Dimensional Theory 1: 

TDTl Belief A is at least as j'ustified as belief B if and only if for all but finitely many 

partition sequences, all but finitely many members of the reliabifity sequence 

for A corresponding to that partition sequence are greater than or equal to the 

corresponding member of the corresponding reliability sequence for S. 

Let us put TDTI through its paces for target befiefe from the familiar domain of 

goat-spotting: Tipsy Jones believes he has j'ust seen a mountain goat. Tipsy's befief, 

let us suppose, is formed by a process in virtue of which it has the following refiabifity 

'̂ TDS should be interpreted with implicit occurrencsi of 'at least'. It K intended, for example, 
that substituting 'no" in for 'many  ̂imposes a weaker requirement than substituting 'finitely many'. 
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vector: 
( RiiTipsy) \ 

R2{Ti'psy) 
RslTipsy) 
RiiTipsy) 

\ ' 

( JO,.80,.63,.60,.55,... \ 
.58, .80, .63, .60, .55,... 
.58, .61, .62, .62, .62,... 
.60, .60, .60, .60, .53,... 

\ / 

where this vector coatinues 'all the way down.'.'^ 

Of course, these numbers doa't meaa much without some informatiou about the 

types to which they correspond. Let Rx through Rt reflect the sequences of reliability 

numbers of the types constructed from sequences of features with the following initial 

segments: 

F\-i (visual, in daylight, during a light tain, by subject with poor vision, 

while falling-down drunk,...), 

F2: (ia dayh'ght, visual, during a b'ght rain, by subject with poor vision, 

while falling-down dnmk,...}, 

F3: (in daylight, at room temperature, at stemdard pressure, in a mild 

magnetic field, involving the firing of an even number of neurons), 

F^: (involving hasty reasoning, in daylight, using a famifiar reasoning 

schema, using a simple reasoning schema, while falling-down-drunk). 

Tipsy, let us suppose, formed his belief in the ways described by all the features in 

the initial segments of Fi, Fz, and F3: he formed the belief visually, in daylight, during 

a light rain, had poor viaon, was falling-down drunk, was at room temperature, was 

at standard pressture, was in a mild magnetic field, and his process did involve the 

firing of an even number of neurons. On the other hand, he did not reason hastEy in 

forming his belief; nor did he use a fcimiliar reasoning schema, or a simple reasoning 

schema. Thus, for example, the third number in the second sequence in Tipsy's 

'̂ Thfs descriptioa B misleadiiig. By a standard diagonal argument, the reliabiKty vector for 
which, every primitive feature sequence corresponds to a component has an uncountable number of 
components. 
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reliability vector (.63) is the reliability of the type 'processes taking place in daylight, 

which are visual, during a light rain'; the second number in the fourth sequence (.60) 

is the reliability of the type 'processes not involving hasty reasoning, in dayUght'. 

While Tipsy was doing the field, work, his clever sister Mipsy was engaged, in 

'armchair' goat-spotting. She was sitting at the edge of the field, drinking neuron-

preserving lemonade, rapidly (and soberly) reasoning her way to the conclusion that 

there is a goat in firont of her. Never mind how exactly she reasons to this conclu

sion; all that is built into the example is that the features 'visual', Involving the 

firing of an even number of neurons', and 'while falling-down-drunk' do not describe 

Mipsy's belief-forming process, whereas all the other features mentioned in the initial 

segments of Fi through do describe her belief-forming process. Mipsjrs belief-

forming process generates a reliability vector which includes these four sequences: 

i?i(Mipsy): .58, .58, .58, .58, .58,... 
i?2(Mipsy): .58, .58, .58, .58, .58,... 

(Mipsy): .58, .61, .62, .62, .62,... 
i?4(Mipsy): .65, .65, .82, .95, .68,... 

FIGURE 3.1. Four of Mips}''s reliability sequences 

Intuitions about who is better justified may vary, and they may depend on how 

'familiar reasoning schema', 'simple reasoning schema', and 'falling-down drunk' are 

interpreted. It B intended that Mipsy be the more sympathetic believer, that she 

be viewed as a paragon of clear-headedness (at least with regard to simple, famil

iar reasoning schemas), whereas falling-down drunkenness is taken to impair vision 

severely (especially for those with poor vision to begin with). Let us suppose that 

with a finite number of exceptions, all partition sequences are such that after a finite 

initial segment, the reliability numbers in Mipsy's vector are at least as large as the 

corresponding numbers in Tipsy's vector. This relation (writ small) holds for the 
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portions of the reliability vectors which, have been presented. For each sequence of 

reliability numbers, there is a point after which each member of ^Gpsy's vector is at 

least as large as the corresponding member of Tipsy's vector. This relation does not 

hold in the other direction, however, because no member of the initial segment of the 

fourth sequence of Tipsy's vector is at least as large as the corresponding member 

of Mipsy's vector. (On the other hand, it is true that for all but a finite number 

of feature sequences, there is a point Jifter which the reliability number in Tipsy's 

vector is at least as large as the corresponding number in Mipsy's vector.) In the 

table below, reliability numbers in boldface are at least as large as the corresponding 

member of the other vector. 

Tipsy: Mipsy: 
EU: .70, .80, .63, .60, .55 .58, .58. .58, .58, .58 
R2: .58, .80, .63, .60, .55 .58. .58, .58, .58, .58 
R3: .58, .61, .62, .62, .62 .58, .61. .62, .62, .62 
R4: .60, .60, .60, .60, .53 .65, .65, .82, .95, .68 

FIGURE 3.2. Mipsy and Tipsy compared 

Writ large, the idea is that we take into consideration all feature sequences and 

the entire sequences of reliability niunbers they induce. If one vector is at least as 

good as another on all but a finite number of rehability sequences, for all but a finite 

number of members of each of these sequences, then it is at least as good 'all things 

considered'. If Mipsy's belief is at least as good as Tipsy's according to TDTl, and 

if Tipsy's is not at least as good as Mips/s according to TDTl, then Mipsy's belief 

is better than Tipsy's according to TDTl (that is, Mipsy's belief is better justified). 

Constructing sympathetic cases like this one is nice work if one can get it, but 

a 'traditionally' — that is, a proponent of the single niunber approach — might 

complain that the bulk of the construction is wasted effort. Surely we can see that 

the fifth member of the fourth sequence of the vector of Mipsy'^s belief (.68) seems to 

best represent her belief, and the fifth members of first and second sequences of the 
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vector of Tipsy'^s belief (.55) seems to best represent his belief. The relevant features 

of Mipsys belief Ciavolving hasty reasoning', iising a familiar reasoning schema', 

'using a simple reasoning schema', 'not while falling-down-drunk') £ire captured, by 

the initial segment of F4, whereas the relevant features of Tipsrs belief ('visual', 'in 

daylight', 'during a light rain', 'by subject with, poor vision', 'who is falling-down 

drunk') are captured by the initial segments of Fi and Fo. VVhy not Just associate 

the single reliability number '.55' with Tipsy's belief and the single reliability number 

'.68' with. Mipsy's belief?" 

The difficulty with, the proposal is that the rest of the reliability vectors may 

matter. There may be other partition sequences not mentioned in the example that 

give rise to interesting and different reliability numbers for Tipsy^s and Mipsy's be-

liefe. The reliability numbers further along in the given sequences may matter, too. 

There appears to be no principled way to specify at the outset which portions of the 

respective reliability vectors matter because there appears to be no principled way 

to specify which features are relevant. Indeed, there may be no finite list of relevant 

features. This is Just the generality problem, but it is not a problem if one's criterion 

of justification, like TDTl, compares entire reliability vectors. 

There are at least two problems that must be faced by vector reliability theories 

at this point. The first problem is superfecundity: every vector reliability theory that 

falls under TDS apparently supplies a different criterion of 'at least as j'ustified as;' 

furthermore, there are many variants on TDS that would give rise to many more 

theories of relative j'ustification. What should we do with them all? It looks like 

vector reliability theories (collectively) say too much, and do not tell us which bit of 

what they say deserves our attention. Some steps in the direction of addressing this 

"This suggestioa could evea be made compatible witt the coaventioa that belie&fbnning processes 
be compared relative to the same process partition. The example mentions 12 different features. 
The partition constructed out of these 12 features gives rise to two diSerent process types, one 
which k instantiated by Tipsy's belief and one which is instantiated by \Gp^s belief. The one 
instantiated by Tipsy's belief presumably has a leliabiUty number that is very close to .55, while 
the one instantiated by Mipsy's belief presumably has a reb'ability number that is very close to .68. 
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problem are takea up iu the next (and final) section. The second problem is possible 

sterility: what if no vector reliability theory issues the correct verdicts? What sort 

of evidence is available to convince us that a vector reliability theory can give us 

the right answers to questions like 'is Mipsy% belief at least as justified as Tipsys?' 

Though this question is quite important, it will not be possible to address it here. The 

approach to the first question may give us some reason for optimism in this regard, 

and of course it is intended that vector reliability theories inherit some attractiveness 

from traditional reliability theories, but a detailed treatment will have to wait. 

3.2.6 The Selectioa Principle 

As Alston puts it, the cornucopia of process types instantiated by every token is an 

"embarrassment of riches." TDS would appear to carry with it a similarly undesirable 

bounty: many criteria of justification with no apparent reason to choose one over 

another. It should be pointed out that this bounty is much less embarrassing than the 

riches Alston is talking about. The generality problem is used against single reliability 

number theories to show that they cannot advance any criteria of Justificatioa at 

aE (at least not in a principled way). TDS supplies multiple criteria of relative 

justification in much the same way that a single reliability number theory would 

supply multiple criteria of relative justification with this schema for Substantially 

Greater Justification: 

SGJ The reliability vector of a process token consists in its single reliability number. 

Belief A is substantially more justified than beUef B if and only if the reliabil

ity number for the proc^ which formed. A is larger than that of B by amount x. 

Even though this schema allows for multiple criteria for 'substantially more justified 

than,' one would hardly denigrate it on those grounds. Each of the senses of 'sub

stantially more justified thart' identifies objective facts about pairs of target beliefe — 
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or would, if a single reliability number theory could be made to work. Similarlyj TDS 

supplies multiple criteria of relative justification each of which identifies objective 

facts. It is possible that reasons can be given for favoring one of these criteria over 

the others, at least on the grounds that one criterion supplies judgments the others 

(intuitively) ought to have supplied — or fails to supply some which the others (intu

itively) ought not to have supplied. It is also possible, however, to defend the whole 

lot of criteria en masse as embodying a family of standards of epistemic appraissJ, 

ranked in order of stringency. The Selection Principle is: 

SP The most stringent reliability vector criteria of justification that issue some (com

parative) apprsusal for a given pair of beliefs take precedence for that pair. (One 

criterion (Ct) is at least as stringent as another (Co) if for every pair of beliefe 

(•V3)t if A is at least as justified as B on Ct, then it is on Co. as well: and if B 

is at least as justified as A on Ci, then it is on Co, as well.) 

For example, suppose belief A and belief B are formed in such a way that for infinitely 

many partition sequences, all but finitely many members of the reliability sequence for 

A corresponding to that partition sequence are greater than or equal to the corre

sponding members of the corresponding reliab^ity sequence for B, and vice-versa, and 

for all but finitely many partition sequencesr all but finitely many members of the 

reliability sequence for A corresponding to that partition sequence are greater than or 

equal to the corresponding members of the corresponding reliability sequence for 5, 

but not vice-versa. According to the less stringent criterion, A is at least as justified 

as B and 5 is at least as justified as A; therefore, A and B ate equally justified. 

According to the more stringent criterion, however, A is at least as justified as B but 

B is not at least as justified as A; therefore, A is more justified than B. Because the 

more stringent criterion does issue a verdict vis-a-vis A and B, the Selection Principle 

dictates that it takes precedence: A B more justified than S. 
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The Selection Principle will not solve all problems for the vector reliability theorist. 

The Selection Principle may well be of only limited use in organizing the family of 

criteria spawned by TDS; we may be left having to decide between multiple 'most 

stringent' criteria. On the other hand, the Selection Principle can at least reduce the 

clutter a bit. A vector reliability theorist armed with the Selection Principle may 

still be forced to admit that there are multiple senses of relative justification which 

cannot be reconciled without further argument, but at least there will be fewer senses 

to reconcile for any given pair of target beliefe. The Selection Principle is intended to 

indicate where in the field between the maximally stringent TDS criterion (obtained 

by substituting 'all' for both instances of 'many*) and the minimally stringent TDS 

criterion (obtained by substituting 'no' for both instances of 'many') the most fertile 

ground might be found. 

The Selection Principle has a similarly useful application in the problem of de

ciding how to construct the primitive feature set. The primitive feature set plays a 

crucial role in all but the most primitive vector reliability theories, and it has been 

assumed that some such set exists. But what if the choice of the primitive feature 

set ends up making a difference — what if vector reliability theories built on different 

feature sets (but which are the same in other respects) issue different evaluations 

for some pair of target beliefs? The Selection Principle has an answer. Just as more 

stringent criteria of justification have priority over less stringent criteria, theories built 

on more refined primitive feature sets have priority over those built on less refined 

feature sets. 

To spell out how these two applications of the Selection Principle are to be worked 

out in detail (and exactly how they are to be worked out in tandem) is a substantial 

task, and there is no room to take it up here. Critics might argue that there is 

no evidence that the details can be worked out at all. Even if this turns out to be 

the case, however, a vector reliability theorist may wish to argue that such riches as 

these ought not to be embarrassing at all. A. reliability theory within which there 
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axe multiple, incommensurable epfetemic values, the argument would go, deserves our 

attention. If our concept of epistemic justification is best split into various desiderata 

or senses, a vector reliability theory holds out the promise of treating at least some of 

these senses as depending on various parts of the reliability vector.'® The vector view-

leaves room for beliefs to be incomparable with respect to epistemic jtistification; it 

does not, however, require that incomparabilities arise firom multiple, unrelated senses 

of epistemic justification. 

The vector reliability theory allows us to part ways with traditional reliabilism: 

we can hold that certain pairs of beliefs fail to bear any of the relations "more justified 

than', 'equally justified as', 'IKS justified than' to each other, despite the fact that they 

do bear these relations to other beUefs. It is perfectly possible to develop an account 

of epistemic justification in which incomparability is taken as a fundamental feature of 

the concept rather than as the result of tension between various competing concepts. 

As I pointed out in chapter 2, such possibilities have received attention in several areas 

of Vcilue theory, and they deserve the attention of epistemolog^s, as well.'® Indeed, 

to the extent that those arguments were successful, allowing for incomparability 

mandatory. That the vector reUability theory can allow for incomparabihty is a 

positive benefit, not just a quirk to be noted en route to addressing the generafity 

problem. 

'̂ Cf. Sea [72[ oa a vector view of utility: •'While a significaatly richer descriptive account of a 
person's well-being is a possible advantage... perhaps the most usefiiL part of the contrast lies in the 
possible use of the vector view in getting a wider class of interesting moralities thaa utilitarian  ̂
and — more generally — welfariimi permit" (193). Similarly, vector reliability theories offer the 
possibility of extracting Qrom the reliability vector multiple senses of justification. 

'®For a survey of some recent work on the subject, see Chang [16[. 
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Chapter 4 

VECTOR COHERENCE 
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4.1 Lehrer's Coherence Theory-

Coherence theories of epistenuc Justificatioa claxm that the justificatory status of a 

belief depends on the 'coherence' of the belief with, the rest of the subject's beliefs or 

acceptances. Lehrer [50{ supplies a suggestive simile: '^A belief may be completely 

justified for a person because of some relation of the belief to a system to which it 

belongs, the way it coheres with the system, just as a nose may be beautiful because 

of some relation of the nose to a face, the way it fits with the face" (88), While 

what I shall have to say is relevant to several coherence theories that are friendly 

to Lehrer's simile, I shall mainly focus on Lehrer's version.' Lehrers approach is 

distinctive in several ways that deserve attention. First, for Lehrer, it is acceptances 

rather than beliefe that are the basic unit of epistemic evaluation, and that give other 

acceptances their justificatory status. Second, Lehrer takes reasonableness rather 

than justifiedness to be the primitive term of epistemic evaluation. Third, Lehrer 

distinguishes between personal and verific justification. 

4.1.1 Acceptance and Belief 

Lehrer makes a distinction between believing something and accepting it. We accept 

propositions for various purposes. The crucial kind of acceptance, from the point of 

view of the epistemologist, is acceptance for the purpose of accepting something true. 

Acceptances are different from beliefe, for we can believe without accepting, and vice 

versa. We believe for various reasons, some of which have nothing to do with our 

epistemic aims. "We may believe that a loved one is safe because of the pleasure of 

so believing, though there is no evidence to justify accepting this out of regard for 

truth, indeed, even when there is evidence against it. So, there are cases in which we 

do not accept in the appropriate way what we believe" (11). Acceptance, Lehrer [51] 

'Set out ta Lehrer [oQl. Lehrer has recently refined his view ia [521, but the refinements do not 
afiect my arguments here. Unless otherwise specified, references to Lehrers work refer to [50[. 
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claims, arises from something like a faculty: '^Acceptance is a state that arises from 

the activity of evaluatioa of first order beliefe or representations by a higher order 

system. The higher order system is like a faculty, though I am not sinre it is a newly 

discovered one, for it is muck like what was traditioually referred to as the faculty of 

reason. The higher order evaluatioa of the first level belief or information is driven 

by a specific aim of obtaining truth or avoiding error with respect to that very belief 

or information and either certifies or rejects the first order state" (62-3). 

The distinction between acceptance and belief is important for two reasons. First, 

as Lehrer presents his theory, it is acceptances rather than beliefs whose justificatory 

statuses are at issue. This does not prevent us from speaking of 'justified beliefe', 

however, for it is natural to take the justificatory status of a belief to be parasitic on 

the justificatory status of the corresponding acceptance: to say that S is justified in 

believing that p is just to say that S fe (or would be) justified in accepting that p. 

The second reason the distinction between acceptance and belief is important is 

that it is a subject's acceptance system that determines the justificatory statuses of 

her acceptances. On Lehrer's view, I could believe all sorts of crazy things without 

these beliefe influencing the justificatory status of my acceptances. This point csm. 

be difficult to keep ia mind, especially if one flatters oneself in thinking that one 

only believes what one also accepts. In what follows, when I speak of 'background 

systems', I shall mean background acceptance systems: when I speak of 'acceptance', 

I shall mean acceptance for the purpose of accepting a truth. 

4.1.2 Justification and Reasonableness 

While on Lehrer's theory, a subject's background s3fstem certainly does determine 

whether a belief of hers is 'justified' (in the categorical sense of 'justified'), I shall 

be interested in his account in connection with, more general theories of epistemic 

justification — a theories that explain how we are to use Chi^olm's fimdamental 
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relational concept 'at least as justified as\^ While we sometimes speak of a belief's 

being 'justified' (full stop), we also speak of a particular belief's being fiefter justified 

or more justified than another belief. Lehrer does not, however, discuss comparative 

justifiedness. It is only in his account of categorical justifiedness that we find a con

cept having to do with the comparative justificatory status of acceptances. Lehrer's 

account appeals to the relational concepts having to do with comparative reasonable

ness? 

Reasonableness has been taken as undefined, though explained in terms 

of trustworthiness. This has two constructive advantages. First of all, we 

acknowledge the normative aspect of justification which tells us what we 

ought or not to accept to achieve our purposes. One ought not to accept 

something, if one is epistemically rational, when it is more reasonable not 

to accept it... (127) 

The most important feature of comparative reasonableness from my point of view 

is that it answers to our intuitions about epistemic rationality. I shall argue that 

Lehrer's assumptions about the concept could be improved; we can construct a theory 

of comparative reasonableness that better fits our intuitions. 

4.1.3 The Theory 

The crucial elements of Lehrer's coherence theory are easily stated. In the following, p, 

c, and n are propositions, S is a person (the person the justificatory statuses of whose 

acceptances are at issue), and X is the person's background system of acceptances (I 

shall suppress Lehrer's time indec, but that will not matter). Lehrer begins with a 

simple statement of his theory: 

^See Chisholni [18[. 
^Ebr Lehier, reasonableness is also a categorical notion, a threshold on Lehrer's scale of justifi

catory statuses that falls below categorical Justi&edness (see Lehrer [32[, ch. l). Eleasonabteness is 
also a concept that is indexed to context: what is reasonable in some situations & not reasonable in 
others (see Lehrer [321, comparative concept that concerns me here. 
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5 is justified ia accepting that p if and only if p coheres with system 

X o i S ( 1 1 5 )  

His elaboration explains what he meeuis by 'coheres': 

c competes with p for S on system , if and only if it is less reasonable 

for S to accept that p on the assumption that c is true than on the 

assiunption that c is false on the basis of the system X (117-8) 

p beats c for 5 on X... if and only if c competes with p for S ... and it 

is more reasonable for S to accept that p than to accept that c on X 

(118) 

n neutralizes c as a competitor of p for S on X if and only if c 

competes with p for S on X , but the conjunction of c and n does not 

compete with, p for 5 on X , and it is as reasonable for S to accept the 

conjunction of c and n as to accept c alone on X (125) 

S is justified in accepting that p... if and only if everything that competes 

with p for 5 on X... is either beaten or neutralized for 5 on X (126) 

On Lehrer's theory, the facts about a belief that determine whether we are justified 

in accepting it are structured such that they could be exposed in a dialogue in. which 

a 'Claimant* defends her beliefe &om attacks &om a 'Skeptic.' Lehrer provides many 

dialogues of this sort; here is part of one: 

Claimant: I see a zebra. 

Skeptic: You are asleep and dreaming that you see a zebra. 

Claimant: It is mote reasonable for me to accept that E see a zebra than 

that I am asleep and dreaming that I see a zebra. (I can teE that I am 

awake and not asleep and dreaming now. My experience does not feel 

at aE like a dream ...) 
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Skeptic: You are awake but hallucinating a zebra. (119-20) 

Skeptic challenges Claimant's belief that she sees a zebra by raising competitors, 

and Claimant responds by appealing to her acceptance system, on which, she claims, 

it is more reasonable for her to accept the proposition in question (that she sees a 

zebra) than for her to accept the competitor. Her belief beats the competitor, so 

the Skeptic raises another competitor. If Claimant's belief beats or neutnilizes all 

competitors — whether or not this triumph is actually acted, out under pressure from 

a skeptic — she is justified in. accepting the proposition believed. 

Neutralization is slightly more complicated, but again some of the relevant facts 

might be brought to light in a dialogue in which Claimant fe defending her belief by 

giving reasons for holding it in the face of various challenges. The sorts of challenges 

that are met with neutralizers are indirect. Skeptic raises as an objection something 

that is not incompatible with Claimant's belief, but rather which, if true, would, make 

the proposition believed less reasonable — perhaps even slightly less reasonable. Thus 

'people sometimes dream' competes with any perceptual belief for the typical subject, 

on whose background system apparent perceptions would, be sHghtly more likely to 

be verific if no one ever dreamed. Note that for the typical subject, this would be a 

very difficult competitor to beat, since most people have excellent evidence for the 

proposition that people sometimes dream. Claimant, however, can deal with the 

competitor by neutralizing it. In the dialogue, she could say, "but I am not dreaming 

now.' 

Crucial to this part of Lehrer's theory is the claim that one proposition can be 

at least as reasonable as another even if the latter is more probable than the former. 

If we thought that any conjunction must be less reasonable for a subject than one 

of the conjuncts — after all, a single conjunct is more likely to be true than the 

conjimction, setting aside a few odd. cases — we would deny that there are any 

neutralizers in Lehrer's sense. Lehrer avoids this problem by making a distinction 
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between, a proposition's probability and its epistemic utility. Lehrer associates the 

reasonableness of a belief with the latter; he takes the reasonableness of a belief — 

the belief in some hypothesis h, say — to be 

r{h) =p{h)Utih)  ̂ p{^h)Uf[h) 

where r{h) is the reasonableness of accepting h, p(h) is the probability that h is true, 

Wtih) is the epistemic utility of accepting A if it is true, p(->A) is the probability 

that h is false, and Uf{h) is the epistemic utility of accepting /i if it is false.'' This 

formulation is modeled on the standard formulation of expected utility: 

EU =pioi)U{oi) +pio2)U{o2) H -rp(o„)i7(o„) 

Expected utility is the the stmi of the expected values of aU possible outcomes, where 

the eq)ected value of an outcome is the product of the probability of the outcome and 

the utility of the outcome. Lehrer claims that the 'reasonableness' of an acceptance 

does not just reduce to the probability that the acceptance is true because "[tjhe more 

informative a statement is, the more it tells us about the world, the greater our gain 

in accepting it if it is true and the greater our risk of error" (128). 

For my purposes, the important feature of Lehrers theory is that it makes the 

reasonableness of a proposition a fimctioa of the probability and epistemic utility of 

the proposition on the subject's background, system as given by the formula 

r(h) =pih)Ut{h) -tpi^hWfih) 

Reasonablen^, for Lehrer, can be measured, by a number. I shall argue that this 

feature of his theory ought to be dropped. A superior coherence theory could be 

constructed by tsiking coherence to be a vector rather than a number. I shall proceed 

by discussing various difBcuIties for a coherence theory, then I shall claim that a 

Vector Coherence theory handles such difficulties in a plausible way. 

••See Lehrer [50j 128-9. 
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4.2 A Raft of Problems 

There are three general kinds of difficulties for coherence theories that I shall discuss. 

First, one might worry that for some cases — for particular subjects with particular 

acceptance systems — it is not clear what verdicts the theory (as described) supplies. 

These sorts of cases suggest that the theory being targeted is not quite fuEy articu

lated, that some refinements would be necessary to handle these cases. Second, one 

could worry that for some cases the verdicts supplied by the theory do not square with 

widespread intuitions. These sorts of cases suggest that the theory being targeted is 

flawed, that some more or less serious revision is required. Third, one might worry 

that some cases suggest that no theory of the kind under discussion could satisfy our 

pretheoretical commitments, that our most basic intuitions about the deployment of 

the relevant concepts do not square with the theory. I shall consider several criticisms 

along each of these lines. It is the last and most vigorous sort of attack that is most 

important, though the more tepid criticfems fiirther my project as well. \[y goal is to 

show that no coherence theory that reduces reasonableness to a single number could 

satisfy our intuitions. After attacking standard coherence theories, I shaQ. set out 

the proper response to these attacks, the vector coherence theorj*. The vector coher

ence theory is intended to replace single-number coherence theories, and to satisfy 

the pretheoretical commitments that single-number coherence theories cannot satisfy. 

The vector theory is also intended to address the weaker criticisms, for it is designed 

to handle the difficult cases cited in those criticisms. 

4.2.1 Fragmented Acceptance Systems 

There is a lot of intuitive appeal to some of the metaphors associated with, coheren-

tism. Here is one particularly bland metaphor: coherence is a matter of 'fit' with the 

rest of one% beliefe or acceptances. 'Fit', however, can be better or worse in many 

different wajre. Given two pieces of a puzzle, which, is the better fit for a particular 
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space, the one whose shape is slightly off and whose colors are nearly correct, or the 

one whose shape is more nearly correct but whose colors are more obviously wrong? 

Neither one fits, but which is the better fit? Surely there is a legitimate concept 

of "better fit', according to which a grossly misshapen piece with patently incorrect 

colors is a worse fit than both. What does this concept have to say about the two 

pieces? 

This thought experiment is intended to illustrate a point: 'fit' can be a multidi

mensional affair, such that one object fits better in some respects but not in others. 

Furthermore, in such cases, it would be a mistake to try to pick a single number 

and call it the 'degree of fit'. The following cases are intended to show that coher

ence is a multidimensional affair. In particular, because background systems can be 

fragmented in various ways (and generally are fragmented in some of these ways), 

it would be a mistake to ignore the fact that coherence with the different fragments 

is different in kind, in the same way that color-fit is different in kind from shape-fit 

for puzzle pieces. Theories that do not recognke this are doomed to contradict our 

intuitions. 

Logically Inconsistent Acceptances I have a friend — I shall call him Mr. R — who is 

a solipsist. Mr. R has told me that he does not know that there is no material world, 

but to be on the safe side he is determined to act as if there is nothing to the universe 

but his own experiential states. He accepts that there is no material world because 

(he claims) doing so is so much safer than not doing so. One who fails to accept that 

there is no material world is, in Mr. R's view, at grave risk of living a fife in which 

one does not achieve any of one's aims. Mr. R is not entertaining a passing fancy. He 

tells me that his acceptance that there are no other minds, that there is nothing to 

the universe aside from his own experiential states, has profound impfications for his 

conception of the good. Mr. R claims that he is determined to live his fife in such a 
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way as to produce the most desirable experiential states for himself.® 

Mr. R is an interesting philosophical phenomenon in many respects, but he is 

interesting from my point of view because, while he accepts (in Lehrers sense) the 

proposition that there is nothing in the world aside from his own experiential states, 

he also accepts a lot of other propositions that are not consistent with his solipsism. 

He accepts that the sun rises every morning, he accepts that his car keys are where he 

left them, he accepts that he explained, his bizarre view to me over dinner: in short, 

his acceptance system is perfectly mundane except for the one solipsistic acceptance. 

The only work this one acceptance does is to justi^' his behavior. Mr. R does not 

seem to mind that it is inconsistent with the rest of his acceptances. At the same 

time, Mr. R really does accept solipsism from the standpoint of pursuing truth and 

avoiding error: the whole point of his accepting solipsism, he cljums, is that in failing 

to do so he could be missing out on the most important truth there is. 

On Lehrers theory, what is the justificatory status for Mr. R of the proposition 

that we ate clams diuing the evening that he explained, his views to me? We did eat 

clams, and he remembers as well as I do. Intuitively, it is tempting to say that he fe 

justified in believing that we ate clams that evening. i\.t the very least, we would like 

to be able to say that the proposition that we ate clams is more reasonable for him 

than some proposition for which he has no evidence at all — say that the next wiimer 

of the KentuclQr Derby will have a Swedish jockey. Can Lehrer s view give us this 

result? There is a serious problem here, and that problem is that Mr. R's belief that 

we ate clams coheres very well with almost all of his acceptance system, but not at 

all with one recalcitrant bit of it. We might think that the probability (eind therefore 

the reasonableness) of Mr. R's belief that we ate clams is undefined, for inconsistent 

background systems do not generate probabilities for any contingent propositions. 

Thiis proposal, however, does not help Lehrers theory. It does not allow Lehrers 

theory to discriminate between the reasonableness for Mr. R of 'we ate clams' and 

^Mr. R is real. He lives outside of Seattle. 
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'the next winner of the Kentuclqr Derby will have a Swedish jockey.' 

That Mr. R's background system includes his acceptance of solipsism is bad for 

him, epistemologically speakings but it is not an epistemologfcal disaster. It does not 

level the justificatory statuses of all of his beliefe. On the other hand, it is difficult 

to say how Lehrer^s theory could handle Mr. R in light of the way it associates rea

sonableness and probability. The crazy acceptance does not seem to merit a straight 

deduction of probability from all of Mr. R's sane acceptances about the material 

world, a 'tax"' on their reasonableness. Accepting that there is no material world does 

not make it somewhat less likely that the other things one accepts about the material 

world are true. 

At the same time, there does not seem to be any way the crazy acceptance could 

influence the reasonableness of Mr. R's believing we ate clams via the epistemic utility 

of this proposition. Lehrer has not told us anything about how epistemic utility 

could depend on the subject's background system. Perhaps in some cases it would be 

plausible to say that the same statement tells one person a lot more thEm another — 

at least in a sense. Many statements 'tell more' to Holmes than to Watson, because 

Holmes is much better at drawing inferences thaa Watson. It is not at all obvious, 

however, that this sort of difference ought to be understood to influence the epistemic 

utility of a proposition, making it subject-relative. Anyway, in this particular case, 

it fe not at all clear that 'we ate clams' tells me more or less about the world than 

it does Mr. R. Furthermore, no maneuver relativizing epistemic utility would change 

the fact that on Lehrers theory, we would still need to attach a probability to the 

proposition given the subject's background system — this is the sticking point. 

Perhaps we might be tempted to think that Mr. R's solipsism does not influence 

the likelihood and therefore the j'ustificatory status of his other acceptances at aH. If 

this B true, we would have no trouble explaining why R's belief that we ate clams 

is more reasonable than some reckless belief about the Kentucky Derby. Why might 

we think that Mr. R's cra^ acceptance is inert'? Perhaps exactly because it does 
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not influence his other acceptances. Perhaps for an acceptance to be a 'fixU-blooded' 

acceptance, it must be integrated into the subject's reasoning. 'Isolated' acceptances 

are impossible, or at least they are not members of the Acceptance System, coherence 

with which determines the justificatory stattis of beliefe. This proposal fails, however, 

for it is clear that Mr. R's solipsism is not without influence on the Justificatory sta

tuses of his other beliefe. While its influence on the j'ustificatory status of a belief like 

Ve ate clams' may be murky, surely Mir. R's solipsism diminishes the reasonableness 

for him of 'the universe includes things other than my own sensory experiences.' .A.t 

the very least, it is less reasonable for him to accept this claim, which explicitly con

tradicts his solipsism, than it would be if he did not accept that the universe includes 

only his own sensory experiences. 

The difficulty for Lehrers coherentism is that while it does seem plausible to say 

that the reasonableness of a proposition depends on its likelihood given a subj'ect's 

background acceptances, it is not plausible to assign the same reasonableness to 

all propositions with a particular epistemic utility that are incompatible with an 

acceptance in the background sjrstem when that acceptance is itself incompatible 

with the rest of the background system. While it is not obvious how to assign a 

probability to a proposition in this sort of case, the incompatibility is clearly relevant 

to the justificatory status of the proposition. Mr. R's acceptance system is firagmented 

in such a way that coherence with part of his acceptance system — evernhing but the 

solipsi^ — is relevant to the justificatory status of his beliefe, and coherence with 

another part — the soUpsfem — is also relevant. There is no neat way, however, to 

reduce the contributions of these parts to a single value measuring the 'reasonableness' 

of a belief. 

Mundane Fragmentation Generalized: Subsystems in Tension While an outright in

consistency in one's acceptance ssrstem seems to create difficulties for a coherence 

theory — it is difficult to say how well various propositions cohere with such a system 
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— the same sort of problem can arise without any inconsistency. The real problem is 

that any acceptance system is more or less fragmented in ways that make it difficult 

to measure coherence. I shall consider two kinds of fragmentation that often occur 

in typical acceptance systems: synchronic fragmentation and diachronic fragmenta

tion. Mr. R's acceptance system displays synchronic fragmentation of a sort: at any 

moment, he Jiccepts that there is nothing in the universe but his own experiential 

states, and he also accepts various mundane propositions that are incompatible with 

his solipsism. The general case of synchronic fragmentation is not so extreme, but it 

also involves an acceptance system that, at a particular time, has two distinct parts. 

On one part, a given proposition is quite likely; on the other, the proposition is very 

unlikely. 

The sort of fragmentation [ have in mind can be illustrated by contrast with 

a case in which diversity in an acceptance system does not involve fragmentation. 

Let us suppose that Mr. S ('Mr. Science') accepts that non-human mammals in 

general do not have immune systems that are sufficiently like those of humans to make 

experimentation on them useful (that is, usefiil in order to gather information that 

would be relevant to the human immune system). Mr. S also accepts that mice have 

immune sjrstems that are very similar to those of humans, and that experimentation 

on them is often useful (again, in order to gather information about the human 

immune sjfstem). If Mr. S somehow manages to ignore his information about mice and. 

reasons from his acceptance about non-human mammals to the claim that a particular 

lab is wasting its time experimenting on mice, we would think that Mr. S is doing 

a poor job, epidemically speakmg. The specific information that Mr. S has about 

mice ought to 'tnunp' the information he has about non-human mammals. There is 

nothing suspicious about Mr. S's acceptance sjrstem. It is perfectly normal to have 

general information as well as specific information within a domain like immunology, 

and both the general and the specific information can be very well supported by the 

other things a subject accepts. 
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Here is an example of another kind of case. General Jack Ripper® accepts that 

1. "communists are sapping and impurifying our precious bodily fluids" 

2. 'fluoridation is the most monstrously conceived and dangerous communist plot 

we have ever had to face" 

3. "fluoridation saps and impurifies our precious bodily fluids" 

General Ripper's acceptance system includes many more acceptances having to do 

with communist plots we have had to face in the past, the coincidence of the advent of 

fluoridation and the end of the second World War, the tendency of fluoridated water to 

produce a profound sense of fatigue, and so on. General Ripper has a whole tiieory, 

a collection of acceptances that support and explain each other. Let us suppose 

that General Ripper's theory about fluoridation has not completely taken over his 

acceptance system. Our General Ripper — perhaps unlike the General Flipper from 

Kubrick's Dr. Strangelove —still accepts the sorts of mundane facts about the world 

that, to an ordinary person, would indicate that his theory is terribly implausible. He 

accepts, for example, that his own physiological reactions to such things as fluoridated 

water £ire more or less the same as most people's. He accepts that widespread health 

problems are generally recognized and discussed. He accepts that there are many 

public health officials who are not members of any commimist conspiracy who are 

on the lookout for such things as sapping and impurifying influences in the public 

water supply. He accepts that his own assessment of his physiology is both crude and 

fallible. Despite all this, he still accepts his theory. 

What should we say about the reasonableness for Ripper of the proposition that 

fluoridated water is not hazardous? On the one hand. Ripper is in the same situarion 

as Mr. S. He has a lot of general information about the oversight of public health 

of&cials and their ability to assess the hazardousness of such things as fluoridation. 

^General Jade Ripper is fictitious and ought not to be confused witli Mr. R. 
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He also accepts more specific claims about fluoridated water in particular. Bearing in 

mind Mr. S's case, we might think that specific information ought to trump general 

information. On the other hand. Ripper is not like Mr. S. Ripper seems to be of 

two minds. One part of his acceptance system — his theory about fluoridation — 

is in tension with the rest. It seems perfectly reasonable that Mr. S accept general 

information about non-human animals and more specific information about mice. We 

do not think that Mr. S ought to engage in reflection and drop some of his accep-

tances. That Ripper's acceptance system is so obviously firagmented is relevant to 

the reasonableness of the proposition that fluoridated water is not hazardous. On 

much of Ripper's acceptance ss^stem, the proposition that fluoridated water is not 

hazardous is quite reasonable. On part of it, the proposition is not at aU reasonable. 

The proposition is simultaneously quite reasonable and not at all reasonable for Rip

per. This fact caimot be accommodated by Lehrers theory, which must reduce the 

reasonableness of the proposition to a single number. 

Elipper's acceptance system also exhibits a related problem for coherence theories, 

a problem discussed by Audi [8): 

Not just any proposition I believe which raises the probability of my hy

pothesis that the gift is firom the Smiths will strengthen my justification 

for believing that it is. Consider, for example, the proposition that the 

Smiths send such gifts to all their friends. Suppose I have no j'ustification 

for believing this, say because I have accepted it only on the basis of testi

mony which I should see to be unreliable. Then, eilthough the proposition 

raises the probability of my hypothesis (since I am among their friends) 

and (let us assume) coheres with what I already believe, I am not enti

tled to believe it, and my believing it will not add to my justification for 

believing that the Smiths sent the box. (193) 

Audi points out that Just because one acceptance mak^ another very likely, that 
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relationship does not confer on. the second acceptance very much justification. Flip

per's acceptances (1), (2), and (3) exhibit this sort of problem, for any pair of them 

would make the third very likely. This fact alone does not make any one of them very 

reasonable given the rest of Ripper's background system. 

Ripper, however, exhibits a mote difficult problem, for Ripper's acceptances (1), 

(2), and (3) are part of a large subsystem of acceptances, all about communist plots 

and fluoridation and all mutually supporting. A coherence theory could simply write 

off the contribution of a single acceptJince with a principle like: 'while a proposition 

caa be made probable by a single acceptance, it can be made much more probable by 

many acceptances.'" The problem with Ripper is that the portion of his acceptance 

system that supports his beliefe about fluoridation is large; his acceptance system is 

genuinely fragmented. For a subject with a fragmented acceptance system, asking 

for a single measure of the reasonableness of a proposition like 'fluoridated water is 

not hazardous' is like asking for a single measiure of the friendliness of a person with 

a Jeckyll and Hyde personality. 'He is, on average, a moderately friendly guy does 

not do justice to the facts of the matter. Similarly, 'for Ripper, the proposition that 

fluoridated water is not hazardous is somewhat justified' does not do justice to the 

status of the proposition given his background system, no matter what particular 

value from a single scale we attach to 'somewhat justified'. 

Synchronically fragmented acceptance systems are not rare. That we often find 

ourselves with acceptance systems large parts of which are in tension is why coming 

up with a way of resolving such tension, is an interesting challenge- For coherentism, 

unresolved tensions of thfe sort pose another problem. They make it difficult for the

ories like Lehrer's to supply an. intuitively satisfactory measure of the reasonableness 

of a subject's beliefe. 

Acceptance systems can also be diachronically fragmented. This sort of frag-

~This statement of the prindple is vague. Audi's problem K a very serious one, and I shall have 
more to say about it later on. 
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mentatioa puts pressure ou our understanding of how acceptance systems are to be 

individuated. Suppose that Jim is driving toward an intersection and aeeds to decide 

whether to slow down or speed up. The light is green, but it has been green for some 

time — and even if Jim speeds up he will not reach the intersection for 15 to 20 

seconds. Jim has various background beliefe — beliefe about how long the light at 

this intersection generally remains green, how long it has been green, and how long 

it will take him to reach the intersection if he speeds up. A calm assessment of these 

beliefs would lead Jim to infer that he will not reeich the intersection while the light is 

still green even if he speeds up. Jim does not engage in a cahn assessment, however. 

Rather, he engages in wishful thinking and convinces himself that he will reach the 

intersection while the light is still green if he speeds up. 

Jim's belief is not very reasonable, and this fact could be explained in a plausible 

way using a coherence theory of epistemic justification. After all, Jim's belief does 

not cohere with his background acceptances. Following Lehrer, we might say that 

Jim's belief fares poorly in comparison to various competitors, for Jim's belief is not 

very reasonable given his background beliefe. In particular, Jim's belief is much less 

reasonable than the belief that he would not reach the intersection while the light is 

still green even if he did speed up. 

We might worry, however — and this iis a very serious worry — about what 

determines whether Jim should count as accepting the background information on 

which it is not at all reasonable for him to think that he can reach, the light in time 

if he speeds up? What if Jim complains to the coherentist: "I know my belief seems 

rash when you take into account the information about the timfng; of that particular 

light, but I wasn't thinking about that at the moment. In fact, I hadn't reaEy thought 

about the timing of that light in weeks. Nor was I thinking about the timing of lights 

in general. I know I didn't have any particularly good reason for thinking I could 

get to the light before it changed, but I wasn't doing as badly as you say. My belief 

that I could get to the light was not as unreasonable as all that given my background 
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acceptances at the timeJ 

What caa the coherentist say to this? 'Sony, you are responsible for all of your 

background acceptances, even ones that you are not thinking about at the moment'? 

This response is too glib. Even if I once understood physics weE enough to realize 

that my current beliefs about space travel are wildly unrealistic, this fact ought not 

to be taken to make my beliefs much worse (epistemically speaking) than they would 

have been had I never understood physics. 

The coherentist might respond that the challenge reflects a failure to understand 

acceptance. My background, system is made up of my acceptances, and these are much 

like dispositional beliefs. Just because some things that I once believed but have now 

forgotten do not count as acceptances does not mean that there cannot be other things 

that [ once believed, and now accept, even though I am not thinking about them at the 

moment. Prestmiably, following the analogy with dispositional beliefe, the coherentist 

would claim that we can characterize the backgroimd system in terms of what I would 

endorse in certain circumstances. (Of course, some coherentists would simply take 

the background system to be one's collection of dispositional beliefs.) Whether Jim 

has a legitimate complaint depends on whether his beliefe about the timing of the 

light really were part of his background system — it depends on whether, at the time, 

he would have endorsed, the claims about the toning of the bght. 

The problem with this response on the part of the coherentist is that it supposes 

— implausibly — that a firm line can be drawn in a non-arbitrary way between what 

does and what does not belong in the background system. If Jim had not, in fact, 

thought about the timing of the light for several weeks, that seems relevant to the 

reasonableness of his belief that he can reach the light in time if he speeds up. On the 

other hand, if he is thinking about the timing of the light at the very moment that he 

is overcome by his wishfiil thinking, his belief is much worse, epistemically speaking. 

The fact that an important part of an acceptance system is 'distant', in the sense that 

the relevant acceptances were not consciously entertained very recently, influences the 
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reasonableness of a belief in. a way that fe orthogonal to the sort of influence that drives 

Lehrer's theory. Let us put Jim's conscious reflection on his acceptances about the 

timing of the light fiirther and further back in time, and let us put the acceptances 

themselves — that is, the operations of the quasi-faculty — further and fiuther back 

in time. These modifications to the thought experiment give the acceptances less and 

less influence on the reasonableness of his belief. If, on the other hand, we adjust the 

content of those acceptances such that Jim's belief is less unlikely, that influences the 

reasonableness of Jim's belief in a different way. 

The problem is not just that we need vague boundaries for our epistemic cate

gories, but that we need vague boundaries along multiple dimensions.® A part of 

an acceptance system can be more or less peripheral because the acceptances that 

compose it are more or less recently entertained, or more or less recently accepted.® 

If this makes a difference to the contribution of that part to the reasonableness of the 

subject's beliefe, and if this difference is orthogonal to the contribution made by the 

influence of the part on the beliefe' likelihood, then reasonableness ceinnot be char

acterized. by Lehrer's equation. Even if the difference just contributes to the overaE 

reasonableness of a subject's beliefe, Lehrer's theory will need to be refined. Lehrer's 

theorj' does not explain how this sort of variation in a subject's acceptance system 

— variation in how^ the acceptance system is spread out over time — could influence 

the reasonableness of the subject's beliefe. 

Esoteric Fragmentation: Acceptances Abaut Coherence In addition to being inconsis

tent or fragmented, an acceptance system can pose problems for coherence theories 

by containing acceptances about coherence. Suppose that Mr. T thinks that for every 

proposition he accepts, an unbeatable, unneutralEable competitor awaits. This is a 

revisit th  ̂particular claiiu with, respect to knowledge in section 5.3.1, page 206. 
^That an acceptance is more or [ess recently entertained may make it peripheral in a different way 

from the vintage of it's being accepted. If so, this would put more pressme on coherence theories, 
but it is pressure of tbe same kind that I have been discussing. [ shall oat address this issue here. 
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rather pessimistic outlook, so I shall abbreviate Mr. T's acceptance of this claim with 

'Mr. T accepts that he is a pitiable fool' — Mr. T pities himself for his somewhat 

esoteric but nonetheless dreary outlook. Suppose fiirther that Mr. T has truly ex

cellent evidence for thinking himself a pitiable fool in this technical sense. He has 

plenty of inductive evidence, having identified many, many unbeatable, unneutraliz-

able competitors for a variety of propositions. He has also noticed that meiny other 

people seem to be 'pitiable fools', for he has identified many unbeatable, unneutral-

izable competitors for their beliefe. He imderstands how easy it is for propositions 

to compete, since all that is required for one propositioa to compete with another is 

that the second propositioa be ever so slightly less likely if the first fe true (holding 

the rest of the subject's background system fixed). 

Mr. T's acceptance that for everything he accepts, an unbeatable, unneutralizable 

competitor awaits is itself a formidable competitor for most if not all of his other 

acceptances. Consider Mr. T's acceptance that he has an unusual hair style. The 

acceptance that he B a pitiable fool competes with this acceptance, for it would be 

more reasonable for him to accept that he has an. unusual hair style assuming that 

he is not a pitiable fool that it would be assuming that he fe. This competitor is 

formidable ia one respect in that, by hypothesis, Mr. T has excellent evidence for it. 

Because of this, his acceptance that he is a pitiable fool would be a difficult competitor 

to beat. His acceptance that he is a pitiable fool is also a formidable competitor in 

another, more important respect. The acceptance that he is a pitiable fool is a very 

difficult competitor to neutralize. What would a neutralizer look like? To satisfy 

Lehrer's definition, a neutralizer n and the acceptance p that he is a pitiable fool 

would have to be such that: 

r(ft|X A (n A p)) > r{h\X A -i(n A p)) 

That is, the neutralcer and the propositioa that he is a pitiable fool together do 

not compete with the hypothesis h that he has an unusual hair style. They do aot 
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compete because it is at least as reasonable for him to accept that he has an unusual 

hair style given n and p and his background system as it is for him to accept that 

he has an unusueil hair style given his background system alone. Furthermore, the 

conjunction of the neutralizer and the competitor must be at least as reasonable as 

the competitor alone: 

r((nAp)|X) > r(p|X) 

The latter condition may be relatively easy to satisfy since many propositions 

are reasonable enough to supply additional epistemic utility when conjoined with 

other propositions. What about the former? What could we possibly add to Mr. T's 

acceptance that he is a pitiable fool suck that the conjunction would no longer compete 

with a great many of his acceptances? Given Lehrer's discussion of neutralization, we 

would expect that the typical competitor to be neutralized is some general proposition 

like 'people sometimes dream.' The neutralizer adds information to the competitor 

such that the conjunction is more mfonnative, and no longer a competitor: "people 

sometimes dream but I am not dreaming now."While the scheme "Some Fs are Gs, 

but this F is not a G' may supply many plausible examples of neutralization, Mr. T's 

acceptance does not fit into this scheme. We cannot add more specific information 

about competition in order to neutralize the proposition that for every proposition 

there is an unbeatable, unneutralizable competitor. 

Perhaps Mr. T's pessimistic outlook really does have substantial import for the 

reasonableness of his acceptances. I think, however, that the case of Mr. T is much, 

like the case of Mr. R. Even if we think that pessimistic self-appraisals have some 

import, we do not think that they keep a subject firom having any justified beliefe. 

.An attributor of coherence would, I think, be of two minds about a subject like Mr. T. 

On the one hand, his atjrpical, highly reflective pessimism undercuts the rest of hfe 

acceptances- On the other hand, he is not doing so badly that his acceptance that 

'"Cf- Lehrer [SOj, pp. 124-126. 
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he has an unusual hair style should count as unjustified. That an attributor could 

be of two minds about ^£r. T in this way suggests that we look for a more nuanced 

approach to coherence. 

Finding a mote nuanced. approach becomes an even more pressing goal when we 

recognize that Mr. T is really not that far off from less pessimistic subjects who have 

reflected a little on Lehrer's theory. Mr. T would be in trouble even if his acceptance 

were weakened to 'for some propositions, there is an unbeatable, unneutralizable 

competitor.' This proposition competes with lots of others, for in general it would 

be more reasonable to accept that p assuming that for no proposition is there an 

unbeatable, unneutralizable competitor than assiuning that for some propositions 

there is an unbeatable, unneutralizable competitor. The proposition also fits neatly 

into the scheme we would expect to yield a straightforward neutralizer: some Fs 

are Gs. The natural candidate neutralizer is just 'this proposition does not have 

em unbeatable, uimeutralizable competitor.' How reasonable, however, could this 

candidate aeutralizer be? For what kind of subject with what kind of background 

system could this candidate be reasonable enough to neutralize? I suspect that it 

would be very unreasonable for typical subj'ects to accept such propositions. Typical 

subjects should recognize that for typical propositions, there are many more potential 

competitors than they could ever hope to survey; they should also recognize that 

it would be rash to rule out the possibility that among these there could be an. 

unbeatable, unneutralizable competitor. 

A. little reflection on Lehrers theory should suffice for a tjrpical subj'ect to realize 

that for some propositions^ there is an unbeatable, unneutralizable competitor. This 

is just what it is for a proposition not to be justified, and of course typical subjects will 

realize that some propositions are not justified. This banality, however, is a fearsome 

competitor. Not only does it compete with virtually any proposition, it would be 

extremely difficult to beat or neutralize. It is difficult to beat because it is so very 

reasonable. It is difficult to neutralize because a neutralizer would contain either 
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general information about competition or specific information about the competitors 

for a particular proposition. Either kind of information would be very difficult to 

come by, at least for many subjects. If a subject reflects on Lehrer's theory enough 

to realize that for every proposition there are many more potential competitors than 

could ever be surveyed, that subject should be reluctant to accept more specific claims 

about the vast array of potential competitors. 

4.2.2 Level Confusions 

Alston [l] claims that the advocates of certain epistemological views — including 

certain versions of coherentism — suffer &om level confusions. One fails into a level-

confusion by ''sloughing over the distinction between epistemic levels, proceeding as 

if what is true of a proposition, belief, or epistemic state of affairs on one level is 

ipso facto true of a correlated proposition, belief, or epistemic state of affairs on 

another' (135). Given a proposition p, we can construct a proposition of a higher 

level by appending 'S believes that', '5 is justified in believing that', or 'S knows 

that' to 'p\ Thus the proposition that S believes that p is one level up firom the 

proposition that p. This procedure cem be iterated: the proposition that S knows 

that S believes that p is on a higher level than the proposition that S believes that 

p. Many epistemologists, Alston claims, slip between levels and in doing so make 

implausible assumptions about the conditions that must obtain for a subject to have 

knowledge or justified beliefs. 

Lehrer [48] is one of Alston's targets. As Alston points out, Lehrer suggests that 

a subject cannot be justified in holding a perceptual belief unless that subject ''has 

information enabling him to distinguish hallucination firom the real thing'"' (104). 

Alston does not have a complaint about the point that one's capacity to distinguish 

between one state of affairs and einother is relevant to the reasonableness of one's 
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belief that a state of affairs obtains. This point is unobjectionable.'^'^ What worries 

.AJstoa is the requirement that a subject have information enabling her to distinguish 

various possible states of affairs. Alston finds thfe objectionable for two reasons. First, 

Alston claims that Lehrer is "simply confusing two problems — the Justification of 

the perceptual belief and. the Justification of the higher-level belief that the perceptual 

belief is Justified" (141). Second, Alston suggests that this sort of metajustificatory 

requirement — "restricting oneself to sources of immediate Justification that, one 

supposes, survive a transition to higher levels" — would unacceptably narrow the 

range of beliefe that would coimt as Justified. 

The latter point deserves some elaboration. We could imagine two ways that 

a coherence theory could require 'higher-order' beliefe or acceptances for a given 

accept£ince to cotmt as Justified. First, a coherence theory might require that an 

acceptance about the reasonableness of the given acceptance be present. Thus, in 

order to be Justified in accepting that he has an unusual hair style, Mr. T must 

accept that he is Justified in so accepting, or accept that he is in a good position to 

discriminate between his having an unusud hair style and his not having an unusual 

hair style, or some such. On the other hand, a coherence theory could require not only 

this but also that the higher-order acceptance be jiistified. It is one thing for a subject 

to think she is in a good position, epistemically speaking; it is quite another for her 

to Justifiedly think that she is in a good position, epistemically speaking. Either of 

these requirements would fall under Alston's rubric 'siurvival of a transition to higher 

levels'. For the first requirement, the Justification for the acceptance that p 'siurvives 

the transition to higher levels'' in the sense that the higher-level acceptance that the 

acceptance that p is Justified is present. For the second requirement, the Justification 

survives in the sense that the higher-level acceptance is justified. 

Each, of the two requkements is subject to criticism. In light of the possibility 

of imposing the latter requirement, the former looks weak and. arbitrary. Does it 

'̂ Cf. Goldmaa [36]. 
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matter that I accept that I am m a very good position, epistemically speaking, if 

this acceptance is completely mijustified? The requirement that a subject simply 

have acceptances about her own, epistemic position rewards the smug. On the other 

hand, the latter requirement seems to lead to an unacceptable regress: no one could 

have an infinite chain of acceptances, starting with p and including all acceptances 

of the form 'I am justified in accepting that I am justified in accepting ... that I am 

justified in accepting that p\ While it is not clear that coherentists need to impose 

a "metajustificatory requirement', they are inclined to do so.'- The problem, then, is 

how a metajustificatory requirement can be cjurved out in such a way as to avoid the 

charge of level-confiision? 

4.2.3 Complications firom Chemlak 

Some critics of coherence theories of justification have claimed that they are literally 

unwarkable. Because an ingredient of coherence is logical consistency, the coherence 

of a belief-corpus will depend, in part, on its consistency. Given apparently quite 

plausible assumptions about typical belief-corpuses, however, it turns out that even 

an incredibly fast computer could not check a subject's background system for con

sistency. Mill considers such a criticism of his own moral theorj', the criticism that 

no one could possibly have time to determine all the consequences of their actions. 

If no one could ever determine the verdicts of a theory, then what use is the theory? 

It is important to be clear on what exactly such a criticism is supposed to show. 

First, we might think that the criticism is primarily a criticfem of coherence theories as 

theories of a partictdar concept of epidemic justification, the guidance or deontological 

concept. There might be a different concept of epistemic justification, that we deploy 

when, we are assessing the beliefe of others, but we use the guidance/deontological 

concept to assess our own beliefe, when we are deciding what to believe. The claim 

^^Cf. Lehrer [50[, chap. L 
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that it is literally unworkable is a very serious criticism of coherentism as a theory of 

the gmdance/deontological concept. We successfiiUy use the concept, and we do so 

with severely limited cognitive capacities. A theory on which we could not use the 

concept at all must be flawed. 

The criticism has more general application than this, however. While a coherence 

theory of the guidance/deontological concept of justification may be a particularly 

salient target for the criticism, there is also a problem when we consider coherence 

theories of epistemic justification generally. When attributors use evaluative concepts, 

they must be coming up with their verdicts somehow, whether or not the concepts 

are supposed to gm'de. If, on a particular theory of epistemic j'ustification, there is no 

way that attributors could ever supply verdicts in the way that the theory demands, 

we would rightly wonder whether the theory could ever explain and organize the 

intuitions that underwrite our attributions. At the very least, we should demand to 

know how it fe that we attributors alwa3rs fall short by the lights of the theory, and 

yet the theory explains and organizes oiur intuitions. 

Mill attempts to answer this very question. He claims that when we follow com-

monsense moral rules, we take advantage of the accumulated knowledge of mankind 

regeirding the consequences of oxu: actions for the general good.'^ Coherentists, how

ever, may have a more difficult problem. As we shall see, assessments of coherence 

may tmn out to be so difficult that we could not even approximate them. Even the 

combined wisdom of msinkind would be inadequate to the task. 

In order to check on the coherence of beliefe with their background systems, sub

jects must not only consider competitors. They must also check to see whether beliefe 

are consistent with their background systems. Mr. R's system of acceptances has a 

problem that one hopes he would resolve: his solipsism is inconsistent with his back

ground system of acceptances, which includes mundane acceptances about ordinary 

material obj'ects. One hopes that typical subj'ects who consider adopting solipsistic 

Mill [571, — 
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views like R's would reflect oa their background systems and realize that given 

what they already accept, solipsism is an unreasonable view. 

Komblith [46j and Goldman. [39) have argued that this sort of innocuous-sounding 

claim about coherence leads to very serious difficulties. For typical subjects, a 

consistency-check is impossible. Komblith quotes Chemiak [ITj: 

Given the difficulties in individuating beliefe, it is not easy to estimate the 

number of logically independent atomic propositions in a t3T)ical human 

belief system, but 138 seems much too low — too 'small minded'. Yet 

suppose that each line of the truth table for the conjunction of all of 

these beliefs can be checked in the time a light ray takes to traverse the 

diameter of a proton, an appropriate cycle time for an ideal computer. At 

this maximum speed, a consistency test of this very modest belief system 

would require more time than, the estimated twenty billion years from the 

dawn of the universe to the present. (211) 

How ecactly is the objection supposed to work? To save quite a lot of paper, let us 

consider the objectioa applied to a much simpler belief system: Jane's belief sjrstem 

involves 3 atomic propositions rather than 138. What does the truth table for the 

conjunction of these beliefs look like? Here is what it dos not look like: 

p q r (p A q A r) 
T T T T 
T T F F 
T F T  F 
T F F F 
F T T F 
F T F F 
F F T F 
F F F F 

FIGURE 4.1. A simple truth table 
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Chemiak does not mean to be talking about this truth table, for 'checking' this 

sort of truth table is trivial, no matter how many logically independent atomic beliefe 

are involved in my belief system. The check is just: 'on the first row of the truth 

table, where all of the atomic propositions are true, the conjunction of the atomic 

propositions is true'. It does not take much work to see that it is possible for all of my 

beliefe to be true at the same time — that B, that there is a row on the truth table 

on which the conjunction of the propositions believed is true — if all of my beliefe 

are beliefs in logicjilly independent propositions. If I bother to check the truth table, 

as long as I order the rows in the canonical way, such that on the first row ail of the 

atomic propositions are true, the check fe going to end on the first row. 

Chemiak's truth table is more complicated. Jane is not taken to believe each of the 

atomic propositions (though of course she might believe some of them). Elather, Jane 

has some collection of logicaEy complex beliefs. Jane might have four beliefs or four 

million. In either case, the truth table for the conjunction of the propositions Jane 

believes will have 2"^ rows, where n is the number of logically independent propositions 

out of which the propositions Jane believes are constructed. 

The top of Chemiak's truth table looks like this: 

P ^ r I ((-ip Vg) A r) A (r =»• (p A-iq)) Apj" 

FIGURE 4.2. The top of a Chemiakian truth table 

In this case, Jane has 4 beliefe: (-<p V q),(q r), (r ̂  (p A -'?)),?. When the truth 

table is filled in, there will be 8 rows — one for each possible combination of truth 

values for p, q, and r. The task for Chemiak's ideal computer is to see whether it 

is logically possible for each of Jane's beliefe to be true. To do this, it checks to see 

whether there is a row on which the conjunction of Jeuie's beliefe is true. 

Of course, as Chemiak points out, this is a difficult task if the tmth-table involves 

2'® rows. The tmth-table that Chemiak and Komblith have in mind looks like this: 
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Pi Pl38 I ((-?lVp2) A(P72 0-P3) A(p3=^(pt4A-Tpo)) A... Ap39) 

FIGURE 4.3. The top of a large Cheraiakiaii txuth table 

Komblith. gives aa example to show how assessments of coherence can be difficult: 

Consider ... the axioms of Frege's Basic Laws of Arithmetic. Frege 

thought long and hard about these axioms. After extraordinarily care

ful consideration, he adopted them as the foundation of his system. He 

clearly believed each of the axioms to be true and, of course, believed 

them to be jointly consistent. Frege was, famously, mistaken. As Russell 

demonstrated in a letter to EVege, the axioms of the Basic Laws were 

inconsistent. 

Now it is clear that Frege was not simply being careless. We are not 

considering an agent who arrived at his beliefe haphazardly, or even the 

case of an agent who carefully arrived at hfe beliefe but then failed to 

consider the question of their consistency. ... Nevertheless, the fact of 

their inconsistency eluded, him. (208) 

If everyone is in Frege's position, with far too many atomic propositions in a com

plex background system to check the consistency of this system, and if on coherence 

theories the reasonableness of our beliefe depends in part on the consistency of this 

system, then typical subjects are in a terrible position to assess the reasonableness of 

their own beliefe." A coherence theory, then, cannot be applied by tjrpical subjects. 

Its pronouncements must be beyond us. If this is so, it is unclear why we would think 

that a coherence theory underwrites our everyday assessments of epistemic justifica

tion. 

"Perhaps the small-minded escape this fate, but they probably are not interested in the reason
ableness of their beliefe anyway. 
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4.3 The Vector View 

Lehrer's formula for reasonableness equates it with, expected epistemic utility: 

r{h) =pih)Ut{k)+p{^h)Uf{h) 

As Lehrer [49j makes explicit, however, reasonableness and probability are indexed 

to the subject's background system: 

r x { h ) = p x m m  + P x h f i)[rf{ h )  

In my view, we could construct a superior coherence theory by explicitly indexing 

reasonableness and probability to the various subsystems that make up a subject's 

background system. The problems for coherentism that I have discussed arise because 

contemporary coherence theories attempt to reduce the reasonableness of beliefe to a 

single number. These difficulties could be avoided by coherence theories that instead 

take coherence to be mulitfaceted. The coherence of a belief ought to be taken to be 

a vector, where each component of the vector is the coherence of the given belief with 

the background system in some respect Different subsystems in a background system 

make different contributions to the reasonableness of a belief, and these different 

contributions each represent a sort of reasonableness. The probabilitj'- of a proposition 

given the whole background system is relevant to the reasonableness of the belief 

in the proposition, but this particular subsystem does not make the only relevant 

contribution. 

Lehrer's view can be easily retrofitted. Given a subject 5 with background system 

X, we can consider the reasonableness of a belief on each of the subsystems of X — 

call them Xi,X2, and so on, up to Each subsystem is just a subset of the set 

of acceptances in 5's entire acceptance system. If we assume a scheme by which S's 

acceptances are numbered from I to fe, we could take Xi to be the whole background 

system, Xz to be the whole system minus the first acceptance, X3 to be the whole 
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system minus the second acceptance, and so on through Xfc+t, the whole system 

minus the last acceptance. Then Xt+a is the whole system minus the first pair of 

acceptances (the first and second), Xk+3 is the whole system minus the second pair 

of acceptances (the first and third), and so on. The collection of subsystems will be 

very large, and the vector coherence theory would be useless imless most of the time 

attributors of epistemic Justification attended to only a small portion of it: I shall 

attend to this issue later on. For now, the important point is that on this Vector 

Coherence theory, coherence is no longer a matter of reasonableness given the entire 

acceptance system alone. Elather, coherence is made up of reasonableness given the 

first subsystem, reasonableness given the second subsystem, reasonableness given the 

third subsystem, and so on. The ireasonableness vector' would look like this: 

f rxAh) \ f pxdmih) ̂ P x , i - h )Uf{ h )  \  

r(/i) = 
pxMum +  P x , { - - h )Uf{h) 

r(/i) = : 
pxMum 

: 

\ ^ ^ Px„{h)Ut{h) ̂ ^Px.{-^h)Uf{ h )  J  

The strategy for the rest of this section shall be to identify, with the help of the difficult 

cases for coherentism, those components of the reasonableness vector that matter. I 

shall attempt to determine what conditions must obtain for one proposition to be at 

least as reasonable for one subject as another proposition is for another subject. 

4.3.1 Intrapersonal Comparisons: Mr. R, Mr. S, and Ripper 

Let us see how the move to a vector coherence theory would help to handle the 

problematic cases, starting with Mr. R. Recall that Mr. R accepts that there is 

nothing in the universe except for hfe own experiential states, though, he also accepts 

all sorts of mundane propositions that are incompatible with this acceptance. The 

problem for the coherentist was that while Mr. R% solipsism certainly seems to be 

relevant to the reasonableness of his other beliefe, it was difficult to say ecactly how. 
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since we would like to avoid, the terribly counterintuitive result that all of Mr. R's 

mundane beliefs are equaEy unreasonable. 

On the vector view, we have at least a couple of options. Let us suppose for the 

moment that the reasonableness of Mr. R's belief that we ate clams given his whole 

background, system is undefined, because the reasonableness of any of his beliefe given 

his background system is undefined. Let us suppose that we have numbered. Mr. R's 

acceptances such that his acceptance that there is nothing in the universe except for 

his own experiential states is number 1. The reasonableness vector for Mr. R's belief 

c that we ate clams is thus: 

( PXiic)Ut{c)+px,{-'c)Uf{c) \ 
PXzlc)Ut{c)-\-pxJ,-^c)Uf{c) 

r(c) = . 

PXnicWc) +px,(-'c)Cr/(c) y 

The first component of this vector is undefined, for is Mr. R's entire acceptance 

system, including his solipsism. The second component, however, is the reasonable

ness of c on Mr. R's system minus his solipsism. This is defined, inside from his 

solipsism, Mr. R's acceptance system is similar to mine, so setting aside his solipsism 

he is as reasonable in believing that we ate clams as I am. The third component of 

the vector is again undefined, for X3 is Mr. R's acceptance sj'stem minxis his second 

acceptance. Indeed, there will be plenty of components of this vector that are un

defined, since there cire many subsystems that are inconsistent because they include 

Mr. R's solipsiOT. This does not matter, however. Even with 'gaps', the reason

ableness vector can accommodate our inttiitions about the reasonableness of Mr. R's 

beliefs. We can say that Mr. R's belief that we ate clams is more reasonable than 

his belief that the next winner of the Kentucky Derby will have a Swedish, jockey 

because where the components of the respective vectors are defined, the values for 

the one vector are larger than the values for the other. While this claim is in need 

of refinement, what is crucial in this case is that on the second component of the 

vectors, the value for the acceptance that we ate clams is larger than the value for the 
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acceptance that the next winner of the Kentucky Derby will have a Swedish jockey. 

While Mr. R's predicament is relatively stniightforward, the other cases are not 

so simple. Intuitively, the one solipsistic acceptance in Mr. R's background system 

is what causes the problems. Furthermore, it seems that our intuitions about the 

relative reasonableness of his acceptances does depend on their reasonableness given 

the rest of his background system. Subjects like Ripper, on the other hand, pose more 

complicated theoretical challenges. Ripper's background system is more thoroughly 

fragmented because large portions of his background system are in 'tension'. The 

theoretical challenge is to make this notion of tension precise. Only with a precise 

notion in hand can we give an account of how, for a subject with a background system 

that exhibits tension, the reasonableness of that subject's acceptances could depend 

on the acceptances' reasonableness vectors. 

When making the notion of tension precise, we must take care not to fabricate 

tension where there is none. ReczJl that Mr, S's background system includes the 

acceptances (1) that non-human mammals in. general do not have immune systems 

that are sufficiently like those of humans to make experimentation on them useful in. 

order to gather information that would be relevant to the human immune system and 

(2) that mice have immune systems that are very similar to those of humans, and 

that experimentation on them is often usefiil in order to gather information about 

the human, immune system. Mr. S's background system does not exhibit any real 

tension in virtue of including these acceptance, because the evidence he has about 

immunologj' supports both his general acceptance and the acceptance that carries 

specific information about mice. We should define tension' in a way that respects 

this fact about Mr. S, but that eilso adequately explains what is going on in Rippers 

acceptance sjrstem. 

In order to explain what is wrong with. Ripper — and how his problems affect the 

reasonableness of various acceptances — we shall need to accommodate the follow

ing featmres of his case. First, Rippers acceptance ^-stem is fragmented because he 
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has many acceptances about fluoridation's being a communist plot, but he also has 

many mundane acceptances that make these acceptances about fluoridation's being a 

communist plot very unreasonable. Unlike Mr. S's, Rippers acceptance system does 

exhibit real tension. Unlike Mr. R's solipsism. Ripper's acceptances about fluorida

tion's being a communist plot are numerous and mutually supporting (intuitively, this 

subsystem is very coherent). Unlike Mr. R's acceptance sj^em, Rippers acceptance 

S3retem is consistent. The crucial difference between Ripper and Mr. S is that Mr. S's 

acceptances about immunology share support; Mr. S's acceptance system is coherent 

in a way that EUpper's and Mr. R's are not. .\11 of the information that Mr. S has 

about immunology makes both of his acceptances very reasonable. His acceptances 

about mice siiffer no decline in reasonableness in light of all of his acceptances about 

immunology. 

The following definitions attempt to put us in a position to capture these features 

of the acceptance systems of Mr. R, Mr. S, and Ripper. First, Rippers acceptance 

system is in conflict because some of his subsystems are 'autonomous'. Each subsys

tem contains mutusilly supporting propositions, but the subsystems render different 

verdicts on each other. These subsystems are 'autonomous' in. the sense that they do 

not fit neatly into a larger subsystem — any addition of acceptances firom the rest 

of the acceptance system would make some acceptance in the original subsystem less 

reasonable. Ripper's subsystem having to do with communist plots and fluoridation 

is autonomous in. this sense. 

autonomous subsystems Subsystem Xk of system X fe autonomous just in case for 

every subsystem Xi that contains Xk, some acceptance in X^ is less reasonable 

on Xi than it is on Xk-

We attributors naturally divide Ripper's background system into autonomous sub

systems.^® We do this because it is not the case that any arbitrary collectioa of a 

'^Aatoaomous b-ub^tems caa overlap, so 'divide' shotild not be takea to mean partition. 
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subject's acceptances is relevant to the reasonableness of that subject's beliefe. I shall 

consider more refined accounts of relevance soon enough: to start out, let us take the 

relevant components of the reasonableness vector to correspond to the autonomous 

subsystems. 

relevance The relevant components of a reasonableness vector are those that mea

sure reasonableness on an autonomous subsystem. 

Attributors consider only the relevant components of reasonableness vectors when 

making intrapersonal comparisons.^® This observation provides the impetus for an 

initial characterization of comparative reasonableness. 

(intrapersonal) comparative reasonableness A proposition (or 'hypothesis') hi 

is at least as reasonable for subject S as a proposition ho just in case each 

relevant component of the reasonableness vector for hi that is defined is at least 

as large as the corresponding component in the reasonableness vector for /lo-'' 

That is, for a single acceptance system X zmd autonomous subsj-stems Xi, X>t -—r 

( fxtihi) 
rx^iihi) 

\  r.Knifii) / 
just in case 

rxAhi) > rxM 
and rvj(Ai) > rx^ih2) 

and rx„{hi) > rv„(/t2) 
'̂ Interpersonal comparisons are more complicated; I shall discuss them later on. 

'̂̂ 'More rea!ionabIe% iess reasonable', and 'equally reasonable' are to be defined with reference to 
'at least as reasonable'' in the usual way. A. proposition hi is more reasonable than a proposition hz 
Just in case hi is at least as reasonable as h  ̂bat hz is not at least as reasonable as hi; hi is less 
reasonable than h  ̂just ia case hz is at least as reasonable as hi but hi is not at least as reasonable 
as hz; hi and h  ̂are equally reasonable just in case hi ̂  at least as reasonable as hz and hz is at 
least as reasonable as Ai. 
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The reasonableness of a proposition on an. autonomous subsystem contributes to its 

overall reasonableness, for we attributors take into account the support conferred by 

a subject's autonomously coherent subsystems. That portion of Mr. S's acceptance 

system that does not include his acceptances specificaEy about the immune systems of 

mice is not autonomous: on the larger subsjrstem that includes all of his acceptances 

about immunology, aU of the acceptances in the smaller subsystem are as reasonable 

as they are on the smaller subsystem, if not more reasonable. We might even suppose 

that Mr. S's acceptance sj'stem is completely free from internal tension, that only his 

entire acceptance system is autonomous. In this case, it is only the reasonableness 

on. S's whole background system that contributes to the reasonableness of his beliefe. 

So far, then, the vector theory reduces to Lehrer's theory for those cases that are free 

from the sorts of pathologies under discussion. 

For a subject with multiple autonomous subsystems, it is possible that some 

propositions wiE turn out to bear none of the relations 'more reasonable than', "less 

reasonable than', 'as reasonable as' to each other. For Ripper, the proposition pi, 

'fluoridation is a health hazard' and the proposition pa, 'public health officials ef

fectively oversee the water supply' are incomparable. The first is very reasonable 

on aa autonomous subsystem that includes his acceptances about fluoridation and 

communist plots (let's call it Xparanoid), but not at all reasonable on an autonomous 

subsystem that does not include his acceptances about fluoridation and communist 

plots (Xnormat)- sccoud is verv reasonable on Xnormai but very unreasonable on 

Xparanoid' 

This account of intrapersonal comparative reasonableness handles the worries that 

arise from Ripper, Mr. R, and Mr. S. For Elipper, as for Mr. R, the tension in the 

background system does not interfere with the reasonableness of many beliefe. For 

mundane propositions mt, 'the shirt that I am wearing has buttons' and mz, 'the 

shirt I was wearing ten days ago had buttons,' mi could turn out to be more rea

sonable than m-i, for both ^Dr. R and Ripper. Furthermore, the proposed account 
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of mtrapersonal comparative reasonableness handles Mir. S's acceptance system. We 

attributors rightly ignore what at first blush appears to be tension in. his acceptance 

system. Though on some subsystems the propositioa that the lab is wasting its time 

experimenting on mice is very reasonable, these subsystems are not autonomous. Ev

ery acceptance in them would be at least as justified on Mr. S's whole acceptance 

system. For Mr. S, it is only the whole acceptance system that is autonomous, and it 

is therefore only the whole acceptance system that is relevant to the reasonableness 

of his beliefs. 

In addition to an account of intrapersonal comparative reasonableness, a vector 

coherence theory needs an account of interpersonal comparative reasonableness. In 

addition to comparing the reasonableness of propositions for single subjects with 

single acceptance systems, we also compare the reasonableness of propositions for 

different subjects with different acceptance systems, or for the same subject with 

different acceptance systems at different times. For Lehrer's theory, interpersonal 

comparative reasonableness is easy — it works the same way as intrapersonal com

parative reasonableness. Reasonableness is just a number, a number that is a fimction 

of the target proposition and the subject's acceptance system. One proposition is at 

least as reasonable for one person as another is for another person just in case the 

one number is at least as large as the other. 

For a vector coherence theory, interpersonal comparisons rase complications. The 

reasonableness vectors for two propositions on a single acceptance system contain 

components that correspond: each component, for each vector, measures the rea

sonableness of the proposition, on a subsystem of the single acceptance system. For 

subjects with different background systems, there no such simple correspondence. 

If there are only a few relevant components, we might be tempted to impose a very 

strict criterion of comparative reasonableness; we might be tempted to say that for 

one acceptance to count as at least as reasonable as another, every relevant compo

nent of the one must be at least as large as each relevant component of the other. As 
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we shall see, the relevant components of reasonableness vectors will turn out to be 

too numerous for such a criterion to capture our intuitive assessments of comparative 

reasonableness. Such a strict criterion would prevent virtually any acceptance from 

counting as at least as reasonable as any other. In the next sections, I shall discuss 

several wajrs that this difficulty could be avoided. 

4.3.2 Background System Individuation 

The problem with Jim fe a problem of background system individuation. We can 

take an expansive approach to a subject's background system, including acceptances 

that the subject has not been thinking about very recently, or we can take a narrow 

approach, including only acceptsinces that the subj'ect has been thinking about very 

recently. The problem is that £uiy particular choice of how narrowly to individuate 

a background system will seem arbitrary. .A. narrow approach to background system 

individuation excludes what seem to be relevjuit features of the subject. That Jim did 

accept the pertinent facts about the timing of the light, albeit weeks ago, is relevant 

to the reasonableness of his belief that he can reach the light in time. On the other 

hand, £ui expansive approach fails to give greater emphasis to those elements of the 

background sjretem that are more central. That he was not thinking about those 

pertinent facts in the moments before he formed the belief is also relevant. 

The problem of how narrowly to individuate background systems ought to be 

ducked rather than solved. Because the vector view of coherence has room for mul

tiple subsjrstems to contribute to the reasonableness of an acceptance, we can simply 

take the 'whole' background system to be the most expansively construed background 

system. If the subsystems Xj,..., Xn are all the subsystems of the most expansively 

construed background system, then any more or less narrow individuations of the 

subj'ect's background system wiH correspond to one of these subsystems. That is, the 

same reasonableness vector introduced in section 4.3 has room for various indrvidua-
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tions of the subject's background system, "built ia': 

\ 

/ 

We no longer have to worry about picking the right individuation of the subject's 

background system; instead, we need to revisit our criterion of comparative reason

ableness. Instead of taking the relevant components of the reasonableness vector to 

be those that correspond to autonomous subsj^ems, we should take the relevant 

components to be those that correspond to autonomous subsj^stems of narrow indi-

uiduations of the subject's background sjrstem. The 'narrow individuations' of the 

subject's background system are just the subsystems of the most ecpansive individ

uation of the background system that meet whatever criteria we have for what is to 

count as a legitimate individuation of a background system.'® 

Let us suppose that we have m ways of individuating background systems. The 

first might be to count as part of the subject's background system anything the subject 

has ever accepted. The second might be to count anything the subject has accepted 

since teaching adulthood. The 04'*^ might be to count as part of the subject's back

ground system anything the subject either consciously entertained in the last hour or 

consciously entertained within the last year and acted on in the last six hours. For 

every subject, then, we have m different subs3rstems of X: ri{X), hiX),.... ImiX). 

Now we are in a position to define comparative reasonableness in a way that takes 

into account the fact that there are many ways of individuating background sj^ems: 

cannot offer a theory of what constitutes a legitimate individuation of a subject's background 
system here. That is, [ cannot fill out the schema '.A. subsystem Xi of X is a narrow indwiduation 
of S's background system, if and only if —' There are dear cases of subsystems that do not count 
as aarrow individuations — slapping together some acceptances of mine &om my childhood with 
some that I have been thinking about in the last few minutes does not yield a narrow individuation 
of my background system. I shall limit my discussion to what [ take to be fairly clear cases — 
nothing more K necessary for my purposes. I am claiming in h'ght of the fact that we do individuate 
background systems more or less narrowly for various purposes, a vector coherence theory^can avoid 
the difficulty of finding a scheme for choosing the correct individuation. 

{ ''XtW \ / 

f { h )  =  
i'X2ih) 

f { h )  =  

\ rxM ^ v 

Px,mt{h)-\-pxd-h)uf{h) 
PXrihWm -hpx.hhWfih) 

\pxdmt{h)+pxj^h)ufih) 
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Autonomous Subsystems of Individuations of X Subsystem. Xk contEimed in 

subsystem Xj, where Xj is an individuation of background system X, is au-

tonomotis just in case for every subsystem Xi that contains Xk and is contained 

in Xj, some acceptance in Xk B less reasonable on Xi than it is on Xk~ 

Relevance, Relativized to Individuations Given an individuation of the sub

ject's background system li(X), the relevant components of a reasonableness 

vector are those that measure reasonableness on an autonomous subsystem of 

Since methods of individuation can be applied to different subjects, we can now 

construct a criterion of interpersonal comparative reasonableness that takes advantage 

of these methods of background system individuation to 'line up' the components of 

the reasonableness vectors for acceptances held by subj'ects with different background 

systems: 

(Interpersonal) Comparative Reasonableness A proposition (or 'hypothesis') 

hi is at least as reasonable for subject Si with background system as a 

proposition hz is for subject Sj with, background system X"' just in case for 

every individuation ij, each relevant component of the reasonableness vector 

for AI is at least as large as every relevant component of the reasonableness 

vector for Aa-'® 

Let us suppose that the first individuation of the first subject's acceptance sys

tem is the 29*'^ subsystem of that acceptance system: li(X^) - X^. Furthermore, 

there are two autonomous subsystems of X^: X^ and We should compare the 

reasonableness of the hypothesK k on these two autonomous subsystems (rv^(A) and 

rx^{h)) with the reasonableness of the hypothesis on the autonomous subsystems 

other wordSr Tor eveiy autonomoos subsystem of the rea«>nablene!>s of ki is greater 
thaaor equal to the reasonableness of fiz on every autonomous subsystem of 
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of the first individuatioa of the second subject's acceptance system. Let us suppose 

there is only one such autonomous subsystem: (suppose that = and 

that is the only autonomous subsystem of itself). 

rxiM 
S3 

•I •5; 

V : / 

is compared with 

\ 

Let us further suppose that as it happens, rx^{h) > rx^ih) and > 

rx^{h). If there is only one individuation of the background systems to worrj* about, 

then rxi{h) > fxtih). 

This story becomes mote compUcated if there are several individuations to worry 

about. The criterion I have suggested demands that inequsJIties like those above hold 

for every individuation. In fact, the story becomes more complicated still when we 

consider domains of acceptances in addition to individuations of background sjrstems 

as supphers of subsystems that contribute to the comparative reasonableness of an 

acceptance. We shall need to complicate the story with domains of acceptances in 

order to respond to Alston's charge of level conftisions. 

4.3.3 Domains of Acceptances: Alston and Mr. T 

If we are concerned with what msikes a person a good football player (say), it is 

obviously a separate question as to whether the person fe a good football coach. 

Certsiinly the questions are separate in that the concepts 'good football player' and 

'good football coacK' are distinct: it is logically possible that an entity fall under one 

without falling under the other. With this fact firmly in mind, anyone who raises the 

issue of whether someone is a good football coach when the fesue at hand is whether 

the person is a good football player seems to be changing the topic of discussion. The 

questions 'is so-and-so's belief that p Justified'^ and 'does so-and-so knom or believe 
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or have reason to believe that her belief that p is justified?' are obviously separate 

in. a sense. It is possible that some epistemologists have simply confiised questions of 

the first sort with questions of the second sort. At first blush, then, the blunt charge 

of 'level confusion' has some appeal. 

On the other hand, since coherentists are well aware of the charge of level con

fusions, it would be uncharitable to say that they still simply confuse the separate 

questions. Rather, we should take metajustificatory requirements to be substantive 

claims about epistemic justification. We could imagine someone making a substan

tive claim about what is necessary to be a good football player, and ia particular we 

could imagine someone claiming that to be a good player, it is necessary to be a good 

coach. Let us focus, then, on the nmacceptable narrowing argiunent', the claim that 

metajustificatory requirements unacceptably narrow the range of what befiefe would 

count as justified. 

There certainly is a way itt which metajustificatory requirements could unaccept

ably narrow the range of what counts as a justified belief. Setting aside much of 

the subtlety of Lehrers view, let us suppose that a coherentist claims that for an 

acceptance to count as justified, it must enjoy reasonableness above some threshold. 

Let us ftnther suppose that the coherentist adds on a metajustificatory requirement: 

the reasonableness of the acceptance must stay above that threshold at higher levels. 

The acceptance that the acceptance is justified must exceed the threshold in reason

ableness, as must the acceptance that the acceptance that the acceptance is justified, 

£ind so on. This kind of theory would unacceptably narrow the range of justified ac

ceptances, for typical subjects do not have many higher-order acceptances- AnjTvay, 

we would expect that the reasonableness of the acceptances would experience a sort 

of 'altitude sickness', steadily dropping at higher and higher levels. Eventually, the 

reasonableness of some higher order acceptance would fall below the threshold, and 

the origmal acceptance would fail to be justified. 
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Metajusiification and Comparative Reasonableness When we focus on comparative 

reasonableness, it is awkward to think about a metajustificatory requirement In 

order that one acceptance, ai, count as at least as reasonable as another, ao, no 

coherentist would require that ay have some metajustificatory support — after all, oa 

might not have any metajustificatory support. On the other hand, it does not make 

any sense to require that at have metajustificatory support if Oo does, in order for ai 

to count as at least as reasonable as a^,. Acceptances can have other things going for 

them aside &om metajustificatory support. Critics of coherence theories have made 

exactly this point in rejectiag metajustificatory requirements, but they do not have a 

monopoly on the view. Coherentists can recognize that coherence is multifaceted. so 

even if metajustificatory support contributes to coherence, there are other ways the 

acceptances cohere with a subject's background system. 

The Vector View of Categorical Justifiedness A. vector view of categorical justified-

ness may need some work before we could make it persuasive. On Lehrers coherence 

theory, categorical justifiedness is attained by an acceptance if all competitors are 

beaten or neutralized,^ where both 'beating' emd 'neutralization' involve comparative 

reasonableness (see above: 4.1.3, p. 114). On the vector view of coherence, it is possi

ble for one acceptance to be neither more nor less reasonable than another and for the 

acceptances to fail to be equally reasonable. This fact could complicate our account 

of categorical justification: we might think that Lehrers original characterization of 

competition and the related concepts would need to be modified to take into account 

the possibility of incomparable acceptances.® 

-"We would think that Lehrers account needs retooling if we thought any of the following: first, 
that there could be 'competitors' that are incomparable with a given acceptance, but that really 
are competitors in the sense that subjects who can beat or neutralke them are in. a better position, 
epistemically speaking, than subjects who cannot; second, we might worry that an acceptance might 
fail to 'beat' a competitor iii Lehrer's sense because of incomparability, and that thu ought not to 
prevent the acceptance &om coimting as Justified; finally, we might worry that Lehrers account 
leaves room for neutralizers that do not really neutralize, that incomparabilities allow these 'pseudo-
neutralizers' to fit Lehrer's definition (quoted on page 113). 
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Let us set such, issues aside, however, and focus oa the way that a vector coherence 

theory could address Alston's 'unacceptable narrowing' argument. A vector coher

ence theory has two important virtues in this connection. First, on the vector view, 

the contributions of higher order acceptances to the reasonableness of an acceptance 

can be kept separate from the contributions of the lower order acceptances in the 

subject's background system. This allows us to make sense of the fact that critics 

of coherence theories think that metajustificatory requirements are unnecessary, for 

they are abstracting away from this component of the reasonableness of acceptsinces. 

Second, the reasonableness of the higher order acceptances themselves will be dif

ferent in kind from, the reasonableness of lower order acceptances. This fact allows 

us to accommodate the intuition that higher order acceptances could not meet the 

standards to which we hold lower order acceptances. They do not: they meet their 

own distinctive standards. 

Let us suppose that attributors, in addition to supplying criteria by which back

ground systems are individuated, supply criteria by which various subject matters or 

domains are individuated. Thus, when we consider Jim's belief that he can reach 

the intersection in time to make the light, we naturally ignore much of his back

ground system, restricting our attention to his acceptances about the timing of the 

light. More generally, we ought consider his acceptances about the timing of the 

light in conjunction with his acceptances about physics. We could also consider his 

accept£uices about his own physiology, including for the purposes of our appraisal 

his acceptances about his capacity for judging distances accurately, as well as his 

acceptances about his reaction times. Most of the time, we attributors simply lump 

together the acceptances that influence the reasonableness of the particular propo

sition whose reasonableness we are evaluating. Sometimes, however, we restrict our 

attention to acceptances that faE under certain domains: given what I accept about 

geometry and what you accept about geometry^ it is more reasonable for me to accept 

the theorem than for you to accept it; given what we haxe accepted for the purposes 
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of this argument, it is more reasonable for us to accept that the accused is guilty than 

to accept that he is innocent 

Attributors not only keep track of various individuations of a subject's background 

system, they also keep track of various domains within the background system. In

stead of merely isolating the various individuations they also isolate subsys

tems of these individuations, the various domains or subject matters: Dj{Ii{X)). 

One of the domains in a subject's background system comprises acceptances about 

the subject's own trustworthiness, acceptances about the subject's reliability in cir

cumstances like the present circimistances, and so on. Do acceptances in the domain 

having to do with the subject's trustworthiness, reh'ability Ln circumstances like the 

present circumstances, and so on, contribute to the reasonableness of the subject's 

belief' Of course. It fe certainly more reasonable for a subject to accept something 

if she also accepts that she is very reliable in circimistances like those she is in at 

present than it would be if she accepted that she is very unreliable in circumstances 

like those she is in at present. 

Even taking for granted that higher order acceptances can contribute to the rea

sonableness of an acceptance, we must still find a way for a vector theory to inte

grate this contribution without running afoul of Alston's worries. Fortunately, we no 

longer need worry about our intuitions about 'altitude sickness'. The reasonableness 

of higher order acceptances are different in kind &om the reasonableness of lower 

order acceptances, so reasonableness will not decrease as we ascend levels. Jim's ac

ceptances about the timing of the light are relevant to his acceptance that he can 

reach the light before it changes, and the reasonableness of the acceptance on the 

subsystem having to do with the timing of the light is quite low. On the other hand, 

this subsystem has nothing to say about the reasonableness for Jim of the proposi

tion that he is very reliable in his acceptances in circumstances like those he is in at 

present, ft is other subsjrstems of his acceptance system that supply information that 

is relevant to the reasonableness of this proposition, so it is other components of the 
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reasonableness vector for this proposition that are relevant. 

It is not the case, then, that the higher order proposition ('I am. reliable in these 

circumstances') is at least as reasonable as the lower order proposition ('I can teach 

the light before it changes'). This is why we think of the reasonableness of accep

tances as decreasing as we ascend levels: the higher order acceptances would fail to 

meet the standards we impose on the lower order acceptances. We are making a 

mistake, however, in so thinking. The reasonableness of propositions can be incom

parable. Furthermore, in general, the reasonableness of higher order and lower order 

acceptances are incomparable. 

Given a separate contribution to the reasonableness of an acceptance from the 

subject's higher order acceptances, what standard ought this contribution to meet? 

This is a question that a vector theory need not £inswer directly. We should expect 

that any given acceptsmce would do well in comparison to its competitors with re

spect to metajustification. The 'metajustificatory component' of the reasonableness 

of any acceptance could simply play the role that any other component plays: it is a 

partial determiner of whether various competitors are beaten or neutralized. On the 

other hand, we could suppose that there is a 'reserve clause' for metajustification, 

that for any acceptance to be categorically justified, it must exceed some threshold 

of reasonableness on the subj'ect's subsystem that comprises her higher order accep

tances. Friends and foes of metajustificatory requirements can argue about a ireserve 

clause', and a vector coherence theory could be constructed with or without such a 

proviso. All that I have claimed here is that taking metajustification to contribute 

to the reasonableness of an acceptance, and even imposing a stronger requirement, 

does not place unreasonable demands on tjrpical subjects. Acceptances need only do 

well with respect to metajustification in comparison to their competitors, and even 

reserve clauses would not prevent us from having justified beliefe — as long as they 

are low enough. 

Keeping the contributions to the reasonableness of acceptances from higher order 
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acceptances separate has an additional benefit. When we recognize that attributors 

break up acceptance systems into domains and keep the contributions of those do

mains separate, we can make sense of the case of Mr. T. Mr. T's worries are ignored 

by typical attributors exactly because they keep separate the contribution to the rea

sonableness of his acceptances from hfe higher order acceptances. In such cases, when 

the subject's higher order acceptances undercut his everyday acceptances, attribu

tors can, at the very least, keep from taking all of the subject's everyday acceptance 

to be equally unreasonable. Just as we abstract away from 'crazy' acceptances like 

Mr. R's solipsism or Ripper's paranoia when comparing their everyday acceptances, 

we also abstract away from esoteric reasoning like Mr. T's. We could also explain why 

typical attributors might ignore Mr. T's pessimism when making interpersond com

parisons: we ignore competitors that compete equeiUy — for pretty much everyoae 

— with any everyday acceptance. Pessimism like Mr. T's threatens the acceptances 

of typical subjects equally. Fiuthermore, this sort of pessimism is just as difficult to 

beat or neutralize for any tjrpical subject. Why not ignore it when considering the 

reasonableness or justifiedness of an acceptance? 

A vector coherence theory can be constructed in various wajrs, and only a few of 

the possibilities can be considered here. Whether we build into the theory the claim 

that pessimfem like Mr. T's has no influence on the justifiedness of any acceptance or 

not, we shall have an explanation of our intuitions about Mr. T. First, the intuition 

that Mr. T could be doing very well, epistemicaEy speaking, makes sense. Abstracting 

away from his pessimism, as typical attributors are at least partially wont to do, he is 

doing very well. Second, the intuition that his pessimal undercuts the justifiedness 

of his other acceptances also makes sense. Not abstracting away from his pessimism, 

as typicjd attributors are also at least peutially wont to do, he has a serious problem 

lurking in his acceptance system, comparable to the acceptance that he is a brain in 

a vat. Dwelling on our epistemic shortcomings, even if everyone else shares them, can 

undercut the justifiedness of one's acceptances. 
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Stable Subsystems Adding domains to the picture does not really complicate it. Our 

criterion of comparative reasonableness still appeals to components of the very same 

reasonableness vector, ^^ow, however, the components to be considered must cor

respond to autonomous subsystems of a particular individuation within a particular 

domain. My acceptance that a Democrat will win the next presidential election is 

at least as reasonable as yours: it is at least as reasonable as yours whether we in

dividuate our acceptance systems broadly or narrowly, on each of the autonomous 

subsystems of my background system within the domain of acceptances relevant to 

pr^idential elections. Let us suppose that and are autonomous subsystems 

of an individuation of my background system in the domain of acceptances rel

evant to presidential elections, while is the only autonomous subsystem of itself, 

and it is the corresponding individuation of your background sjrstem {X^) within the 

same domain. In this case. 

then my acceptance is at least as reasonable as yours. 

So far, the reasons given for attributors to attend to particular components of each 

reasonableness vector have to do with isolating the contributions of different pacts 

of the subject's background system, parts that make distinct contributions to the 

reasonableness of an acceptance. Either because there is some sort of tension in the 

subject's background system at any given moment, or because the background system 

has temporally diffuse parts, attributors need to keep the various contributions to the 

[ 

is compared with 

\ 

If 

rxi^ih)>rxfjh) 

and 
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reasonableness of an acceptance separate. There is another factor to be considered 

when isolating the components of the reasonableness vector that contribute to the 

reasonableness of an acceptance, however. Different subsystems of an acceptance 

system may be more or less stable. 

An unstable subsystem is one that contains an acceptance that does not meet 

some threshold for reasonableness. Audi's example illustrates instability. I accept 

that the Smiths give expensive gifts to all of their friends, but [ 'have no justification 

for believing this' (read: my acceptance does not meet the threshold for reasonable

ness). Our intuition is that the presence of this acceptance in my background system 

does nothing for the comparative reasonableness of other acceptances. Accepting 

something for no reason does not make it more reasonable for me to accept anything 

else. When we assess my acceptance that the Smiths sent a particular gift, we disre

gard the acceptance that the Smiths send such gifts to all of their Wends and assess 

the reasonableness of the acceptance on the rest of the background system. This 

'trimming' of the background system can be built into the vector coherence theory. 

We Just need to add to our description of the components of the reasonablenes vec

tor that contribute to the reasonableness of an acceptance a proviso about stability: 

The components of the reasonableness vector that contribute to the reasonableness 

of an acceptance are the largest stable, autonomous subsystems within the particular 

domain, given a particular individuation. 

I have no specific proposals to pin dowu the threshold of reasonableness that 

must be met for an acceptance not to destabilize a background system. Perhaps this 

threshold is set in particular contexts of attribution, such that we deploy slightly 

different concepts of comparative reasonableness depending on the 'benchmark' for 

stability that we set. Perhaps attributors set benchmarks that refer to their ovm 

background systems Cin order that an acceptance not destabilize a subsystem of a 

subject's background system, it must be at least as reasonable as one of the least 

reasonable acceptances in my background system'). Dideed, there is plenty of room 
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for coatextualist additions to a vector theory. Context could determine which, individ

uation of background systems is appropriate, or which, domeiin. of acceptances is the 

correct one. As much, as possible, however, it is preferable to avoid building such con-

textusdist features into the theory. We should recognize that attributors £u:e sensitive 

to various features of the contexts of attribution, and no doubt attributors sometimes 

take shortcuts when coming up with, attributions of comparative reasonableness. It 

is not always irresponsible to reason ia the following way, for example: 'acceptance 

a is at least as reasonable as acceptance 6 on individuation i"i, so it is likely to be at 

least as reasonable on individuations h through. Ij, too.' long as the attributor 

has some information about the similarities between the various individuations, this 

is a legitimate shortcut. 

Let us set aside the issue of the particular threshold of reasonableness that is 

required. Furthermore, let us set aside questions about whether it is only some indi

viduations of background systems that influence the reasonableness of an acceptance 

or all 'legitimate' individuations. Finally, let us set aside the question of whether it is 

the domain of acceptances in the background system that are relevant to the given ac

ceptance that influences the reasonableness of an acceptance, or various domains into 

which, attributors divide background sj^ems as a matter of course, or domains that 

are determined, by the contact of attribution. All of these issues could be addressed in 

various refinements to the vector coherence theory, and there are many possible vector 

coherence theories. For now, let us simply add the proviso that it is reasonableness 

on stable subsystems within the domains under consideration that contributes to the 

reasonableness of an acceptance. We can keep the previous definition of autmomyt 

Autonomous Subsystems of Individuations of X Subsystem Xk contained in 

subsystem Xj, where Xj is an individuation of background system X, b au

tonomous just in case for every subsystem X[ that contains Xk and is contained 

in Xj, some acceptance in is less reasonable on X[ than it is on Xk-
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The defimtioa of relevance aeeds to be updated so it is relativized to domains as well 

as individuations, and so it takes into account the stabilitj' requirement: 

Relevance, Relativized to Individuations and Domadns Given an. individua

tion of the subject's background system Ii{X) and a domain within that in

dividuation Dj{Ii{X)), the relevant components of a reasonableness vector are 

those that measure reasonableness on the largest stable, autonomous subsys

tems of the domain 

>row we are in a position to construct a criterion of comparative reasonableness that 

uses the reasonableness vector, and that provides a framework for addressing many 

of the criticisms of coherence theories that I have discussed. 

(Interpersonal) Comparative Reasonableness A proposition (or 'hypothesis^ 

hi is at least as reasonable for subject 5i with background system X*- as a 

proposition ho is for subj'ect S2 with background system j'ust in case for 

every individuation U under consideration, for every specification of a domain 

Dj under consideration, each relevant component of the reasonableness vector 

for hi is at least as large as every relevant component of the reasonableness 

vector for Ao. 

I say 'provides a framework' because there is, as I ssiid, plenty of room for re

finements and modifications. There is one sort of worry that this sort of criterion 

does not, on its face, address. There is still the worry that coherence theories are 

unmorkable, and that vector coherence theories may be as unworkable as ordinary 

coherence theories. 

4.3.4 Chemiak 

While vector coherence theories may be well suited to accommodating our intnitions, 

this will not matter if they are completely unworkable. In this section, I shatt address 
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the claim that coherence theories are unworkable because they place impossible de

mands on anyone who would, use them. The first part of my response could, be used 

by any sort of coherence theory. The second, part specifically trumpets the advantages 

of vector coherence theories. 

Here is the objection to the coherence theory. Given a truth table with 2'^ rows, 

an ideal computer (let alone a typical attributor or subject) would find it impossible 

to check all the rows to see if a large collection of beliefs is consistent. On the other 

hand, it is possible to check an acceptance system for consistency without checking 

all the rows of Chemiak's truth table. Russell managed to check the consistency 

of Frege's acceptance system, presumably without checking all the rows of one of 

Chemiak's unmanageable truth tables. How is this possible? The following kind of 

truth table is uimianageable: 

P i  Pl38 I ( ( ^ I V P 2 ) A ( P 7 2 < ^ P 3 ) A ( P 3 = » ( P 1 4 A ^ P 2 ) )  A . . .  A p a g )  

FIGURE 4.4. The large truth table rev^ited 

On the other hand, there are other kinds of truth tables that are very manageable. 

I shall argue, in two stages, that typical subj'ects and attributors need only consider 

truth tables that are manageable. 

Stage I: Little Logical Interaction Some people are lucky enough to be able to check 

their acceptance sjrstems for consistency. It would not be difficulty to check the 

background systems of the 'small-minded', for example. Let us suppose that Jane 

very small-minded in Chemiak's sense, her acceptance system involving only 5 atomic 

propositions. The truth table for her acceptance system is easy to check, since it has 

only 2® = 32 rows. It might be irritating to check, especially if the conjunction of 

propositions she accepts B very long. The task would not, however, be impossible. 

Even a check on an extremely large tmth-table can be easy, if the acceptances in 

the system are manageable. One way to be small-minded is to have an. acceptance 
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sjTstem. that involves only a smeill number of atomic propositions. Another way is to 

accept only very simple propositions. As we observed before, the following sort of 

truth table is very easy to check: 

Pi Pl38 (?i  Ap2Ap3A.. .  Apt38) 

FIGURE 4.5. A large, simple truth table 

This truth table is easy to check despite the fact that it has 2^^ rows, for one does 

not need to check all the rows. One only needs to check the top row. Here is another 

kind of truth table that is relatively easy to check: 

acceptances involving only  ̂pi, P2> and ps { 

P i  - •  Pl38 ((--Pi V Pa) A . . .  A ( p 3 = i ^ ( p t A T 3 2 ) ) A p 4 A p 5 A . . .  A p m )  i 

FIGURE 4.6. .A large, slightly complicated truth table 

This acceptance system includes some propositions that are logically complex, but 

the logically complex propositions involve only pi, p2, and p3. The acceptance system 

is consistent just in case the acceptances that involve pi, p2, and pa are consistent. 

To check the system for consistency, we need only check the smaller truth table: 

P t  P2 P3 ((-^tVp2)A.. .  A(p3=»(piA-np2)))  

FIGURE 4.7. A small, slightly complicated truth table 

In general, instead of checking a single truth table for an entire acceptance system, 

we need only check several smaller truth tables. We divide up the atomic propositions 

into sets of atomic propositions that appear in. acceptances that 'logically interact'^: 

the first set is constructed recursively, starting with pi and adding any other atomic 

proposition that shows up in. a logically complex; acceptance that also includes aa 
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atomic propositioa that is already itt tlie first set.^ The second set is constructed in 

the same way, starting with the first atomic proposition that is not in the first set, 

then recursively adding any atomic proposition that shows up in a logically complex 

acceptance with an atomic proposition that fe akeady in the second set. Proceeding 

in this way, we partition the atomic propositions. At the same time, we partition the 

subject's acceptance system, gathering those acceptances that are made up of atomic 

propositions firom the first set, those that are made up of atomic propositions firom 

the second set, and so on. We then construct one truth table for each of the sets in 

the partition of atomic propositions, where the conjunction whose consistency is to 

be checked is the conjunction of the acceptances that are made up of those atomic 

propositions. 

The benefit of carving up the atomic propositions that show up in our acceptance 

systems is that the task of checking for consistency becomes much, much easier. 

truth table with 138 atomic propositions has 2'® w 3.48 x 10''^ rows. Let us suppose 

that we manage to divide these 138 atomic propositions into three sets, each with 46 

atomic propositions. Three truth tables constructed with 46 atomic propositions each 

have only 2"'® « 7.04 x 10" rows—a grand total of 3 x 2"'® « 2.11 x 10" rows between 

them. While a typical attributor might blanch at the thought of checking 2.11 x 10^"* 

(two-hundred million, million) rows, this task is more than a billion, billion, billion 

times easier than checking 3.48 x 10"''^ rows. A. little bit of work partitioning the 

atomic propositions in one's acceptance system can really pay off. In the limiting 

case, when none of the propositions in. the background system interact with each 

other at all, there are 138 different truth tables to be checked, each with two rows: 

a grand total of 276 tows. Even if we did not have any shortcuts for checking to see 

^Though [ do not know whether coherence theorists would object, I shall take acceptance systems 
not to include any acceptance that is logically equivalent to a conjunctfon: we accept conjunctions 
by accepting the conjuncts separately, we accept negations of dusjunctfons by accepting the negations 
of the diqoncts, and so on. 'Logically complex:" acceptances therefore comprise only disjunctions, 
conditionals, bfconditfonals, negations of conjunctions, and negations of bfconditionals. 
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whether we have accepted any contradictions (in this limiting case, for example, the 

check is trivial), 276 rows is not so bad. 

The real question, then, is not how large or smeiE-minded a subject is. The real 

question is how convoluted a subject's acceptance system is. How might we determine 

this? Let us follow Komblith [46}, who applies Chemiak's argument in an attack on 

coherence theories. Komblith compares the background system of a typical subject 

to the contents of short novel: 

Even a short novel of two hundred pages is likely to contain somewhere 

in the neighborhood of five thousand sentences. If the inconsistency of 

the Basic Laws could elude Frege, it does not tax the imagination to 

suppose that inconsistency could arise in a short novel without coming to 

the attention of even the most carefiil reader. (208) 

I suppose that Jane Austin's Pride and Prejudice a typical novel. It begins: 

It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man in possession of 

a large fortune must be in want of a wife. 

This is clearly literally false, but that is not at issue. We are on the lookout for incon

sistencies, not falsehoods. In order to determine whether this sentence is inconsistent 

with the test of the novel, the first step is to decide how to translate it. Is it a disjunc

tion? A biconditional? Perhaps we might be tempted to use a universal quantifier 

— something along the lines of 'for every x such that r is a person, x acknowledges 

that a single man in possession of a large fortune must be in want of a wife.' On the 

other hand, the only reason to do thfe is to leave ourselves room to exhibit the logical 

mteraction between this sentence and other sentences like 'there exists r such that 

X does not acknowledge that a single man in possession of a large fortune must be 

in want of a wife or r is tail and proud' or some such. There is, however, no other 

sentence in the novel that talks about people acknowledging or failing to acknowledge 
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facts about single meu in possession of large fortunes,™ We should be satisfied, then, 

to call the sentence 'pi', and press on: 

However little known the feelings or views of such a man may be on his 

first entering a neighbourhood, this truth is so weE fixed in the minds 

of the surrounding families, that he is considered the rightful property of 

someone or other of their daughters. 

This seems to be some sort of modal claim; in addition to claiming that the truth is 

well fixed in their minds, and that they do consider him to be the rightful property 

of one of their daughters, the 'so well fixed that' suggests that were the truth less 

well fixed in their minds, they would not consider him to be the rightful property 

of someone or other of their daughters. We should again satisfy ourselves with a 

humbler translation, however. For one thing, Chemiak's argument has to do with 

propositions in the prepositional calculus, the consistency of which is to be checked 

on truth tables. Modal operators are out, along with quantifiers. Mote importantly, 

this is not an arbitrary way of msiking subjects' background systems seem to be 

consistent. Austin never mentions the fixity of this truth in anyone's mind again; nor 

does she ever again mentioa people considering (or not considering) single men to be 

the rightfid property of anyone. There is no other sentence anywhere in the novel 

with which this one logically interacts. So we satisfy ourselves with 'pj' and forge 

£Lhead. 

"My dear Mr. Bennet," said his lady to him one day, "have you heard 

that N'etherfield Park is let at last?" 

Mrs. Bennet one day said such-and-such to Mr. Bennet: that is p3. We should keep 

an eye out for any sentence or collection of sentences that could possibly entail that 

Mrs. Bennet did not one day say such-and-such to Mr. Bennet, but we would do well 

(noa-ideal) computer helped this check, but it is not a difficult one for even a sloppy reacter, 
for reasons I shall mention. 
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not to hold our breath. Typical novels have two important features: first, the narrator 

ahnost always proceeds chronologically, telling the reader what happened at ti, then 

what happened at tz, and so on. Second, the sentences in a novel (conjunctions aside) 

ahnost never have any interesting logical structure. Here is an example of a very rare 

'or* from chapter 6: 

.Aiter a song or two, and before she [Miss Elizabeth Bennet| could reply 

to the entreaties of several that she would sing again, she was eagerly suc

ceeded at the instnunent by her sister Mary, who having, in consequence 

of being the only plain one in the family, worked hard for knowledge and 

accomplishments, was always impatient for display. 

Here we have an opportunity to be careful readers, on the alert for Austen to slip 

up. We read the sentence as '.^er exactly one song, and before she [Miss Elizabeth 

Bennet} could reply to the entreaties of several that she would sing again, she was 

eagerly succeeded at the instrument by her sister Mary, or after exactly two songs, 

and before she [Miss Elizabeth Bennetj could reply to the entreaties of several that 

she would sing again, she was eagerly succeeded at the instrument by her sister Maty; 

and Mary, who, in consequence of being the only plain one in the family, worked hard 

for knowledge and accomplfehments, was always impatient for display. This sentence 

thus contains two acceptances, one about Mary being plain, working hard, and being 

impatient for display, and the other the disjunction. Should Austin sometime later 

on claim that it was not after exactly one song that Mary succeeded Elizabeth, then 

somewhere else cljiim that it was not after exactly two, we shall have caught her in a 

contradiction. Again, we shall do well not to hold our breath. 

The sentences of a typical novel do not seem to be as troublesome as Komblith 

makes out. A very large portion of the sentences in Pride and Prejudice, as in novels 

generally, have the form 'so-and-so said such-and-such at C As long as the author 

does not go back to tsilk about what was said before, such sentences could not be 
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inconsisteat. Furthermore, authors rarely go back to talk about events from earlier 

ia the uarrative. When, they do, the passages stand out, and it is easy to check to see 

whether the author is being consistent. Finally, sentences in novels, whether they are 

about general features o£ the world or particular events at particuleir times, almost 

never have any interesting logical structure.^ There are plenty of occurrences of 

'and', but these sentences, instead of being taken to exhibit logical complexity, would 

just be taken to contain mote than one member of the background system. Even if 

we suppose that the sentences in a typical novel contain something on the order of 

10,000 propositions, this is no problem if ahnost none of the propositions are logically 

complex. 

At best, Chenuak's argument is only a half-baked attack on coherence theories. 

We would need to hear a lot more about the background sjrstems of tj-ptcal sub

jects before concluding that it would be impossible for to check their consistency. 

BonJour [13j replies to Komblith that sJl the argimient shows fe that we do not check 

our background ^rstems for consistency using truth tables. The argument shows even 

less: we do not check for consistency using a single, ridiculously large truth table, 

r shall now argue that given moderate assumptions about typical background sjrs^ 

tems, a vector coherence theory can. carve out a plausible role for consistency as a 

contributor to coherence. 

Stage 2: The Vector Vim Komblith does have one example that the foregoing con

siderations do not address: Frege. Frege did have an inconsisteat background sjfstem, 

at least for a while. We can subsume Frege's case under the cases of inconsistent or 

otherwise fragmented background systems ahready discussed, but the problem here 

has to do with Frege's access to the inconsistency of his background system, not 

with what sort of influence the inconsisteQcy of his background system had on the 

^Sometimes sentences within dialogue in novels have some interesting logical structure, but this 
is irrelevant. Sometimes characters fiatly contradict themselves or one another, but it is obvious 
that this does not make the novel inconsi^ent. 
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reasonableness of various acceptances- While the foregoing argument, if successM, 

undercuts the claim that it would be impossible for typical attributors or subjects 

to gather information about the consistency of various background systems, it leaves 

open the question of whether the difficulty associated with gathering such information 

may present a problem for coherence theories. We should distinguish between strong 

and weak versions of Komblith's sort of objection: 

Strong Inaccessability Objection If Theory T is true, it would be impossible for 

a subject to carry out a procedure that would supply any information about a 

crucial contributor to the reasonableness of an acceptance: therefore, Theory T 

is inadequate. 

Weak Inaccessability Objection Theory T' is superior to Theory T insofar as 

T' is better able to explain how typical subjects gather information about the 

reasonableness of acceptances. 

Even if the strong version of the objection is not really a problem for coherence 

theories, the weak version may be. A. vector theory, however, is uniquely suited to 

explain how subjects and attributors gather information about the reasonableness of 

various acceptances. We must be clear, however, about what we can expect from any 

epistemological theory in this respect. 

On any theory, attributors or subjects might be lazy, confused, or simply un

interested in evaluations of the reasonableness of a given proposition. Even if it is 

completely obvious that a belief is unreasonable, a typical subject or attributoc might 

overlook this fact. We might imagine that Jim is in this situation as he drives toward 

the green light: suppose that even a moment's reflection would be enough for him 

to realize that his belief that he can reach the light in time is wildly unrealistic. He 

simply does not engage in. that moment^ reflection. Similarly, we need, not bother 

with a novel of hundreds of pages to find a case m which a very carefiil reader amid 

overlook an inconsistency. Even the most carefiil reader could miss an inconsMency 
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in a single paragraph. We ought not to expect, then, that on any viable coherence 

theory typical subjects must actually have correct information about the reasonable

ness of their beliefe and acceptances. AIL that we ought to expect is that they can 

have such information, and that they typically do have about as much of that kind 

of information as we expect them to have. 

A vector coherence theory can get us this result. I have suggested that tjrpical 

subjects partition the atomic propositions that compose the propositions in their 

backgroimd systems. Instead of consulting a single, impossibly unwieldy truth table, 

they need only consult seversil much smaller truth tables. In order to check the rea

sonableness of a proposition that a subject is considering adding to her background 

system, her check on the proposition's consistency with the rest of her acceptances 

need only cover one small truth table: the one that captures that part of her back

ground system that could possibly entail that the proposition is false.^ 

The special case of checking for consistency falls under a more general principle, 

already discussed, that applies to checking for coherence. We do not hold subjects 

responsible for the coherence of propositions they are considering with theur whole 

background systems. Elather, we expect that they should check for coherence within 

various domains. Just as it is natural for subj'ects to check a proposition for con

sistency with various distinct subsystems of their background systems, it is natural 

for subj'ects to check for coherence against various distinct subsystems. Of course, I 

have already suggested that coherence is a fimction of various subsystems of a sub-

j'ect's background system. Subj'ects with inconsistent background systems force us to 

look to autonomous subsystems, and the problem of background system individuation 

forces us to look to narrowly individuated background systems. What I am suggest

ing now is that because subj'ects check propositions against subsystems of their own 

might j'ust as well think of her checking the proposition's consistency with all of the small 
truth tables that arise &om her partitioa of the atomic propositions that make up her background 
system. If we think of her doing all of these checks, we should reaiue that all but one of the checks 
will be trivial. 
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background systems, we ought to take this into account when weighing the import of 

Komblith's attack. 

Why should we do this? EVege's case reminds us that subjects can make m^akes 

when they assess the reasonableness of various propositions. They need not make 

mistJikes because the tasks they undertake are impossible; rather, they sometimes 

simply make mistakes. What a vector theory can do is to show us how even making a 

mistake about one aspect of the reasonableness of a proposition need, not cloud one's 

estimates of the reasonableness of the proposition in other respects. Frege could, 

and presumably did, gather quite a lot of information about the reasonableness of 

each of his acceptances about set theory. No doubt his acceptances about set theory 

were very reasonable given various domains within hfe background system. N^aive 

set theory is quite reasonable given the way that much of elementarj'^ mathematics 

corresponds to the way that we speak in ordinary languages, for exemiple. 

It is not the case that Frege was completely wrong about the justificatory statuses 

of his axioms. The axioms of Frege's set theorj- are reasonable in many respects, just 

not on domains that include the rest of the axioms. Frege no doubt had many true 

beliefs about the comparative reasonableness of those axioms — he eilmost certainly 

realized, for example, that his axioms were more reasonable for him than various 

obviously inconsistent collections of axioms-

Where does this leave us? Rrege had partial information about the justificatory 

statuses of his axioms for set theory. Unfortimately for him, this led him to accept 

them. On the other hand, on the vector view, we can still endorse a wide range of 

mundane verdicts about the comparative reasonablen^ of various acceptance for 

Frege. Because the inconsistency in his background system was (we suppose) limited 

to a particular domain, we can still say that his visual judgments about distant 

objects were, ceteris paribus, less reasonable than his visual judgments about nearby 

objects. His carefiiUy thought out inferences yielded, acceptances that were more 

reasonable, ceteris paribus, than the results of his slapdash inferences. His acceptances 
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baaed oa testimoay were more reasonable, ceteris paribus, when supported by more 

independent sources, and. so on. Frege's background sjrstem did not, then, have a 

problem that wreaked havoc on all of his acceptances. On the vector theory, the 

justificatory status of Frege's acceptances is not as problematic as Komblith implies. 

On the vector theory, both the strong and weak versions of the inaccessability ob

jection fail. The strong version fails, for even subjects in EVege's difficult position can 

gather some information about the reasonableness of their acceptances. The weak 

version, which suggests that a theory is worse for having difficulties in explaining how-

subjects gather information about the reasonableness of their acceptances, also fails. 

Subjects, like attributors, gather information about the reasonableness of their accepH 

tances by dividing the subject's background system into subsystems, then gathering 

information about the reasonableness of the acceptances on those various subsj-stems. 

This procedure is not infallible, nor could any subject or attributor be expected al

ways to gather complete information about the reasonableness of acceptances. These 

facts, however, are no objections to coherence theories. 



Chapter 5 

INCOMPARABILITY AND KNOWLEDGE 
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5.0.5 Chapter Summary 

Knowledge is belief that is at least as justified as a paradigm case of knowledge. This 

account would be a non-steuter if beliefs fall on a single scale of justifiedness and get 

their comparative statuses firom their relative positions on this scale. Contemporary 

epistemologists assume that one can deprive a belief of tnith but then augment its 

justifiedness as much, as one likes: we also assume that we can bestow truth upon 

a belief (a la Gettier) without making the belief knowledge, no matter how well 

justified the belief is — hence Gettier cases. If these claims are true, and if the 

justifiedness of beliefe faUs on a single scale, then my account of knowledge would 

fall to counterexamples that are even simpler than Gettier cases: construct a thought 

experiment in which, a subject S holds a false belief B, then alter the scenario as 

necessary to B better justified than a paradigm case of knowledge. One needn't 

bother with the move that is characteristic of Gettier cases, making the belief true via 

some Break accident. Since my account does not explicitly mention a truth condition 

on knowledge, and since we are committed to the claim that we can augment the 

justifiedness of a belief as much, as we like without making it true, akeady we have a 

belief that meets the criteria of my account but which is obviously not knowledge. 

My account avoids Gettier problems in the same way that some other accounts 

do: by making warrant entail truth. On my account, all we need to do is find a 

sufficiently stringent criterion of comparative justifiedness: one on which in order to 

be at least as justified as a paradigm case of knowledge, a belief must be true. On my 

account, it is possible to construct a sufficiently stringent criterion of knowledge that 

is continuous with less stringent criteria (I discuss this at some length at the end of 

chapter 3). For example, a criterion constructed with a modified version of Lehrers 

•at least as reasonable as' (modified to allow for incomparable beliefe) would be less 

stringent than my stringent criterion. 

In short, knowledge is belief that is at least as justified as a paradigm case of 
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knowledge, where the 'at least as Justified as' just appeals to a more stringent version 

of the criteria that give us other senses of comparative justification. On this account, 

the relationship between knowledge and lesser justificatory statuses is clear: satis

fying various less stringent criteria in comparison with paradigm justified beliefs is 

a necessary condition for satfefying the more stringent criterion in comparisoa with 

paradigm pieces of knowledge. On my Eiccount, we can also eq)lain the plausibility of 

the two assimiptions that lead to Gettier problems: that one can deprive a belief of 

truth but then augment its justifiedness as much as one Ukes (we can augment it as 

much as we like, but in doing so we only make it better justified than some beliefe, 

since there is no single scale of justifiedness); that we can bestow truth upon a belief 

(a la Gettier) without making the belief knowledge, no matter how weE justified the 

belief fe (it is possible to make a belief true without augmenting its justificatory status 

much, but there are some justificatory statuses that false beliefe just cannot enjoy — 

in particular, they carmot be at least as justified as paradigm cases of knowledge). 

There is, therefore, no danger that by making a false belief true a la Gettier we would 

make it count as knowledge on my account of knowledge. 

5.1 Two Challenges: The Theory of Epistemic Justification 
and Gettier Cases 

BCnowIedge is not just true belief, for it is possible to have true beliefe despite all sorts 

of epistemic recklessness. la this chapter, I take up two challenges for my own view 

having to do with the question: what effect does incomparability have on the analysis 

of knowledge? I claim that allowing for incomparability with respect to the relative 

justifiedness of beliefe improves our prospects for constructing a plausible theory of 

knowledge. There are distractive problems that arise in trying to give an account of 

knowledge, however. For one thing, there is the Gettier problem: the failure of the 

JTB account ia the face of Gettier cases puts a premium on getting an account of 
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knowledge that is immime to Gettier-tsrpe counterexamples, but delivering genuine 

immunity has turned out to be rather difficult.'^ The other part o£ the challenge in the 

post-Gettier literature is to get the theory of epistemic justification right. After all, 

the demise of the JTB accoimt did not convince anyone (with a couple of exceptions) 

that justification is not one of the necessary conditions for knowledge; nor did it 

prevent anyone fi:om arguing about the proper account of epistemic justification. 

While [ think that Gettier cases can be handled in an intuitively plausible way if 

we allow for incomparability with respect to epistemic justification, the project of 

constructing an account of knowledge within my framework poses unique challenges. 

The one challenge, then, is addressing Gettier problems. The second is showing how 

justification is an ingredient of knowledge. 

Let us begin with Gettier cases. What is a Gettier case? If we had a thorough 

answer to this question, we would have a theory of knowledge: knowledge is justified, 

true, unGettiered belief. In one of Gettiers [34| original cases, a subject believes that 

Smith owns a Ford or Brown is in Barcelona. The subject has excellent evidence for 

the first part of the disjunction, but no evidence for the second part. As it happens, 

Smith does not own a Ford, but Brown fe in Barcelona. Because the truth of the 

disjunction is 'lucky', the subject does not seem to have knowledge, even though she 

has justified true belief. But what does 'lucky' mean? Some people are Gettiered 

and some people are not — does this count as luck? Aren't all true beliefe "ludgr in 

some sense? The challenge, then, is to say exactly what it is about Gettier cases that 

make them different from other justified, true beliefe that are cases of knowledge — 

and vague gestures at 'luck' will not help. 

While it is difficult to give a precise formulation, it is not difficult to supply a 

suggestive recipe for Gettier cases. Start with a case in which a subject has knowledge. 

I know that there is a dictionary on my desk, for example. This is just a completely 

ordinary case of perceptual knowledge; I know there is a dictionary on my desk 

'Cf. [741. 
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because I am looking at it. Call this case the Knowledge Case. Now construct a 

new case in wfiich I no longer have knowledge, because my belief is false — but be 

very careful to keep my evidence fixed, and the reliability of my faculties fixed, and 

the coherence of my belief with my background beliefe fixed, and whatever else you 

think is necessary for fallible Justification. In this case, I have a justified but false 

belief. Call this the Justified False Belief Case. Now construct a case by tinkering 

with the Justified False Belief Case such that my belief is now true, but only because 

of some weird accident. I am looking at a perfect hologram of a dictionary, but the 

real dictionary just happens to be hidden imder a stack of papers, say. Again, be very 

carefiil to modify the False Belief Case in ways that do not disturb the justificatory 

status of my belief. Call this case the Merely Jxistified True Belief Case. While 

we may not always bother with the first part of this construction, the transition 

firom knowledge to justified false belief, Gettier cases get their punch (implicitly or 

explicitly) from the comparison of the Justified False Belief Case with the Merely 

Justified Ihie Belief Case. It is in comparison — implicit or explicit — with the 

Justified False Belief Case that the belief in the Merely Justified True Belief Case 

seems to be true because of luck, and therefore not knowledge. 

Here is one of Ginet's [35] examples of a Gettier case, a case of justified true belief 

that fails to be knowledge: 

Consider the following situation. You are visiting a foreign city and 

come across a public market in which you see many stands piled up with 

finiits and vegetables. ... Your eye lights on a particular pear and you 

think that it looks unusually delicious. You contemplate buying and eating 

it. You never question whether what you are looking at is a pear. Now, if 

this were a normal sort of fruit stand, you would knom that what you are 

looking at B a pear. Let us suppose, however, that, although it is a pear 

and you are, of course, justified in your unquestioning confidence that it 
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is. this finiit stand is out of the ordinary because 99 percent of the things 

surrounding that pear that look every bit as much like pears as it does 

are not pears but carefully painted wax imitations, which it amuses this 

fruit vendor to put in place of the real pears that have been sold. Thus it 

is extremely luclqr that what you are looking at is a pear and not a piece 

of wax, too lucky for your true belief that it is a pear — justified as it is 

merely by how the thing looks — to count as knowledge. (159-160) 

Ginet^s construction leads us down Gettier's garden path: we consider the Knowl

edge Case ('if this were a normal sort of fruit stand, you would know that what you 

are looking at is a pear'), the Justified False Belief Case (when we consider the pos

sibility that you look at a wax imitation), and the Merely Justified True Belief Case 

(Ginet's central case, in which your belief is 'too lucky ... to count as knowledge.") 

Goldman's [36] 'fake bam' case is similfir: you are looking at a real bam, but there 

are lots of fake bams in the vicinity — fake bams that would have fooled you into 

believing you were looking at a real bam. There are other sorts of Gettier-style 'near 

misses': Lehrer and Paxson [531 Harman [41I give examples of misleading evi

dence that a subject (luckily) did not have. In Lehrer and Paxson's case, someone 

supplies testimony that would undermine a subject's evidence for a perceptual belief, 

but the subject does not hear the testimony and, as it happens, the person suppljdng 

the testimony is a lunatic. In Harman's case, a subject reads an accxurate newspaper 

report, but luddly misses a widespread and effective ceimpaign to convince people 

that the newspaper report was false. 

Ginet claims that it is the ratio of fake pears to real pears at the steind that deter

mines whether the subject has knowledge, but the story must be more complicated 

than this. The necessary complications, I shall suggest, point to importemt similari

ties betweea Ginet's case and other Gettier cases. Here is the reason for complicating 

Ginet's story. It cannot be just the fact that the pseudo-pears are plentiful that 
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keeps Ginet's subject from having knowledge. It matters that they are plentiful at 

the particular stand in front of which the subject stands. Furthermorej it would not 

matter that they failed to be plentiful at that particular stand, if the subject was 

surrounded by stands fiill of pseudo-pears, and just happened to sight a pear at the 

one stand fiill of real ones. 

What matters is not just how many fake pears there are around the subject, but 

how they are distributed. In one sense, everyone is surrounded by the same number 

of fake pears, for there is some finite number of fake pears in the world, threatening to 

fool us all. What makes pseudo-pears pernicious is their proximity, not their plenty. 

Of course, for any particular measiure of closeness to a subject we have in mind — ten 

feet, say — the fewer the fake fruit, the better. This is just another way of saying that 

distributions of phom'es that put the phonies further away from the subject threaten 

the subject's knowledge less. Proximity is complicated, however. For one thing, we 

could ask how we ought to compare a small increase in the number of nearby fakes 

with a large increase in the number of somewhat more distant fakes. .Ajiother problem 

is that geographical proximity is not the only kind that matters. Fake pears under 

the counter matter less than fake pears on display, even if the ones under the counter 

are closer in distance to the real pear at which the subject is looking. 

The complicated ways in which fake pears influence whether Ginet's subject has 

knowledge are mirrored in the cases of misleading evidence. Harman's disinformation 

campaign is a greater threat to knowledge because it is widespread and effective. 

Being surrounded by sources of misleading testimony is like being surrounded by 

fake pears. On the other hand, if we make the sources of misleading testimony more 

distant in various ways — move them to the next county, or state, or country; put 

the undermining testimony in the mouth of a lunatic on another planet, or make the 

insane-asylum more secure — they ate not so threatening. 

These sorts of cases suggest that Gettier-style machinations could be lurking 

around every comer. Indeed, Gettier-style machinations are lurking around every 
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comer. Fake bams and fake pears that would fool me are defeaters for my beliefe. 

as are the misleading ravings of Imiatics, ravings that would keep me from believing 

various things were I so unlucky as to hear them. The fact that there are defeaters for 

every belief of mine does not keep me from having knowledge, however. Nor need we 

try to explain why some defeaters for my beliefe are themselves defeated and therefore 

do not keep me from having knowledge. AH that a belief needs to manage in order to 

qualify as knowledge is to be no more defeated than the next fellow, so to speak. We 

write off very distant defeaters because we think to ourselves, 'but pretty much every 

belief suffers from that sort of defect.' Every visual belief that there is a pear nearby 

suffers from the defect that there is a fake pear within 1,000 mil^ of the believing 

subject. .\Imost every belief could be undermined by exposure to the ravings of a 

lunatic. 

5.2 The Account of Knowledge 

My account of knowledge is designed to capture the intuitive sense in which defects 

of beliefe that are defects for pretty much all beliefe do not matter. Furthermore, it is 

constmcted in such a way that no precise characterization of the acceptable proximity 

of fake pears or other defeaters is necessary. We know how far is far enough because we 

have stored paradigm cases of knowledge, and it is in comparison with these paradigm 

cases that other beliefe come to count as knowledge. My account is (roughly): 

The Rough Account of Knowledge knowledge is belief that is at least as jtisti-

fied as a paradigm case of knowledge. 

This account of knowledge will look terribly implausible if we forget that I am 

assuming that some beliefe are incomparable with respect to epistemic justification. 

To see how silly it might seem without the possibility of incomparability, let us take 

a closer look at the recipe for constructmg Gettier cases. The reason that my rough 
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account might seem completely hopeless is that, if we forget about incomparability, we 

might think that we do not even need Gettier^s twist to construct a counterexample 

for the account. All we need to do is start the subject with a false belief, then make 

the belief better and better justified until its justifiedness surpasses that of some 

paradigm case of knowledge. We need not bother with making the belief true by 

some bit of luck: already the Justified False Belief Case would count as a case of 

knowledge, on my account, for my account says nothing about a belief's being true. 

Despite initial appearances, my account is not that siEy. There are two ingredients to 

the recipe for escaping thfe sort of coimterexample. One is incomparability, and the 

other is m account of comparative justification on which being at least as justified 

as a paradigm case of knowledge entails that the belief in question is true. 

The second ingredient fe not new. Zagzebski [82j argues that Gettier problems are 

'inescapable" unless one is willing to make to move to an account on which warrant 

entails truth: "It appears, then, that no account of knowledge as true belief plus 

something else c£m withstand Gettier objections as long as there is a small degree of 

independence between truth and the other conditions of knowledge'' (72). The basic 

idea is that whatever one's account of justification, or whatever else one substitutes 

for 'justification' in the analyst of knowledge Cwarrant', 'justification plus something 

else', or whatever), it will still be possible to carry out the maneuver [ outlined for 

constructing Gettier cas«. As long as the additional conditions do not entail truth, 

we can apparently take away the subject's knowledge by taking away the truth, but 

then return the truth without returning knowledge. One project, then, is to develop 

my account of warrant such that warrant entails truth, where to be warranted, on 

my account, a belief must be at least as justified as a paradigm case of knowledge. I 

specifically address this issue in section 5.2.3, after giving a more sophisticated version 

of the Rough Account. 

The other move, the appeal to incomparability, is easier. For the moment, let us 

suppose that we have an intuitively appealing account of comparative justifiedness. 
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Now let us suppose that some beliefe are incomparable with respect to epistemic 

justification. These suppositions put us in a position to see how my account expleiins 

away Gettier cases. Gettier cases tiun on two intuitions. First, we assimie that one 

can deprive a belief of truth but then augment its justifiedness as much as one likes. 

This is what allows us to construct the Justified False Belief Case — and Justified 

False Belief Cases seem dangerous enough to my account of knowledge on their own, 

at least at first blush. Second, we assmne that we can bestow truth upon a belief 

(a la Gettier) without making the belief knowledge, no matter how well justified the 

belief is. This is what allows us to go from the Justified False Belief Case to the 

Merely Justified True Belief Case. These assimiptions turn out to be problematic if 

some beliefs are incomparable with respect to epistemic justification, however. 

The first assumption is that one can deprive a befief of truth but then augment 

its justifiedness as much as one likes. This seems right; after all, we can do all sorts 

of things to boost the justifiedness of a belief, on any plausible account of epistemic 

justification, while holding the falsity of the belief fixed. If there is no single scale of 

justifiedness, however, our having the capacity to improve the justifiedness of a belief 

ad nauseam does not imply that we can make it as justified as we like. Indeed, cases 

in which augmentation ad nauseam of the justifiedness of one belief does not seem to 

change its justificatory status relative to another are arguments for incomparability. 

Consider lottery beliefe (beliefe that you have lost a lottery with n tickets, where your 

only evidence is that you have exactly one of the n tickets and the lottery is fair). 

You can improve a lottery belief (relative to other lottery befiefe) by increasing the 

number of tickets in the lottery, but that does not seem to help it in comparisons 

with, say, perceptual beliefe in excellent circumstances. Or consider cases in which 

the contributors to the justifiedness of a belief are different in kind. We both add 

a column of numbers on a page. My vision is better than yours, but you have an 

easier tune with the mental operations involved in doing sums. If we improve the 

justificatory status of my befief my making my vision even better, that does not seem 
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to change the Justification of my belief relative to yours. You have an advantage that 

augmentations to my vision cannot ofeet. 

If this claim is correct, then even if we can augment the justificatory status of a 

belief as much as we like while holding its falsity fixed, this is a far cry firom being 

able to give the belief any justificatory status we like. There is no single scale of 

justifiedness that our augmentations must span. If we hold the truth value of a belief 

fixed, then, our ability to change its justificatory status relative to some other beliefs 

may be hampered — despite the fact that we can improve it as much as we like. 

The second assumption that edlows us to construct Gettier cases is the assumption 

that we can bestow truth upon a belief (a la Gettier) without making the belief 

knowledge, no matter how well justified the belief is. There is a grain of truth in this 

assumption: it is possible to make a belief true without augmenting its justificatory 

status much. The difficulties I just discussed in connection with the first intuition 

ought to serve as a warning, however, that there may be some justificatory statuses 

that false beliefe just cannot enjoy. In particular, it may be impossible for false beliefe 

to be at least as justified as paradigm cases of knowledge. 

In the next three sections, I shaQ. develop the crucial elements of the account of 

knowledge: 

1. When we attribute knowledge, we make an implicit comparison with a paradigm 

case of knowledge (section 5.2.1). 

2. The comparison makes use of comparative justifiedness: our criterion of com-

peirative justifiedness makes use of a canonical ('optimal') reliability sequence 

for the paradigm piece of knowledge (section 5.2.2). 

3. The canonical reliability sequence converges to I for true beliefe but not for 

fjilse beliefe (section 5.2.3). 
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5.2.1 Paradigm Cases of Knowledge 

If pressed to say what we know, we can reel off typical, unproblematic examples of 

knowledge. I know that I am tjrping on my computer. I know that 1,037 is one-

third of 3,111. I know that Jimmy Carter was once elected president. We might 

hope that a theory of knowledge would explain what makes such cases unproblematic 

— why axe these cases, unlike Gettier cases, cases of knowledge? The hope for an 

analysis of knowledge that can explain why the paradigm cases are cases of knowledge 

is misguided. The paradigm cases themselves play a crucial role in the concept of 

knowledge. WTiat makes other cases cases of knowledge is their relationship to the 

paradigm cases. More precisely, instances of knowledge are beliefs that are at least 

as justified as a paradigm case of knowledge, where "at least as justified as" appeals 

to a very specific, and very strict, standard. 

There is an immediate problem for this description of paradigm cases given their 

role in my theory of knowledge: if knowledge is just belief that is at least as justified 

as one of the paradigm cases, and if the paradigm cases eire just particular actual 

beliefs, then my account seems to beg the question against skeptical views. We 

automatically have some knowledge on my account, no matter how dire our epfetemic 

circumstances, because any paradigm case is at least as justified as itself and thus 

qualifies as knowledge. To respond to this worry, we must refine the description of 

the paradigm cases, k paradigm case of knowledge is not an actual belief, held by 

a particular person at a particular time. A. paradigm case of knowledge is a possible 

belief. Of course, attributors suppose that some of their actual beliefe are peiradigm 

cases of knowledge, but they could be mistaken. My beliefe about past presidential 

elections, nearby phjrsical objects, and even arithmetic could be false — after gJl, I 

could be the victim of a demon. If my naive representations of my actual beliefe are 
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radically mistaken, then these actual beliefe may not be cases of knowledge.-

While an attributor's stored set of paradigm cases is not just a list of actual beliefe, 

nor is it an inflexible list of possible beliefe. I might modify my naive representations 

and so modify my concept of knowledge. Suppose, for example, that you give me a 

quick course in neurobiology. In h'ght of this new information, I refine my representa

tions of my actual perceptual beliefe — and in so doing I change my list of paradigm 

cases of knowledge. Suppose that before my short course, I thought of dnmkenness 

as making a subject's perceptual beliefe less likely to be true: for every type t with 

reliability rt to which a belief belongs, where the type t does not include any infor

mation about drunkenness, the more refined type which adds the information 

that the subject is drunk, has reliability = (.9 x rt). Now, after my short course, 

I have much better information about the effects of drunkenness on the reliability 

of a subject's perceptual faculties. Instead of imposing a crude 10% deduction on 

a subject's reliability 'across the board', I now think of dnmkenness as sometimes 

involving a smaller penalty, sometimes a larger penalty, and sometimes, perhaps, a 

boost to reliability. With thfe new information, I might weE shift some cases into 

(and some cases out of) my Ifet of paradigm cases of knowledge. Furthermore, this 

new information will affect my concept of knowledge by allowing me to make more 

refined comparisons of other beliefe to my paradigm cases of knowledge. How I make 

these comparfeons is the topic of the next section. 

-There is rooca for my naive representations to be somewiiat mistaken, for 1 could be a bit 
mistaken about my belief without preventing them &om  ̂being at least as justified as a paradigm 
case of knowledge. It would be more difficult for me to have knowledge if [ am radically mistaken 
about my own beliefe, for my being radically mistaken will itself be a defeater for my beliefe. (While 
my account of knowledge does not incorporate an explicit defeasibOity condition, it is still congenial 
to talk of defeateis. Alt we need to do is to make precise the locution 'no more defeated than 
a paradigm case of knowledge", for we could then, read "no more defeated than a paradigm case of 
knowledge' as ̂ timately undefeated', where being ultimately undefeated is taken to be the condition 
a belief must satisfy in order to qualify as knowledge. I discuss the way that one could read my 
account as incorporating an implicit defeasibilify condition in section 5.3.1). 
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5.2.2 The Criterion of Comparative Justifiedness for Knowledge and Re

lated Criteria 

My account of knowledge requires an account of comparative justifiedness, but not 

just any account of comparative justifiedness will do. We need an account on which 

warrant entails truth, but we also need an account that is intuitively plausible. On 

the former score, the account of comparative justifiedness to which the account of 

knowledge appeals is strict enough that being at least as justified as a paradigm case 

of knowledge (in the strict sense of 'at least as justified as') entails that a belief is 

true. This is the topic of section 5.2.3. On the latter, we can connect this strict 

account of compEurative justification to accounts that use less stringent criteria. This 

is the topic I address below. My view allows us to see in what way a less demanding 

form of justification is an ingredient of knowledge. To begin, I shall present the strict 

criterion that is to be used in the account of knowledge. I then discuss several related, 

less strict criteria of epistemic justification. 

The Strict Criterion In chapter 3 I developed the framework for an account of com

parative justifiedness that appeals to reliability sequences, where a reliability sequence 

for a belief is a sequence of reliabifity mmibers. The first number in a reliabiUty se

quence is the reliability associated with a very simple type: a type that Ls individuated 

with a single feature. The types Srisually formed' and 'not visually formed' are both 

individuated with the single feature 'visually formed'. The second number is the reli

ability number associated with a slightly more refined type. This type is individuated 

with two features, the feature from the first t3rpe and a new feature. For exEunpIe: 

'visually formed, in daylight'. The third type is individuated with three features, the 

two from the second type and a new feature. In general, the type is individuated 

with the (n — 1) features from the (n — type plus one more featiure. In this way, 

a sequence of features gives rise to a sequence of reliabifity numbers: the sequence of 

features ((/it/ar--)) gives us asequence of types (({1,^2?---)) for the target belief. 
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and the sequence of types gives us a sequence of reliability numbers ((ri, ro,. - -

While there is plenty of room to develop accounts of comparative justifiedness 

for pairs of beliefe that appeal to all such reliability sequences for the beliefs, the 

account of knowledge I am proposing appeals only to a particular reliability sequence. 

The canonical reliability sequence for a particular belief is constructed by giving an 

increasingly specific description of the belief, where one adds information in such 

a way as to put the belief in the most favorable possible light. When assessing a 

paradigm visual belief, for example, we should want to know first that it is a visual 

belief, held by a typical human, in good light. Thfe information puts the belief in 

a better light than the information that, say, the belief is being held by someone at 

low altitude. Once we have given this crude description, we would next like to add 

to the characterization information about the subject's background beliefe, for these 

'support' the subject's belief in the sense that, when the information about these 

beliefe is added to the the information we already have, the new description of the 

belief picks out a type whose reliability number is high. Proceeding in thfe way, we 

c£in supply a sequence of features as well as a corresponding sequence of types and 

their attendant reliability numbers. These are the canonical feature sequences, type 

sequences, and reliability sequences for the belief. 

To be a bit more precise about the canonical sequences, let us suppose that we 

pick the features to be used in describing the belief in the following way: the Erst 

feature fi in the sequence of features is chosen to be that feature that gives rise to 

the tjrpe with the highest reliability number of all the types that are generated with 

a single feature. For the moment, set aside the possibility of ties: we will assume 

that this constraint picks out a unique feature. To choose the second feature, find 

that feature that, in addition to /i, gives rise to the type with the highest reliability 

number of all the types that are generated with, two features, one of which is fu 

Again, assxmie that there are no ties. In general, choose the n'** feature to be that 

feature that, together with features gives rise to the tjrpe with the 
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highest reliability ntimber of all the types that are generated with n features, n — 1 

of which are -. - /(n-i). This mechanism for choosing the order of the features 

is intended to be a working hypothesis about the way that typical attributors model 

paradigm cases of knowledge: they first consider paradigm cases of knowledge with 

respect to those features that put the paradigm case in the best light. This is still a 

crude picture, and of course it might be improved in light of some empirical study, 

but it wiE do as a first approximation. 

A principle in the same general spirit can be used to break ties. When, for some 

n, there are several features that would, together with /i,/2,."/(n-i)! 

generate a type with maximal reliability, we should choose the feature that allows us 

to maximize reliability at the next stage of the construction.^ In other words, select 

as /„ that /j that, together with h, hi • • • hn-i) and an /(n+i) chosen to maximize 

reliability, maximizes reliability over types generated by n +1 features, a — 1 of which 

are /i, /o, -.. /(n-i). If this 'forward looking'" criterion leads to another tie, then extend 

it: look forward to maximizing reliability for types generated by n -i- 2 features, and 

so on."*'® 

am. assuming chat there u a maximum reliability for types generated with rt features, n — I 
of which are /i,/2,..-/(n-i)- This assumption could turn out to be false — maybe we can choose 
features that get us as close as we Uke to, say, .8, but there are no features that give us a type with 
reliabiKty .3. For this sort of case, we would need some sort of principle to determine how attributors 
choose how dose to .S they want the reliability for the type constructed out of n features to be. 
There is no room to explore such principles here. Furthermore, it would be wiser to construct such 
principles in light of careftii study of how actual attributors model paradigm cases of knowledge, [n 
any case, for my purposes here, [ shall assume that there is a maximum reliability for every type of 
n. features, n — I of which are given. 

••[f it is ties 'all the way down', then all the feature sequences that are tied generate the same 
sequence of rehability numbers, but the choice of the canonical sequence of features is not determined. 
For the sake of simplicity, we must set such possibilities aside for now. 

^This construction of the canom'cal feature sequence ha  ̂been oversimpIiSed in at least two ways. 
For one thing, when we try to describe belief in the most favorable hght, we supply features of the 
belief in. a way that is forward looking whether we are con&onted with a tie or not. We might, for 
example, reel off Sve features of the belief because the Sve together put the belief in a favorable 
light, without worrying whether the belief will be in a maximally favorable light after we have reeled 
off  ̂ three of the Sve features. Another problem is that this account of the canom'cal description 
of a belief might lead us to throw in lots of irrelevant features once we have obtained a favorable 
description. For example, once I know that a belief has been formed visually by a typical human in 
good light, the next salient features might have to do with the subject's background belief — but 
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Once we have the canonical reliability sequence for a paradigm case of knowledge, 

we can compare it to the corresponding reliability sequence for a putative case of 

knowledge. Now we should ask: what criterion of comparative Justifiedness ought we 

to use? Here is a very strict criterion: 

The Strict Criterion for Comparative Justifiedness (SCCJ) A belief A is at 

least as justified as a paradigm case of knowledge K just in case for every i, the 

i'** member of the reLability sequence for .4 that corresponds to the canonical 

reliability sequence for iiT is at least as large as the member of the canom'cal 

reliability sequence for K. 

There are at least two ways that we could make this criterion less strict. First, we 

could allow for a bit of leeway for each member of the reliability sequence for the 

putative case of knowledge. That is, we could allow the members of the reliability 

sequence for the putative case of knowledge to fall short sometimes, by some margin, 

perhaps when these deficiencies are ofeet elsewhere in the reliability sequence. Sec

ond, we could be a bit lax by requiring only that each member of some subsequence 

of the reliability sequence for the putative case of knowledge be at least as large as 

•the corresponding member of the canonical reliability sequence for the paradigm case 

of knowledge.® We could also construct a mixed, account, in which some attributors 

the reliability of the belief qua member of types refined by adding this sort of information rm'ght 
suffer a bit. On the other hand, if most beliefs sufier a lot at this stage in our description of them, 
this information might still be most pertinent, placing the target belief in the most favorable h'ght 
given what we know about similar beliefs. This is exactly what makes the information about the 
background beliefs salient. If we follow the construction above to the letter, however, we rm'ght 
end up throwing in all sorts of tiivfa about the belief because the addition of this information does 
not thfluence the reliability numbers associated with the belief at alL While a more sophisticated 
account of the canonical description of a. belief would be desirable, I shall set these issues aside in 
the interest of simplicity. 

^Some modification of this sort would be quite congenial to a more sophisticated account of the 
canonical sequences for a given belief. Suppose, for example, that we canonlcally describe bellefe with 
collections of feature that put them in a favorable light. We would then, when making comparisons, 
exclude fixim consideratinn those members of the reliability sequence for a belief that do not 'carve 
the belief at the joints' — those reliability numbers that do not reflect reliability after a complete 
collection of features has been added to the description of the bellefl 
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use a very strict criterioa for comparative justifiedness because they have a very large 

stock of paradigm cases of knowledge, while other attributors have a relatively smaE 

stock of paradigm cases and use a more lax criterioa of comparative justifiedness^ 

To see how the story would go, let us first consider Ginet's pear case then generic 

Gettier cases. We begin by choosing a paradigm case of knowledge — in this case, 

an idealized case of perception. I take the belief I formed last week that there were 

apples for sale at the local grocery to be a paradigm case of knowledge. I could be 

wroag, of course, but that does aot matter: it is the possible belief that I have in 

mind that is the paradigm case of knowledge. Not only do I have this belief in mind: 

I also have in mind a canonical description of this belief, where features of the belief 

are listed so as to put it in a favorable light. It was a belief held by a normal adult 

with normal vision, formed in good light. My background beliefe were favorable to 

the belief's truth, as well: I harbored no serious doubts about my visual faculties, 

and none of my beliefe suggested that I was likely to be the victim of a practical joke 

or similar mischief. Nor did any of the other cognizers in my local commimity harbor 

any beliefe that would have suggested I was the butt of an epfetemological Joke, or 

that I had missed out on a disinformation campaign. The local environment was clear 

of any pseudo apples. (There may have been some plastic apples, but none that would 

have fooled me.) These features generate a sequence of increasingly narrow types, 

and each type has a reliability number. The reUability sequence for the paradigm 
k fs 

case of knowledge kp, is the benchmark against which the putative case 

of knowledge is measured. 

For the pear belief to count as knowledge, it must compare favorably with some 

paradigm case of knowledge. In order to decide whether the pear belief counts as 

knowledge, we need to answer two questions. First, is the pear belief put ia a favorable 

light when we begin to describe it using the canonical sequence of features for our 

paradi^ case of knowledge? That is to say: Are the reliability numbers for the 

pear belief high, considered as a token of the first few types that correspond to the 
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canonical description of the paradigm case? We can answer this question in the 

aiBrmative for the pear belief, for we have picked, an appropriate paradigm case of 

knowledge. We would be forced to answer in the negative were we to compare the 

pear belief to a paradigm case of an a priori belief, for example — the reliability 

numbers for the pear belief qua output of the subject's faculty of reason would be 

middling, at best. But so far, so good: the pear belief, at least at the outset, it at 

least as Justified as the paradigm case of knowledge. 

The next question we must ask is: at what point in the canonical description of 

the paradigm case of knowledge do we get information about the belief that would 

correspond to damning information about the pear belief? The pear belief suffers 

from the defect that there sure fake pears in the local environment. The question is 

whether this defect would be revealed at a point in the reliability sequence for the 

pear belief such that it fails, according to the Strict Criterion, to measure up to the 

paradigm case of knowledge. The answer, unfortunately for the pear belief, is that 

it would. When we canonically describe paradigm cases of perceptual knowledge, we 

get information about the local environment early, and paradigm cases of perceptual 

knowledge do not take place with fakes mingled in the nearby environment. Where 

the canonical description of the paradigm case excludes fakes, the reliability numbers 

for the paradigm case will be higher than those for the pear belief. This is why the 

pear belief fails to count as at least as Justified as the paradigm case according to the 

strict criterion. 

Gettier cases in general would be handled in this way. In fact, if they are con

structed according to the recipe that I outlined — start with a ECnowledge Case, 

move to a Justified False Belief Case, then move to a Merely Justified True Belief 

Case, they are particularly easy to handle. Gettier cases that are generated according 

to the simple recipe I described are so easy to categorize as non-knowledge because 

th^ wear their defectiveness relative to paradigm cases on their sleeves. They are 

presented, implicitly or explicitly, in tandem with the Knowledge Cases and Merely 
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Justified False Belief Cases that show exactly how they do aot measure up. 

We might as well suppose that the Knowledge Case is a paradigm case of knowl

edge — if it is not, its reliability sequence must be such that according to the Strict 

Criterion it is at least as justified as a paradigm case, and it is the reliability sequence 

that matters. The crucial observation is that the move to the Justified False Belief 

Case will damage the reliability sequence of the belief. The reliability numbers after 

some point in the sequence for the Justified False Belief Case will be substantially 

lower than they would have to be for the belief to count as knowledge. Let us suppose 

that these reliability numbers correspond to types that take into account information 

that does not impinge on the subject's experiential states — this is why we think 

that the move does not change the justificatory status of the belief. In any case, the 

Justified False Belief Case has a reliability sequence that fails to make it a case of 

knowledge. The initial segment of the reliability sequence is acceptable, but then it 

drops off. 

The move to the Merely Justified Itue Belief Case rectifies some of the damage, 

but not all of it. We are left with a reliability sequence whose initial segment is 

acceptable, but that still contains reliability numbers that are unacceptably low. 

Those features of the belief that describe the way that the subject has been Gettiered 

are exactly the ones that lead to these low reliability numbers. iVt the point in the 

canonical description for the paradigm case of knowledge where we incorporate these 

features, we produce types for the paradigm case that have high reliability numbers. 

At this point in the reliability sequence for the Merely Justified False Belief Case, 

however, we have low reliability numbers. This is why the Merely Justified False 

Belief fails to qualify as knowledge. 

Other Criteria: Benign Concept Mtdtiplication The Strict Criterion is closely related 

to other criteria of comparative justifiedness. Starting with a view of the sort de

scribed in chapter 3, it fe possible to multiply concepts m a productive way. I did 
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suggest that coucept multiplicatiou is bad thing in chapter 2, but the point there was 

that concept multiplication is a response to difficulties in theory construction that we 

ought to avoid if we can. In particular, we need not multiply concepts of epistemic 

justification so qm'ckly if we reject the assumption of full comparability for beliefe. 

If we can identify the overall pattern of our assessments of epistemic justification 

in a satisfactory way, we can then proceed to multiply concepts as much as we like 

without threatening the project of coming up with a unified theory of epistemic justi

fication. In this instance concept multiplication is productive because it shows us the 

relationship between the strict criterion and other criteria of comparative epistemic 

justification. 

While it is no doubt possible to carve out many different senses of epistemic 

justification, there is one particularly important dimension along which we can find 

different, though closely related, concepts. Depending on how stringent a restriction 

one places on the access a subject has to the features of a belief that determine its 

justificatory status, one will come up with a different sense of 'epistemic justification'. 

For example, we could start with a concept of epistemic justification corresponding to 

one of the theories that falls under the Three Dimensional Schema' from section 3.2.5 

of chapter 3. For the sake of simplicity, let us ignore the details of the criterion of 

comparative justifiedness and instead focus on a loose characterfeation of a criterion 

of comparative justifiedness. The comparative justifiedness of a pair of beliefe is given 

by a fimction from two collections of reliability numbers (on for each of the beliefe 

being compared) to some sort of comparative status — or to no comparison, if the 

beliefe are incomparable. 

Given this characterization, we can multiply concepts by imposing various restric

tions on the pool of reliability numbers that determine the comparative status of any 

two beliefe. Here is an example of a restriction: limit the pool to reliability nxmibers 

that arise from facts of which the subject is directly aware. Here is another restric

tion: lunit the pool to reliability numbers that arise from facts about the subject's 
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beliefs. In short, for any such restriction, we discard from that pool any reliability 

numbers that reflect information to which, the believing subject does not have access. 

We have access of one sort to our own beliefe^ access of another sort to our expe

riential states, and access of another sort to facts about the mechanisms by which 

we form beliefe. With different understandings of what "access" meems — and there

fore different restrictions on how 'close' a fact has to be to the believing subject in 

order to influence the justificatory status of a belief — we get different concepts of 

comparative justifiedness. 

Different epistemologists favor more or less stringent access requirements. What 

I intend to show now is that my Strict Criterion has a variety of close relatives. For 

various purposes, we could talk about a beliefs justifiedness in terms of these relatives, 

reserving the term 'knowledge' for those beliefs that meet the Strict Criterion of 

comparative justifiedness when compared to a paradigm case of knowledge. I shall 

begin with a discussion of process reliabilism, for forms of process reliabilism pick out 

species in the genus of concepts of justifiedness I have in mind. As we shall see, my 

accoxmt of justifiedness is really a reliable indicator theory. It is therefore useful to 

begin with an attack on reliable indicator theories from a process reliabilist — and 

an examination of how such an attack would fail against my theory — to see the 

difference between my brand of the refiable indicator theory and process refiabilism. 

Reliable Processes and Reliable Indicators Goldman [37) charges reliable indicator 

theories with, yielding implausible results: 

Let B stand for a particular brain state, and suppose that whenever 

a human being believes he is in brain state B, this nomologically implies 

that he is in brain state B. It follows from the reliable-indicator account 

that whenever any person believes he is in brain state B, and hence the 

content of that belief is true, this true belief qualifies as knowledge. But 

this result is readily susceptible to counterexample. Suppose that what 
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causes a givea person to believe he is IQ brain, state B is not any genuine 

understanding or information concerning brain states, in particular, no 

knowledge of the cited nomological fact. Further, suppose that he has 

no autocerebroscope to monitor his brain states and give readouts about 

them. He just has a firm hunch, that he is in brain state B (it is a state 

he heard described in a receat lecture, but he dozed through most of that 

lecture and knows nothing of what was said about the state.) Surely, he 

does not know he is in brain state B, although his belief to this effect is a 

reliable indicator of the truth. (43-44) 

This attack on the reliable indicator theory is remarkably similar to BonJours [ll] 

attack on reliability theories." Goldman points out that a belief could Just happen 

to be a reliable indicator of the truth, despite the fact that it was formed by an 

unreliable process, and BonJoor, with his 'Norman' case and related cases, claims 

that a belief could just happen to be the output of a reliable process, despite the 

fact that the subject has no evidence for its being true. Indeed, Goldman's claim 

that a subject whose belief is a reliable indicator may nonetheless lack information' 

or 'understanding' strongly suggests an intemalistic ingredient in his account. This 

ought not to be surprising, however, since Goldman's 'no underminers' proviso is 

exactly this intemalistic ingredient.® 

We nught think that, given the similarity of the charges, something like Goldman's 

response to BonJour would serve to respond to Goldman's charge ageunst reliable 

indicatory theories. We can set this question aside, however, for the proponent of 

the reliable indicator theory can take advantage of the same response to this sort of 

attack that I set out in chapter 3. A. reliable indicator theory that takes reliability 

"I discuss BonJour's attack on reliability theories ia sectioa 2.2.2 of chapter 2, page 70. 
®Cf. Gotdmaa [37J pp. 62-63 and 112-114. Goldman may not be referring to his iio underminers' 

res-ponse to BonJour, however — 'genuine information' may refer to information that is the product 
of a reliable process. In any case, Goldman's attack on the reliable indicator theory is still analogous 
to BonJours attack on relTabilism. 
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to be a matter of vectors rather than single numbers can respond that reliability qua 

output of an unreliable process is preserved, ia the reliability vector for a given, belief. A 

process reliabilist who thinks it is possible to hold the 'reliable indicatorship' reliability 

number fixed, and muck about with the process by which the belief was formed to 

make that process unreliable, simply cannot mount this attack on a vector theory. On 

a vector version of the reliable indicator theory, there is no single number to hold, fixed, 

and many of the munbers in the reliability vector reflect how reliable an indicator the 

belief is, qua output of such-and-such, a process (variously described, of course, with 

differently specific descriptions leading to different reh'ability numbers). This is just 

the same argument I used in section 2.2.2 of chapter 2. But if a vector reh'ability 

indicator theory can be sensitive to differences in the reliability of the belief-forming 

process, what is the difference, on the vector view, between the indicator version and 

the process version? 

The simple answer to this question is that in one sense, there is no difference. If 

we are broad-minded about what sorts of properties we are willing to countenance, 

we will find that every property of a belief-forming process token corresponds to a 

properly of the belief token, and vice versa: property P of the belief corresponds to 

property P' of the process, where P' is just the property of producing a belief with, 

properly P. Property Q of the process corresponds to property Q' of the belief, where 

Q' is the properly of being produced by a process with propertj' Q. If there is a real 

difference between the process version and the indicator version of reliabilism, then, 

the difference must be that process reliabilists are not broad-minded about what sorts 

of properties to countenance. Before assigning a justificatory status to a belief, the 

process account rules out as irrelevant those properties that are not intrinsic to the 

process by which, the belief was formed. 

On the vector view, the distinction between the process version of reliabilism and 

the indicator version is obscured because there is plenty of room in the reliability vec

tor for the indicator theorist to preserve informatfoa about the belief-forming process. 
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Furthennore, we caa make a distinctioa between substantive and incidental process 

reliabilism. Substantive process reliabilism throws out as irrelevant any facts that 

are not intrinsic to the belief-forming process. Incidental process reliabilism, in con

trast, is the unadorned (vector) reliable indicator theory, together with, a claim about 

which reliability information happens to make the most significant contributions to 

the justificatory status of the target belief. For example, we might think that the 

reliability number associated with, the description 'belief held by someone standing 

at the equator, formed using both visual and auditory sjrstems, both of which are 

fimctioning normally^ is a perfectly legitimate member of the reUability vector for the 

belief, but that it just will not be terribly influential ia comparisons with other beliefe. 

In contrast, the reliability number associated with 'belief formed using both visual 

and auditory systems, both of which are fimctioning normally', one might think, will 

turn out to have em influential voice, so to speak. If we think of 'reliability' as a 

matter of multiple reliability mmibers rather than a single reliability number, both 

the 'substantive' and the 'incidental' versions of process reliabilism are variations on 

the reliable indicator theme: 

Substantive Process Reliabilism (SPR) It is only reliability numbers that arise 

from intrinsic features of the belief-forming process that contribute to the jus

tificatory status of a belief. 

Incidental Process Reliabilism. (IPR) It is reliability numbers that arise from 

intrinsic features of the belief-forming process that make the most interesting 

coQtriburion to the justificatory status of a belief in the general run. of cases. 

There is another possibility, however. We might lean, heavily toward an indicator 

theory, eschewing both substantive and incidental versions of 'process restrictions', 

but at the same time claim that attrUmtors pay more attention to those refiability 
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aumbers that arise from, intrinsic features of the belief-forming process. Attributors 

may exhibit this bias for a variety of reasons. They might find information about the 

belief-forming process particularly easy to come by, or such information may seem 

to make the most important contributions to the justificatory statuses of beliefs in 

general. In either case, attributors could be taking a shortcut when assessing beliefe 

by attending to information about the processes by which the beliefs are formed. Let 

us call this sort of view 'practical' process reliabilism: 

Practical Process Reliabilisin (PPR) It is reliability numbers that arise from 

intrinsic features of the belief-forming process to which attributors generally at

tend when assessing the justificatory status of a belief. 

The incidental and practicjil versions of the constraint are (as their names indicate) 

not part of the substantive theory. Rather, these variants illustrate how one can 

generate views of various sorts that capture in various ways the process reliabilist's 

inclination toward an emphasis on the processes of belief formation. Furthermore, one 

might generate intermediate views of various sorts by placing emphasfe on other kinds 

of features. The process reliabilist's focus on feature having to do with the subject's 

belief-forming apparatus fe only one 'filter' for the reliability information associated 

with a belief. More generally, we might focus on those features to which, the subject 

has 'access'. If we treat features of the belief-forming apparatus as features of the 

world to which the subject has access, then, the various forms of process reliabilism 

are straightforward specifications of more generic access requirements: 

Substantive Access Requirement (SAR) It us only reliability numbers that arise 

from features to which the subject has access that contribute to the justificatory 

status of a belief. 
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Incidental Access Requirement (lAR) It reliability numbers that arise from 

features to which the subject has access that make the most interesting contri

bution to the justificatory status of a belief in the general run of cases. 

Practical Access Requirement (PAR) It is reliability numbers that arise from 

features to which the subject has access to which attributors generally attend 

when assessing the justificatory status of a belief. 

Here are some classes of features to which access restrictions might appeal. There 

are others, of course, but these are particularly important, for they carve out parts 

of the world to which we think of subjects as having more or less direct accras, for 

which they are more or less responsible. 

1. Features that are intrinsic to the subject's socid group; 

2. Features that are intrinsic to the subject's belief-forming apparatus; 

3. Features that are intrinsic to the subject's experiential life; 

4. Features that are intrinsic to the subject's beliefe. 

Concepts of comparative epistemic justification constructed using access require

ments appealing to any of these sorts of features are straightforwardly connected to 

the Strict Criterion. The Strict Criterion is just a limiting case o£ the sorts of criteria 

we might use to assess beliefe^ smce the Strict Criterion drops ail access requirements. 

We can. see that the other concepts using other criteria are ingredients of knowledge. 
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however. The failxire of a belief to cohere with one's background system^ for example, 

would be reflected in the unreliability of the belief qua member of that backgroimd 

system. Because our paradigm cases of knowledge are cases in which the given belief 

is very likely qua member of the subject's background system, a failure of this sort 

would prevent a belief from coimting as at least as justified as a paradigm case of 

knowledge.® 

5.2.3 Sequence Convergence amd Warrant's Entailing Truth 

When a belief is at least as justified as a paradigm case of knowledge, let us call it 

warranted On my account, then, knowledge is j'ust warranted belief. For this account 

to work, warrant must entail truth. To get this result, I shall suppose that canonical 

reliability sequences for true beliefs, but not for false beliefs, converge to 1. VVhy 

might we think this? Well, we know that the single-token type for any true belief has 

reliability 1. We know that telling someone everything about a belief, so to speak, 

will involve disclosing the truth value of the belief. The claim that the reliability 

sequence for a true belief converges to 1 is Just the claim that the more you tell about 

a true belief, as long as you are giving me the information in the same order in which 

you would canonically describe a paradigm case of knowledge^ the closer the reliability 

number gets to L As long as the canonical reliability sequence was constructed in the 

right way, this claim shoxild not be difficult to satisfy.'® 

If the reliability sequence for a true belief (that is, one that corresponds to the 

canonical sequence for a paradigm case of knowledge) does converge to 1, and if the 

reliability sequence for einy false belief does not converge to I, then it is easy to see 

why it is impossible for a fjilse belief to be warranted. A. sequence that converges to 

°Moce prec^y, if the argmnents set out ia chapter 4 are largely correct, the failure of coherence 
would be reflected ia the unreliability of the belief qua member of various subsystems of the subject's 
background system. 

'"I find the supposition plausible, but if it turns out to be false, [ would revisit the construction 
of the canonical reliability sequence. 
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I is just a sequence such that, for every e, there is a point after which all members of 

the sequence are within e of I. Given a false belief, which in virtue of being false has a 

canonical reliability sequence that does not converge to 1, there must be some CQ such 

that there is no point in the reliability sequence after which all members are within EQ 

of 1. On the other hand, in the canonical reliability sequence for every paradigm case 

of knowledge, there must be a member r„ beyond which every member is within cq of 

1. To show that the false belief Is not as warranted as a paradigm case of knowledge, 

we need only attend to those members of the reliability sequences after r„. For the 

psiradigm case of knowledge, but not for the false belief, members of the reliability 

sequence after the will be within eo of 1." 

5.3 Comparisons witli Other Approaches 

In this final section I shall discuss several familiar approaches to knowledge against 

the backdrop of my proposal. I begin with Gettier cases in the context of approaches 

appealing to defeaters (section 5.3.1). The other approaches on the agenda are con-

textualist approaches (section 5.3.2) and 'tracking' theories (section 5.3.3). Especially 

in the first and last sections, it it my intention to show that my approach to knowl

edge, while unique in some ways, captures many of the intuitions that motivate other 

approaches. With respect to contextualism, my approach represents an alternative. 

On my approach, however, we can see why the strongest versions of contextualism 

might have some appeal. 

is a necesiiary coaditioa for warrant, but it is not a sufficient condition. Just because 
the reliability sequence for a belief converges to L does not guarantee that it will satisfy the Strict 
Criterion for Comparative Justifiedness. A reliability sequence that converges to 1 may not converge 
quickly enough for its members to be at least as large as the corresponding members of the canonical 
reliability sequence for some paradigm case of knowledge. 
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5.3.1 Approaches Appealing to Defeaters 

Let us begin with Ginet's pear case. If I am looking at an ordinary pear on display at 

an ordinary &uit stand, my belief that there is a pear in front of me has a reliability 

sequence ...) that, on my theory, determines whether it is as warranted as a 

particular paradigm case of knowledge. This reliability sequence reflects the likeli

hoods that the belief is true, given more and more information about the belief. Tha 

information is presented in the canonical way for the paradigm case of knowledge, 

and could be depicted in. a schema like the one in figure 5.1. In order to check whether 

my belief about the pear constitutes knowledge, we ask, as we gather more and more 

information about the belief, whether it is at least as likely to be true as the paradigm 

case. 

A sample sequence of features that gives rise to the canonical reliability sequence for 
a paradigm case of knowledge: 

The problem with the pear belief is not that it is so unlikely to be true. After 

aJI, lots of cases of bona 5de knowledge could be described in such a way that they 

are very unlikely to be true. The problem with the pear belief is that given the way 

that we canonically describe perceptual beliefe when we are trying to decide whether 

they constitute knowledge, the improbability of the beliefs being true shows up much 

too early, and we compare this improbability to the probability that paradigm cases 

of perceptual knowledge are true, given similar information about these paradigm 

cases. This is what makes the nearby fake pears defeaters for the subject's justified, 

true belief. The problem B that, itt the reliability sequence for the pear belief, we 

general information about 

S's visual faculty S's background beliefs S's environment 

/fe> /(ife+l)» '"T f{k+l) rf{k+l+l),  " - r  f{k+l+m)r •••) 

FIGURE 5.1. A sample canonical feature sequence 
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run into reliability numbers hovering around .01 at that point in the sequence when 

we are considering types that include information about the immediate environment, 

including all the fake pears. So when we compare Ginet's pear belief to the most 

similar paradigm case of knowledge, it does not fare well (see figure 5.2). 

The reliability sequence for Ginet's pear belief: 

reliability numbers in the neighborhood of .01 

(ri,r2, '  "  -  r  r f e r  - " - T  > 

The reliability sequence for a paradigm case of perceptual knowledge: 

reliability numbers in the neighborhood of .999 

- • - »  ' ' f c ,  ' ' ( f c + O t  )  

FIGURE 5.2. The pear belief and a paradigm case of perceptual knowledge compared 

Several accounts of knowledge make use of defeatersP- For example, we might 

think that what goes wrong in the case in which [ truly believe that Smith owns a 

Ford or Brown is in Barcelona is that the justification for my belief is defeated by 

evidence I might acquire suggesting that Smith does not own a Ford, or by the fact 

that Smith, does not own a Ford. If our justification for a belief is 'defeated', then we 

do not know. Pollock [661 claims that a sufficiently sophisticated account of defeaters 

(and defeater defeaters) can handle the Gettier problem (180-190). Lehrers [50, 52] 

theory of knowledge also makes use of defeaters, where an ultimately undefeated 

acceptance is just one for which there is no unbeaten, unneutralized competitor. 

Any defeasibility analysis of knowledge faces a class of potential cotmterexamples, 

counterexamples ia which there is a defeater for a given belief (according to the 

proffered definition of 'defeater'), but the belief is intuitively a case of knowledge. 

In short, the worry is that on any defeasibility analysis, there will turn out to be 

defeaters for every befief. Because I am sympathetic to this worry, nqr account does 

'̂ See Shope [74[, pp. 45-74. 
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not build in explicit conditions having to do with defeaters. If every belief is defeated 

somehow or other, then the most we could say in favor of a belief is that it is no more 

defeated than the next fellow. If the next fellow is a paradigm case of knowledge, and 

a given belief is no more defeated, than the next fellow, then the given belief qualifies 

as knowledge. This description of what it is for a belief to qualify as knowledge just 

redescribes the account already given. Here is how: for every belief that does not 

qualify as knowledge on my account, we can find a 'defeater' that prevents it from 

being knowledge; fiuthermore, for every belief that suffers from a genuine defeater 

(that is, a defeater that, roughly, does not afflict paradigm cases of knowledge), the 

belief will not qualify as knowledge. 

Suppose we have a case of genuine knowledge fro, the paradigm case of knowl

edge kj, in comparison with which ka satisfies the Strict Criterion, and some belief 

6. Suppose that the belief is afflicted with a genuine defeater, where the defeater is 

a collection of features of the belief {/f,..., /„}• These features might describe the 

belief as a visual belief about the presence of pears where the ratio of nearby pears 

to nearby wax imitations fe small, or it might describe the belief as a visual belief 

about someone stealing a book from a library where the identical twin of the apparent 

thief was in the library at the tune. Types for 6 that are partially individuated with 

these features will have low re^ability numbers, whereas the corresponding types for 

the paradigm case of knowledge will not have such low reliability numbers since, by 

hypothesis, the paradigm case of knowledge fe undefeated, and therefore lacks the fea

tures that describe the defeater (as depicted in figure 5.3). The coimection between 

defeaters and reliability sequences in the other direction is also very simple: any belief 

that fails to count as knowledge on my account will have a reliability sequence that is 

inferior to that of the most similar paradigm case of knowledge. WTiere it is inferior, 

we have reached types that are partially individuated by features that characterize 

the 'defeat"^ of the given belief. 

This description of defeaters is a little crude, for what is really going on is that 
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The reliability sequence for a defeated belief: 

reliability numbers that are low 

{n,r2. '' - 7 ...t ^(fc+a) T . - > 

The reliability sequence for a paradigm case of knowledge'. 

reliability nimibers that are not so low 
(n.ro, —, rfe. '*(fe+n) t — > 

Where fk = fi,f{M) = /o. andf^k+n) = fir so the reliability numbers 
Tfc,... r(jt+„) are the reliabilities for types that are partially individuated by the fea
tures 

FiGUtlE 5.3. A defeated belief compared with, a paradigm case of knowledge 

for every defeater, there is a sufficiently generic description of the defeater such that, 

at some point in the canonical description of the defeated belief, we get information 

about the defeater such that the defeated belief fares poorly In comparison with the 

peiradigm case of knowledge. It does not matter particularly that it is fake pears that 

are nearby, for ecample, nor that they happen to be made of wa.x. What matters is 

that there are facsimiles that are nearby. Fiurthermore, it is crucial that they are too 

close to the believing subject. That there are fake pears in fruit stands somewhere 

in the world undermines every subject's visual belief that there is a pear nearby, but 

only a little. It fe the proxim£il fake pears that are pernicious, because our paradigm 

cases of knowledge are not afflicted by proximal fakes. 

This description of defeaters has the advantage that it can explain the difficulties 

that arise when we confront some of the standard cases of defeat, and indeed when 

we confront Gettier cases. If we start with a naive conception of knowledge — if our 

paradigm cases of knowledge are cases that are so thoroughly pristine that there are 

no fake pears or bams, no mfeleading retractions of news reports, no dogs dressed as 

sheep anywhere in the world — coming face to face with some of the cases that are 

common currency in the epistemological literature can give one the strong impression 
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that no one really knows anything. If our paradigm cases of knowledge brook nothing 

funny going on anywhere, then no actual belief will ever measure up. 

The proper response to this sort of reaction, once one recognizes that one's 

paradigm cases of knowledge were uneicceptably naive, is to revisit one's actual be-

liefe. I know that I am typing on my computer, that 1,037 is one-third of 3,111, and 

that Jimmy Carter was once elected president even if epistemological shenanigans 

sometimes run rampant. As long as they nm rampant far away from my beliefe, my 

beliefe constitute knowledge. How far away do the shenanigans have to be? How-

far away do the fake pears, bams, dogs dressed, as sheep, and other devices from the 

post-Gettier literature have to be? I do not have an answer to this question. Any 

specific answer will be difficult to defend, for our standards for knowledge are vague 

in this respect. Ginet suggests that a measxire of vagueness appears in the border 

between knowledge and non-knowledge in his pears example: 

But now suppose that the circumstances had been somewhat different. 

Suppose that only 1 percent of the pear-looking things surrounding the 

one that has caught your eye were wax imitations and that 99 percent 

were retd pears. In that case, surely, it would not be too fortimate that 

you happen to be looking at one of the real peeus in the display for it to 

be said that you know that what you see is a pear. 

Where, between 1 and 99 percent, does one draw the line, on one side 

of which you know and on the other you do not? No doubt everyone will 

want to draw it vaguely. There £ire likely to be differences of opinion about 

where even a vague boundary should be put. (I am inclined to say that the 

boundary has been crossed when as many as half of the simrounding pear-

looking things are imitations.) The important point, however, B that the 

only relevant properly separating the clear cases on one side from those 

on the other is the size of the ratio of imitation to genuine pears. (160) 
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My account is aot ia complete agreemeat with, this way o£ introducing vaguene^, 

however. On my account, it would not just be the size of the ratio of imitation to 

genuine pears that matters. Fake pears undermine knowledge cleiims to the extent 

that you are likely to see them (and therefore be fooled by them), but this likelihood 

is a multidimensional creature, not a single ratio. That is why I prefer to talk about 

the proximity of fake pears instead of the ratio of fake pears to real pears." Indeed, 

consulting my own intuitions suggests to me that the ratio of fake peeirs to real pears 

matters much, less than the proximity of the nearest fake pear. One fake pear in 

the stand, even in a very large fruit stand, is a bigger problem than ten fake pears 

down the block, or a million fake pears in another country. This is true because our 

paradigm cases of knowledge are not afflicted with nearby defeaters, and because in 

our canonical descriptions of the paradigm cases, we get information about the nearby 

environment first. This is obviously not a complete answer, for it leaves plenty of room 

for vagueness — and we need not try to keep all vagueness out of our standards for 

knowledge. Perhaps oiur standards are vague out of necessity: the contours of our set 

of paradigm cases of knowledge are vague, since careful consideration of a hard case 

will likely upset any equilibrium we reach in fixing our paradigm cases. Anjrway, cases 

like these show that we need vagueness along many dimensions rather than dong a 

single dimension. 

5.3.2 Contextualism and Different Kinds of ECnowledge 

The difficulties that arise in formulating criteria for knowledge have induced some 

epistemologKts to turn to contextualism. Cohen [23} gives an example to motivate 

such a move: 

Mary and John are at the LA. airport contemplating tsiking a certain 

flight to New York. Thqr want to know whether the flight has a layover 

^^The locutioa 'remote possibility" is also suggestive, since it encourages us to think of possibilities 
as 'differently located' rather thaa snnply higher or lower oa a single scale of likelihood. 
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in Chicago- They overhear someone ask a passenger Smith if he knows 

whether the flight stops in Chicago. Smith looks at the flight itinerary 

he got from the travel agent and responds, "Yes I know — it does stop 

m Chicago." It turns out that Mary and John have a very important 

business contact they have to make at the Chicago airport. Mary sa3rs, 

"How reliable that itinerary? It could contain a misprint. They could 

have changed the schedule at the last minute." Mary and John agree 

that Smith doesn't reafly know that the plane will stop in Chicago. They 

decide to check with the airline agent. (58) 

Cohen claims that Mary and John are using a stricter standard for knowledge than 

Smith, and that it is possible to find even stricter standards for knowledge, requiring, 

for example, that one check with the pilot to find out whether the plane stops in 

Chicago (58-59). Cohen wonders which standard is correct, but concludes that none 

are correct full stop: 

[W|e have examined three different answers to the question of whose 

standard is correct: (1) Smith's is correct and so John and Meiry's stan

dard is too strong. (2) John and Mary's standard is correct and so Smith's 

standard is too weak. (3) Neither Smith's nor John and Marys standard 

is correct — both, ate too weak. None of these answers seems satisfac

tory. So let me say what I take to be the best answer: Neither standard 

is simply correct or simply incorrect. Rather, contest determines which 

standard is correct. Since the standards for knowledge ascriptions can 

vary across contexts, each, claim. Smith's as well as Mary and John's, 

can be correct in the context in which it was meuie ... [ajnd there is no 

context inde:pendent correct standards (59) 

Without some sort of escape, perhaps aided by contextualism, these sorts of cases 

could give rise to a particularly virulent argument for skepticism. Because this argu
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ment turns on the apparently universal deficiency of pieces of knowledge, let us call 

it the Deficiency Argument for Skepticism (figure 5.4). 

Pi It is always possible to demand that a subject have better 
evidence. 

P2 When it is possible to demand that a subject have better 
evidence, the subject does not know. 

C No subject knows. 

FIGURE 5.4. The Deficiency Argument for Skepticism 

The contextualist offers to change the above argument, agreeing with the first premise 

but refining the second with the claim that knowledge is indexed to the context of 

attribution. If contextualism is correct, we are left with a sound argmnent whose 

conclusion is less threatening, the Imiocuous Semantic Contextualist Argument (fig

ure 0.5). 

Pi It is always possible to shift contexts of attribution by 
demanding that a subject have better evidence. 

P2 When it is possible to shift contexts of attribution by de
manding that a subject have better evidence, the subject 
does not know in the new context. 

C No subject knows in everj' context. 

FIGURE 5.5. The Innocuous Semeintic Contextualist .Argument 

There are several other possible responses to this sort of case. This fe a case in 

which a claim to knowledge is undercut by a request for more evidence — why would 

John and Maty want mote evidence unless they, and therefore Smith, fail to know? 

One response is Cohen's: contextualism. John and Mary want more evidence because 

in their context of attribution, neither they nor Smith know. With more evidence, 

they could reach the contest-sensitive standards for knowledge. There cure other 

responses, however, that avoid making knowledge context-sensitive in this way. One is 
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Rysiew's [70|: it is possible that it would be inappropriate for attributors to attribute 

knowledge in particular contexts, even though such attributions would be accurate. As 

in the argument on offer from the 'semantic contextualist', this Innocuous Pragmatic 

Contextualist Argument would replace the Deficiency Argument for Skepticism and 

bring along an innocuous conclusion (figure 5.6)." 

Pi It is always possible to shift contexts of attribution by 
demanding that a subject have better evidence. 

P2 When it is possible to shift contexts of attribution by de
manding that a subject have better evidence, attributors 
will be unwilling to credit the stibj'ect with knowledge in 
the new context. 

C No subject will be credited with knowledge in every con
text. 

FIGURE 5.6. The Innocuous Pragmatic Contextualist Argiunent 

Another response could be borrowed from Ginet [SSj. We can 'know less by 

knowing more', and one of the kinds of information that can undercut knowledge is 

information about the ways our beliefe could turn out to be false. John and Mary faE 

to know because of their own heightened awareness of their epistemic frailty. They 

mistakenly claim that Smith does not know because they proj'ect their own ignorance 

onto him. and we fall into the same trap. It is all too easy to conclude that a subject 

does not know that p, if you know that you do not know that p, and jrou also know^ 

that the subject has no more evidence for p than you do. This response leads to the 

Innocuous Projection Argument (figure 5.7). 

The conclusions of the last two arguments are appealing. Indeed, the conclusions 

of these arguments are very similar, though the former emphasizes the way that attri

butions can go astray because of pragmatic pressure, whereas the latter emphasizes 

attributions going astray because of more straightforward confusion on the part of 

"The distinctfoa betweea 'semantic' and 'pragmatTc'̂  contextualism is borrowed ftom Rysfew, as 
axe the labels 'semantic contectoalcit' and 'pragmatic contextualist'. 
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PI It is alwajrs possible for attributors to bring to mind pos
sible evidence that a subject lacks. 

P2 Attributors who have the subject's and their own epis-
temic failings in mind will 'know less by knowing more', 
and they will project their own lack of knowledge onto 
the subject. 

C It is alwajrs possible for attributors to mistakenly fail to 
credit subjects with knowledge. 

FIGURE 5.7. The Innocuous Projection .^giunent 

the attributors. In any case, it is obvious that wayward attributions of these sorts do 

take place sometimes. These arguments, then, may not leave us committed to any 

suspicious claims like 'the truth values of knowledge attributions are in part functions 

of the contexts of attribution.' 

My account supplements these alternatives to semantic contextualism by dividing 

knowledge into different kinds, giving us the Multiple Kinds of ECnowIedge .Argument 

(figure 5.8). 

PI It is always possible for attributors to ask whether a sub
ject's knowledge is knowledge of a particular kind. 

P2 When attributors ask whether a subject has knowledge 
of a psurticular kind and decide the subject does not. they 
will not credit the subject with knowledge. 

C It is always possible for attributors to fail to credit sub
jects with knowledge. 

FIGURE 5.8. The Multiple BCinds of BCnowIedge Argument 

There are different kinds of knowledge because there are different panidigm cases 

of knowledge, and it B in comparison to a paradigm case of knowledge that belief 

satisfies the Strict Criterion and thereby comes to count as knowledge. In general, 

we would expect that perceptual beliefe would not fare well at all in comparison to 

paradigm cases of knowledge derived firom reasoning, and that beliefe reached as a 
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result of reasoning would not fare well in comparison to paradigm cases of perceptual 

knowledge. Beliefe that count as knowledge in virtue of a favorable comparison with 

a paradigm case of knowledge of type X (for example^ perceptual or a priori) count 

as knowledge of that same type X. 

The subjects in Cohen's cases could have knowledge of one type (in particular, 

testimonial knowledge) but their acqu^tion of more evidence might seem necessary 

because they fall short in comparison to paradigm cases of another type (a priori 

knowledge). More evidence is not necessary to give them testimonial knowledge. 

More evidence would, however, be necessary for a priori knowledge—or for perceptual 

knowledge. With respect to lots of paradigm cases of knowledge, the beliefs of these 

subjects fall short. If the subjects are trying to attain these other kinds of knowledge, 

they will certainly fail. On the other hand, it is not pointless for them to seek more 

evidence. How can this be? 

By acquiring more evidence, it is possible for subjects to rule out various possible 

scenarios in which they have failed to have knowledge. Lancing all the pears on 

display at a &uit stand with one's pen would allow one to determine that there are 

no fake pears nearby (or at least no wax pears), and the subject that goes around 

lancing pears will be Gettiered less frequently than the one that does not. Lancing 

the pears would even, improve the justifiedness of one's belief that there is a pear 

nearby, at least in comparison with some beliefe. What we sometimes forget when 

we regJize that the justifiedness of any belief could be augmented (and this fact is 

made particularly vivid when we recognize that a belief does not measure up to some 

paradigm cases of knowledge) fe that there is no way an actual subject could carry 

out all of the possible checks on a belief. This is why Descartes's [25} assurance at 

the end of the Meditations, that "I ought not to have even the slightest doubt of [the 

reality of my perceptions} if, after calling upoa all the senses as well as my memory 

and my intellect in. order to check them,^ I receive no conflicting reports from any of 

these sources," is so hollow (62). 
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Once their beliefs have surpassed a paradigm case of knowledge, subjects need 

not gather more evidence in order to have knowledge. This is not to say it would not 

be reasonable for them to seek more evidence. More evidence could rule out various 

scenarios in which they fail to have knowledge, thus giving them metaknowledge (or 

at least better justified metabelief). Sometimes, especially when the stakes are high, 

we want to know that we know. Even if attributors find it difficult to credit subjects 

with, knowledge when they are seeking more evidence, perhaps because what is salient 

in those cases axe the ways that the subject'̂ s beliefe fall short, this does not mean 

that they do not have knowledge, nor that they do not have it in the context of 

attribution. 

5.3.3 Ttaddng, Safety, and A Priori Knowledge 

One of the traditional epistemological projects within the theorj' of knowledge is to 

explain our a priori knowledge. While even the characterizations of which befiefe 

constitute 'a priori beliefs' — or which knowledge is 'warranted a priori' — are up for 

grabs, I shall content myself with, a discussion of beliefe about logic and arithmetic 

formed in the paradigmatic way: by reasoning. There are several difficulties with 

such beliefe. One problem for theories of knowledge that emphasize the probabilistic 

relations between a belief and its truth (as my theory of knowledge does) is that 

the truths of logic and arithmetic are necessarily true. To see how my account must 

handle this difficulty, let us revfeit 'tracking' theories of knowledge. On Nozick's [62j 

(rough) tracking theory of knowledge, there are four individually necessary and jointly 

sufficient conditions for a subject S's belief that p to constitute knowledge: 

1. p is true: p 

2. S believes that pi Bs(p) 
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3. If p weren't true then 5 wouldn't believe that pz -rp-^ -'Bs(p) 

4. If p were true then S would believe that pz p-* Bs{p) 

Sosa [Toj argues that Nozick's 'sensitivity' requirement — that is, the requirement 

that •%ere it not so that p, S would not believe that p" (141) — ought to be replaced 

with a safety requirement — a requirement that "S would believe that p only if it 

were so that p" (142). The shift from a sensitivity requirement (-"p —<• -•Bs{p)) to 

safety requirement (Bs(p) p), Sosa argues, has several ^vantages. One of them 

is that a safety requirement is at least intelligible for beliefs in necessary truths, 

whereas Nozick's sensitivity requirement is not. This is why Nozick sets aside beliefs 

in necessary truths when giving his account (146). 

A probabilistic connection between a belief and the truth of the belief is, in some 

ways, very much like a causal or subjunctive conditional connection. Indeed, one way 

of visualizing the generation of the reliability number r for a belief associated with 

a type t individuated by a particular collection of features F fe to imagine that the 

fraction of worlds (or perhaps nearby worlds) that have the features in F in which 

the belief is true is r. While there is no room to press this point here, it will be clear 

enough that my own account and accounts of knowledge on which the connection 

between the belief and the truth of the belief is a causal or a subjunctive conditional 

connection are close enough that my account can take advantage of Sosa's proposal. 

Here is a probabilistic version of Nozick's account of knowledge: 

1. p is true: p 

2. S" believes that p: Ss(p) 
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3. If p weren't true then S probably wouldn't believe that p: 

-<p —»• nProb(->Bs(p)) is high"* 

4. If p were true then S probably would believe that p: 

p Trob(Ss(p)) b higf 

This gives us a crude sketch of some probabilistic conditions to use in a theory of 

know^ledge (figure 5.9). 

Nozick's tracking conditions: Corresponding probabilistic conditions: 
->p -'Bs{p) Prob(-'Ss(p) 1 -fp) is high 

p ^ Bsip) Prob(Bs(p) 1 p) is high 

FIGURE 5.9. Nozick's conditions and corresponding probabilistic conditions 

There is an obvious problem to consider once we turn our attention to beliefe in 

necessary truths: what fe the probability of anything conditional on the negation of a 

necesscuy truth? To avoid this difficulty, we follow Sosa in shifting our emphasis from 

the truth side of the cormection to the belief side. We conditionalize on a proposition 

about the believing rather than on the truth of the content of the believing, as in the 

condition given in figure 5.10. 

Sosa's safety condition: The corresponding probabilistic condition: 

Bs{p) — P Prob(p [ Bsip)) is high 

FIGURE 5.10. Sosa's condition and the corresponding probabilistic condition 

There are now two difficulties with the probabilistic version of Sosa's condition. 

First, while we have escaped the problem of conditionalmng on the negation of a 

necessary truth, we are left without an explanation for why it is that not every belief 

in a necessary truth will turn, out to be knowledge. After all, we would ecpect that 
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the probabilistic conditioa — Prob(p | Bs(p)) is high — would be as easy to satisfy 

as Sosa's subjunctive conditional. Surely the probability that a necessary truth is 

true is just 1, and if any probability is 'high', then 1 is. Second, while we escaped 

conditionalizing on the negation of a necessary truth, it is aot clear what we are 

conditionalizing on. Are we just conditionalizing on the proposition that the subject 

believes that p, without any mention of how the subject comes to believe it? At least 

if we use the subjunctive conditional condition, we might think that we are appealing 

to 'nearby possible worlds', so the actual manner in which the subject comes to believe 

that p matters: it partially determines which possible worlds count as nearby. 

The proper responses to these two worries are connected. Instead of claiming 

that the probability of the proposition given that the subject believes it is high 

(Prob(p I Bs{p)) is high), my account would be better described as claiming that 

the probability of the belief's being true given that it has various features is high 

(Prob(the belief's being true | the belief has various features) is high). This charac

terization does two things. First, it addresses the second worry by reminding us 

that we are conditionalizing on various collections of features of the belief, and that 

in doing so we will get many probability numbers rather than a single probability 

number. Many of the features of the belief have to do with how the subject came 

to have it. Indeed, we can eqject that these features will show up relatively early 

ia the canonical sequences for paradigm cases of knowledge, and therefore that, on 

my account, the reliability numbers associated with types individuated, with these 

featmres will play a prominent role. 

Second, with respect to the first worry, this characterization, no longer makes any 

ecplicit reference to the probability of the proposition believed. Some of the feature 

of the belief have to do with its content, but it is only in virtue of the fact that we 

are conditionalmng on various collections of features that we need to consider the 

beliePs content at all. The fact that my belief that 1,037 is one-third of 3,111 has 

as its content a necessary truth is only relevant when we conditionalize on features 
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of the belief that determine that it has as its content a necessary truth. We also 

consider the probability of the belief's being true conditionalizing on other features 

— for example, whether I formed the belief while drunk or sober, by using a paper 

and pencil or in my head, with a process that included a check to see that the sum 

of the digits of 3,111 is a multiple of 3 or not, and so on. Since we would expect that 

the canonical descriptions of our paradigm cases of a priori knowledge would make 

prominent lots of features that do not specify the content of the belief, it will tmm 

out to be the reliability of a belief in virtue of these other features that determines 

whether we have knowledge in cases of beliefe about logic or arithmetic. 
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